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Abstract
Amenability developed alongside modern analysis, as it is a central property lacking
in a group used to show, for example, the Banach-Tarski paradox (Wagon, 1993).
e ĕrst working deĕnition was given by von Neumann (1929), in terms of ĕnitely-
additive measures. A number of useful theorems are capable of being shown using
this basic deĕnition.
e ĕrstmodern deĕnition of amenability was given byM.M.Day (1957), whose
concept involved invariant means. For groups this coincides exactly with the von
Neumann condition: each invariantmean corresponds to an invariant ĕnitely-additive
measure, corresponding via Lebesgue integration. is advance was signiĕcant as it
opened the door to the application of abstract harmonic analysis, ĕxed-point theo-
rems, and an industry of consequences. Amenable groups support almost-invariant
ĕnite means, and via decomposition this is culminated as the Følner condition, a
statement about ĕnite sets. Abelian groups are amenable as a simple consequence of
the Markov-Kakutani ĕxed-point theorem. A theorem of B. E. Johnson (1972) led
to the development of amenable Banach algebras and C*-algebras, neatly encoding
amenability in the mechanics of cohomology theory.
While amenability is directly generalisable from groups to semigroups, the two
key deĕnitions do not correspond in the same way as they do for groups: extracting
a ĕnitely-additive measure from a le-invariant mean yields what might be called a
le preimage-invariant measure, and for groups these merely correspond to the in-
verse elements. A simple but surprising consequence ofDay’s deĕnition of amenabil-
ity is that semigroups with a zero element are both le and right amenable (Day,
1957). Yet they cannot support a (totally) invariant ĕnitely-additive measure (van
Douwen, 1992, p231). On the other hand, all semigroups with more than one dis-
tinct le zero are not le amenable (Paterson, 1988), and in particular there aremany
non-amenable ĕnite semigroups, which is another contrast to the group case: all ĕ-
nite groups are amenable. is standard deĕnition of amenability for semigroups
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is therefore unintuitive and, perhaps, unsatisfactory. Restricting to better-behaved
classes of semigroups, such as the inverse semigroups, does little to improve this.
e ĕrst new result of the present work is that there is a weakening of invari-
ance that can be used in the context of ĕnitely-additive measures to generalise group
amenability to semigroups in a different way. For a semigroup S, a ĕnitely-additive
measure  2 [0; 1]P(S) will be called le fairly invariant if, for all s 2 S and A  S
such that sjA is an injection,  (sA) =  (A). When a semigroup supports such
a ĕnitely-additive measure, then it is le fairly amenable. Fair amenability is a gen-
eralisation of group amenability, and retains some of the useful theorems. Some of
the results shown using this formulation include: a semigroup is le fairly amenable
when it satisĕes a weakened Strong Følner Condition, ĕnite semigroups are all fairly
amenable, semigroups with involution are either fairly amenable on both the le and
the right or not at all, adjoining a zero does not cause a non-fairly amenable semi-
group to become fairly amenable, directed unions of fairly amenable semigroups are
fairly amenable, and a variety of examples which are fairly amenable or not fairly
amenable.
e name “amenable” is, as the story goes, supposed to be a pun, since amenable
groups support invariantmeans. us an important question for fair amenability is,
what condition for a mean is equivalent to the fair invariance of the corresponding
ĕnitely-additive measure? One approach is to Ęip the duality between the convolu-
tion action in `1(S) and the dual action in `1(S) upside-down: attempt convolution
in `1(S) and the dual action in `1(S). In this scenario, the curious will consider
such ill-deĕned expressions as 0  S. Fortunately, wherever the convolution partial
action of s on  2 `1(S), i.e. s  , is well-deĕned and bounded, then the integral
with respect to a le fairly-invariant measure can be readily computed. It is shown
that a semigroup S le fairly amenable if, and only if, there exists a meanm such that
m () = m (s  ) for all s 2 S and  2 `1(S) such that s   2 `1(S). Hence
the nomenclature “fairly amenable” is justiĕed as a pun also.
Some variations on fair amenability and related results are also explored. As a
variation on the  partial action, an operator ~ is introduced on `1(S), which in-
duces a full action of S. One drawback of~ compared to  is that, in order to express
fair amenability, an additional condition is required to limit the scope of invariance
appropriately. Finally, inner~ invariance and its “fair” variant are brieĘy explored.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 What is amenability?
Unwisely, I began seeking answers to this question in a pale blue book titled “Amenabil-
ity” by Paterson (1988). I write “unwise” (perhaps unfairly to Paterson as he was per-
haps aiming at a higher audience than myself), but perhaps merely unwise for me,
as within a few pages of the introduction I realised I had been bamboozled with a
sufficiently broad array of vaguely familiar background concepts to render the full
notion of amenability unclear. It seemed it all had something to do with functionals,
Lebesgue integration, measures, groups and semigroups and topologies, the Haar
measure, the Borel subsets, function spaces, Banach algebras, C*-algebras, von Neu-
mann algebras, virtual and approximate diagonals, cohomology, injective and pro-
jective tensor products, strong and weak convergence, nuclearity…But just what is
it?
eheart and soul of amenability is the idea of invariance of content. By “content”,
we usually mean more tangible concepts such as volume and mass. Invariance is a
most natural concept to consider, as it appeals to the intuition in a variety of ways.
For example, we know from real-world experience that merely moving an ordinary
tangible, physical object does not alter its mass or its volume. Only when the object
undergoes certain deformations do these quantities change. us, we can say that the
content of a tangible object is invariant under rigid motion: translation and rotation.
e Banach-Tarski paradox, and its precursors such as the Hausdorff paradox,
showed that our usual formalisations for the ideas of volume, translation and rota-
tion have very non-intuitive consequences. is paradox was a very forceful demon-
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stration, since it takes place within R3, which we intuitively consider to be a rea-
sonable approximation of the tangible universe, and uses rotations and translations,
which we intuitively consider to be volume- and mass-preserving operations. e
conclusion of the Banach-Tarski paradox is that any bounded non-empty set inside
R3 can be decomposed into subsets, and these subset “pieces” translated and rotated,
and recombined to form any other bounded set inside R3. An image to hold in mind
that is oen described at this point is of a pea split up and reassembled into a ball the
size of the sun!
It was known that paradoxes of this nature only occurred in spaces of dimension
3 or higher, which indicated that perhaps it was some fault of R3, or the fault of the
groupG3 which models the group of rotations and translations of points inR3. is
is true, but obscures the real problem. von Neumann (1929), who presented the
ĕrst deĕnition of amenability, noted that the Banach-Tarski paradox is an issue of
a group-theoretic nature, and was not limited to either R3 or G3. e group that is
genuinely central to the paradox, the free group on two generators denoted F2, simply
has a structure that circumvents any reasonable deĕnition of invariant volume. us
F2 is said to be paradoxical. Its embedding inG3 extends the problem into the form
of the Banach-Tarski paradox. It then happens that F2 is not amenable because it is
paradoxical, and vice-versa.
ere is now a multitude of deĕnitions for amenability. For the case of groups,
all the deĕnitions effectively coincide and follow from each other, which is why they
may all be considered to be deĕnitional conditions. is concord provides a useful
array of tools for determining the property of amenability for a given group, as well
as a broad set of nice analytic properties that hold for the amenable groups. ese
varying deĕnitions of amenability are introduced in Chapter 2.
On semigroups, however, it simply doesn’t work that way. e most popular
deĕnition of amenability originated with Day (1957), as a natural-looking generali-
sation of his previous work on the group case. For groups, there is a correspondence
between themeans (a certain kind of functional) and the ĕnitely-additive measures
which were the core of von Neumann’s deĕnition. On semigroups, however, this
important correspondence breaks down almost immediately and with little fanfare,
and this is where my confusion really began.
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1.2 Preliminaries
1.2.1 A remark about proofs
Many of the proofs contained in this thesis follow a presentation style that aims to
improve validity. In these I have aimed to emulate the hierarchical structure advo-
cated by Lamport (2012). ese proofs may seem unusual, and would appear out of
place in journals that would prescribe a particular formatting. While it was tempt-
ing to stick to the safety of a more classical, conventional style, I reasoned that there
would be no better place to give the concept a run than a thesis containing both
standard results, and original results.
1.2.2 Semigroups, groups, self-actions
Recall the following basic deĕnitions.
Deĕnition 1.1 A semigroup is a set S together with a binary operation  : SS! S,
usually denoted with concatenation, such that  is associative, i.e.
a  (b  c) = (a  b)  c for all a; b; c 2 S:
Usually S stands for both the semigroup and the underlying set. An identity element
1 is such that 1x = x1 = x for all x 2 S. We shall write S1 to mean S with an
identity adjoined if necessary. If S = S1 then S is amonoid. Similarly, a zero element
0 satisĕes 0x = x0 = 0 for all x 2 S, and again similarly, write S0 to mean S with
a zero adjoined if necessary. Note that this should not be confused with semigroups
where 0 could be an additive identity: applying the previous statements strictly, N0
is the semigroup of positive natural numbers with a zero element adjoined, and with
regards to addition, that zero behaves like -1. On the other hand, N [ f0g is the
Abelian monoid of natural numbers with 0 being the identity element.
If A  S and s 2 S, then sA := fsa : a 2 Ag and As := fas : a 2 Ag. is is a
special case of the product of sets: for anyA;B  S,AB := fab : a 2 A;b 2 Bg.
A group G is a semigroup such that xG = Gx = G for all x 2 G. It is easy
to show that this is equivalent to G being a semigroup with an identity element and
inverses, in the fashion usually taught in undergraduate studies. Inverse elements
in groups are generally denoted with the superscript -1, and for a set A  G, the
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notationA-1 shall mean the set consisting of the inverse of each element ofA, i.e.
A-1 :=

a-1 : a 2 A	 :
For a set X, the semigroup TX denotes the transformation semigroup of X, con-
sisting of all maps f : X ! X with respect to composition of functions. A special
and important subgroup of TX is SymX, the symmetric group of X, consisting of all
bijections from X to itself with composition.
Deĕnition/eorem 1.2 Let S be a semigroup, and deĕne the maps
s(x) := sx; s(x) := xs for all s; x 2 S:
e maps  : s 7! s and  : s 7! s are known as the le regular and right
regular representations, respectively. For all s 2 S, s and s are elements of TS,
and so  and  are homomorphisms from S to TS, though they are not necessarily
faithful. However, these representations can be used to demonstrate such results as
the following.
• e semigroup S is faithfully embedded within some transformation semi-
group, in particular, TS1 .
• If S is a group, then it is faithfully embedded in thhe symmetric group SymS,
and this result is known as Cayley’s theorem.
• If S is an inverse semigroup, then it is faithfully embedded in the symmetric
inverse monoid IX, i.e. the Wagner-Preston theorem.
(Not shown here.) 
us it is always natural to imagine a group as symmetries (bijections), a semi-
group as transformations, an inverse semigroup as partial symmetries. e repre-
sentations ;  provide examples of self-actions—actions of S on itself. ese may be
extended to actions of S on the power set P(S), i.e. s(A) = sA forA  S. We may
also speak of the preimage under s of a set A, being -1s (A) = ft : s (t) 2 Ag =
ft : st 2 Ag. For notational convenience, I shall use, wherever it is not confusing to
do so, the shorthand
s-1A := ft : st 2 Ag ; As-1 := ft : ts 2 Ag
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for all s 2 S andA  S. If S is a group then s-1A andAs-1 are unambiguous, since
in that instance

s-1t : t 2 A	 = ft : st 2 Ag, similarly on the right.
1.2.3 Function spaces
While this work is not aimed at providing a comprehensive account of modern anal-
ysis and representation theory, it will be useful to recall some salient ideas. For a
thorough account of Banach spaces, see Allan (2011). For understanding amenabil-
ity the basic deĕnitions require, at minimum, no regard to topology.
Deĕnition 1.3 Let S be a set, and consider the functions from S to K (denoted KS.
K stands for either R or C). For f; g 2 KS the addition f + g deĕned pointwise is
an Abelian group, and functions can be scaled by any scalar  2 K, so,KS is a vector
space in which the functions are the vectors.
Recall the following important subspaces ofKS. Let f 2 KS.
• `1(S) is the space of absolutely summable functions on S:
f 2 `1(S) , kfk1 :=X
s2S
jf(s)j <1:
• More generally, `p(S) (for 0 < p < 1) is the space of p-th power summable
functions:
f 2 `p(S) , kfkp :=
"X
s2S
jf(s)jp
#1=p
<1:
• `1(S) is the space of bounded functions:
f 2 `1(S) , kfk1 := sup
s2S
jf(s)j <1:
It is a straightforward exercise to demonstrate that these are subspaces ofKS, that
kk1 ; kkp ; kk1 are all norms, that `1(S); `p(S); `1(S) are norm-complete (Banach
spaces), and that when S is ĕnite they all coincide with KS and all three norms are
equivalent. A special case is p = 2: `2(S) is a Hilbert space having the inner product
h; i given by
hf; gi :=
X
s2S
f(s)g(s):
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Again, it is straightforward to verify this is an inner product and that it yields the
norm kk2 (given by kxk2 = hx; xi1=2). Usefulness of the “inner product” given
above extends beyond `2(S), and so, if outside the context of any other given Hilbert
space, we shall leave h; i deĕned as above wherever the right-hand side converges.
If S is a semigroup, then the semigroup structure can interact with the elements
of these function spaces in a variety of ways. For s 2 S, one common approach is to
multiply on the le or right by s before applying f 2 KS, and this is called the (dual)
action of s on f:
(sf) (x) := f (sx) ; (fs) (x) := f (xs) :
Onemust have a grasp of the space of bounded linear operatorsB(E; F) consisting
of linear maps T : E! F satisfying
kTk := sup
x6=0
kTxkF
kxkE
<1;
and the special case of the dual of a space E, denoted E, where E := B(E;K). An
example of a functional  2 `1(S) is
 (f) :=
X
s2S
f(s) for all f 2 `1(S):
Isometric isomorphism is the standard for considering when two spaces are to be
regarded as equivalent.“Taking the dual” is then sometimes involutive (`p(S) 
`p(S) if 1 < p <1) and sometimes not (e.g. `1(S) is not isometrically isomorphic
to `1(S)), but that is not the most that can be said.
eorem 1.4 e dual space `1(S) can be, and almost always is, identiĕed with
`1(S), and `1(S) is canonically isometrically embedded in `1(S)  `1(S).
Proof (sketch) For each  2 `1(S) deĕne the corresponding ^ 2 `1(S) by
^ (f) :=
X
s2S
f (s) (s) = h; fi :
is implies that for a given ^ there exists a  given by  (s) = ^ (s). Similarly,
for each f 2 `1(S) deĕne the corresponding f^ 2 `1(S) by
f^ () =  (f) for all  2 `1(S):
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is works for embedding any linear space E in E. Note that there may exist f^ 2
`1(S) for which there is no corresponding f. It is then a matter of verifying the
isometric isomorphism. 
For any two real-valued functions f and g, let the condition g  f be assumed
to be taken pointwise, i.e. g(t)  f(t) for all t.
Deĕnition 1.5 Given an f 2 `1(S) such that f  0, if there exists a ĕnite index set
I, a collection fAigi2I of subsets of S, and collection faigi2I of positive real numbers
such that
f =
X
i2I
aiAi;
then f is a (n-step) simple function. Note that f takes at most n distinct values in
its range. e collection of sets fAigi2I may be assumed, without loss of generality,
to be pairwise disjoint, since any simple function can be re-expressed with pairwise
disjoint sets: use I = f (S), and for each i 2 I useAi = f-1 (fig) and ai be the value
in the singleton set f (Ai).
1.2.4 Ultrafilters and ultralimits
Finally, a useful tool for resolving some problems is the ultralimit. Even in seemingly
benign situations, ordinary sequential limits can fail to exist, and one solution is to
take an ultralimit instead. Ultralimits are closely related to non-standard analysis,
and a good introduction was posted by Tao (2010). Certain unnamed mathemati-
cians may consider ultralimits to be the “fairy godmothers of mathematics,” but the
basic ultralimit construction described below is simultaneously useful and devoid of
much mystery.
Deĕnition 1.6 A ĕlter F on a set X is a collection of subsets of X satisfying the fol-
lowing properties:
(F1) ; =2 F (this mostly serves to exclude the “improper” ĕlter P(X)).
(F2) IfA 2 F then every superset B is also in F (it is upwards-closed).
(F3) IfA and B are in F, thenA \ B 2 F.
Note that a ĕlter F cannot contain any pair of disjoint sets—by (F3) their inter-
section would be in F, but by (F1), this is a contradiction.
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.
;
fag
fbg
fcg
fa; bg
fa; cg
fb; cg
fa; b; cg
Figure 1.1: An ultraĕlter (ĕlled points) on the ĕnite set fa; b; cg.
If a setA =2 F then every subset is also not in F. To see this, suppose some subset
B  A is in F: by (F2), this implies thatA 2 F, contradictingA =2 F.
Deĕnition 1.7 An ultraĕlter U is a ĕlter that satisĕes the further property that for
anyA  X, eitherA or XnA is inU.
SinceA and XnA are disjoint, by the above, precisely one of them is in any ultra-
ĕlter on X. It is not possible to include more sets in an ultraĕlter without it failing to
be a ĕlter, so there is no ĕlter ĕner than an ultraĕlter.
Lemma 1.8 ere are two disjoint kinds of ultraĕlters on a setX: the principal ultra-
ĕlters, containing exactly one singleton set fxg where x 2 X, and the non-principal
or free ultraĕlters, which contain no ĕnite sets at all.
Proof If an ultraĕlterU onX contains any ĕnite set F, wemay see that it necessarily
contains a singleton set, and is therfore principal, as follows. Assume that fxg =2 U
for all x 2 X. In particular ffg =2 U for each f 2 F. usXn ffg 2 U for all f 2 F, and
by property (F3) we thus have F \ (Xn ffg) = Fn ffg 2 U for all f 2 F. Inductively
each element of F can be removed, one at a time, until none remain, at which point
it contradicts (F1). 
While it is easy to exhibit a principal ultraĕlter on many inĕnite sets, one must
rely on some additional axiom to provide the existence of free ultraĕlters. eUltra-
ĕlter Lemma (UL) does this nearly directly: UL asserts that every ĕlter is contained
within an ultraĕlter, and some ĕlters, such as the Fréchet ĕlter described below, can
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only be contained within a free ultraĕlter. e Ultraĕlter Lemma is also a conse-
quence of the Axiom of Choice. However, the Axiom of Choice does not follow
from the Ultraĕlter Lemma, so UL is a weakening of AC. One useful consequence
of the Ultraĕlter Lemma is the Hahn-Banach theorem, but again, the converse does
not hold.
Since free ultraĕlters do not contain any ĕnite sets, by deĕnition they must con-
tain all coĕnite sets. e ĕlter consisting of coĕnite sets, the Fréchet ĕlter, is therefore
contained in any free ultraĕlter. Conversely, any ultraĕlter containing the Fréchet
ĕlter is a free ultraĕlter. e Fréchet ĕlter itself is not usually an ultraĕlter: consider
two inĕnite sets which are complements, and so neither is coĕnite.
Deĕnition 1.9 Given any sequence of real or complex numbers fxng and a free ul-
traĕlterU over N, if for some value x and each  > 0, we have
fn : jxn - xj  g 2 U;
then x is the (unique) ultralimit of the sequence with respect toU, written
x = lim
U
xn or x = U- lim xn:
is generalises to sequences in any metric space (X; d) by
x = lim
U
xn , fn : d (xn; x)  g 2 U:
Note that if we try to do the same thing with a principal ultraĕlter, then we allow the
ultralimit to take the value of the sequence at a single point. For the ultralimit and
ordinary limits to coincide, one must require a free ultraĕlter.
Some authors sometimes require, for ultralimits, that the ultraĕlter U over N
used, instead of explicitly being required to be “free”, is required to contain every
interval [n;1) for each n 2 N.
Lemma 1.10 An ultraĕlterU onN is free if, and only if, it contains every interval of
the form [n;1) for each n 2 N.
Proof A free ultraĕlter contains all coĕnite sets, including as examples the intervals
of the form [n;1).
To show the converse, suppose an ultraĕlterU contains every interval [n;1) for
n 2 N, and assume that U is principal. U, being principal, contains a singleton set,
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fkg say, and therefore does not contain Nn fkg = [1; k) [ [k + 1;1). Since subsets
of sets not in a ĕlter are also not in the ĕlter, this implies [k+ 1;1) is not inU. is
contradicts the requirement that every [n;1) 2 U. 
Ultralimits provide a resolution to the problem of deĕning a unique limit for
a sequence that fails to converge due to having multiple limit points, effectively by
choosing one of the limit points. Intuitively, a free ultraĕlter will contain a set of in-
dexes corresponding to one of the convergent subsequences, but none of the others,
as they will necessarily be indexed by sets in the complement of the index set of the
chosen subsequence. If a sequence is bounded, then by the Bolzano-Weierstrass the-
orem there is at least one convergent subsequence, so an ultralimit is always deĕned
on bounded sequences.
But not only doultralimits assign a value for the limit of a not-necessarily-convergent
sequence, they do so in a completely consistent way when the same free ultraĕlter is
used.
Lemma 1.11 Let fxngn2N ; fyngn2N be two sequences andU a free ultraĕlter overN.
en
lim
U
(xn + yn) = lim
U
xn + lim
U
yn
where the ultralimits exist.
Justiĕcation is is a speciĕc case of the transfer theorem, stating all operations
involving ĕnitely many standard objects can be carried over into the non-standard
universe (of ultralimit objects), which is a special case of the formalisation known as
Łoś’s theorem. (Tao, 2010) 
Chapter 2
Amenability and Groups
e core idea of amenability is that of an invariant structure: some set of quanti-
ties that remains unchanged under some action. e ĕrst coherent conception of
amenability was as a condition on a group that precludes the group generating a
Banach-Tarski-style paradox.
2.1 Finitely-additive measures
e ĕrst deĕnition follows Deĕnition 10.1 from Wagon (1993). Despite its lengthy
pedigree (vonNeumann, 1929), it endures as a useful deĕnition (for example,Akhme-
dov et al., 2009).
Deĕnition 2.1 (Amenability–) Let G be any group, and  : P (G) ! R+. We say
.Fin. add. measures
m 2.10
Means
m 2.11
Finite means
m 2.13
Følner conditions
Lem 2.15
Figure 2.1: e journey of the ĕrst half of this chapter.
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that  is
(i) ĕnitely-additive if for all disjoint subsetsA;B  S,  (A [B) =  (A)+ (B),
(ii) le-invariant if  (gA) =  (A) for all A  G; g 2 G. similarly,  is right-
invariant if  (Ag) =  (A), and
(iii) a probability measure if (G) = 1. e total measure of is the quantity (G).
We say the groupG is le amenable if there exists a non-negative ĕnitely-additive le-
invariant probability measure . Similarly, G is right amenable where there exists a
 that is right-invariant. IfG is neither, it is non-amenable.
Put more intuitively, if elements of a group represent motions or rotations, and
subsets of the group are “pieces” that can be moved or rotated (by the usual self-
action), then amenability guarantees at least one notion of “area” or “volume” of
pieces that is invariant with respect towhatevermotions a piece is subjected to. Finite
additivity ensures that the measure captures the notion of the “fraction of space” the
piece takes up within the whole group. Expecting invariance for the action of every
element is compatible with the notion of an action being a bijection, with bijections
preserving set cardinality.
We require mere ĕnite additivity instead of countable additivity because for inĕ-
nite groups it is easy to show that such a measure cannot exist (Wagon, 1993).
Some basic facts about (not necessarily invariant) ĕnitely-additive measures:
• If A  B then  (B) =  (A) +  (BnA), and since   0, it follows that
 (A)   (B), i.e.  is monotone. Obviously  (A)   (B) does not neces-
sarily implyA  B.
• For any setsA;B,  (A) + (B) =  (A [ B) + (A \ B), i.e.  satisĕes the
principles of inclusion-exclusion, similar to set cardinality.
• Since  (G) = 1,  (;) = 0.
Finally, ready examples of ĕnitely-additive measures (but that aren’t necessarily
invariant in any way) on a set X is built from any ultraĕlter onX. Given an ultraĕlter
U on X, simply set
 (A) := U (A) =
8<: 1 ifA 2 U0 otherwise :
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Principal ultraĕlters correspond to point masses, since for some element x 2 X,
U (fxg) = 1, i.e. all the mass is concentrated on the point x. Where X is inĕnite,
measures created from free ultraĕlters in this way are examples of diffusemeasures:
 is diffuse if, for all ĕnite sets F  X,  (F) = 0. (van Douwen, 1992)
Lemma 2.2 If a group G is le amenable, then it is also right amenable, and vice-
versa.
Proof Let  be le invariant, and consider the ĕnitely-additive measure  deĕned
by  (A) := 
 
A-1

. en  is right invariant:
 (Ag) = 
 
(Ag)-1

= 
 
g-1A-1

= 
 
A-1

=  (A) ;
for anyA  G; g 2 G, as required. 
Not every le invariant measure is also right invariant, but a le invariant measure
and a right invariant measure can be combined to form one which is both le and
right invariant (bi-invariant).
Lemma 2.3 Suppose G is le and right amenable with ĕnitely-additive measures 
and , respectively. ere exists a bi-invariant ĕnitely-additive measure .
Proof Deĕne  by setting (Wagon, 1993, p148)
 (A) :=
Z
t2G

 
At-1

d
i.e. integrate the map t 7!   At-1 with respect to . Showing that  is a bi-
invariant ĕnitely-additive probability measure on G is omitted here, but the idea is
demonstrated ineorem 4.14. 
us, by combining Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, any groupG is seen to be either amenable
or non-amenable.
Example 2.4 1. Every ĕnite group G is amenable. To ĕnd a , take the counting
measure given by
 (E) =
jEj
jGj
;
and since the actions of each g 2 G on E, being all bijective, cannot change
the cardinality,  satisĕes all the required properties.
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2. (UL) (Z;+) = F1 is amenable. Consider setting for all subsets E,
 (E) =
??
lim
n!1
jE \ [-n;n]j
2n+ 1
:
is looks promising: all ĕnite subsets therefore have measure 0, but this does
not contradict  (Z) = 1 because  is only ĕnitely additive. For inĕnite E,
this expression captures the notion of the amount of space E takes up within
Z, which by the limit remains invariant under any (necessarily ĕnite) motion.
However, there is no guarantee that the limit exists. e sequence is bounded
and therefore not divergent, but it is not necessarily convergent. For instance,
consider
E = Z \ (   [ (-2n+1;-2n] [    (-8;-4] [ (-2;-1]
[ [1; 2) [ [4; 8) [ [16; 32) [    [ [2n; 2n+1) [    ):
e sequence with terms xn = jE\[-n;n]j2n+1 in this case does not converge as n!1, but does have more than one limit point. It is bounded, so by the Bolzano-
Weierstrass theorem it contains at least one convergent subsequence, so one
such subsequence can be chosen using an ultralimit: ĕx a free ultraĕlterU on
N, and deĕne  using the ultralimit
 (E) = U- lim
n!1
jE \ [-n;n]j
2n+ 1
:
ere are inĕnitely many different free ultraĕlters on N, and so there are in-
ĕnitely many different measures  that demonstrate the amenability of Z.
3. All compact groups are amenable. is follows from Haar measure theory: if
a group is compact, all subsets are compact, and therefore the Haar measure
(being an invariant countably-additive measure with ĕnite total measure) is
deĕned on all subsets of the group and satisĕes the required properties.
4. F2 is not amenable. Let Sx be the set of words in F2 with preĕx x, and take the
generators to be fa; bg. Assume  is a measure with the required properties
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for amenability. en since F2 = Sa [aSa-1 (similarly with b),
1 =  (F2)
=  (f1g [Sa [Sb [ Sa-1 [Sb-1)
=  (f1g) +  (Sa) +  (Sb) +  (Sa-1) +  (Sb-1)
=  (f1g) +  (Sa) +  (Sb) +  (aSa-1) +  (bSb-1)
=  (f1g) +  (Sa [aSa-1) +  (Sb [bSb-1)
=  (f1g) +  (F2) +  (F2)
 2;
a contradiction. Hence F2 cannot be amenable.
5. If a group is amenable, then every subgroup is also amenable. If the subgroup
has non-zero measure, this can be demonstrated by scaling the existing mea-
sure by a constant. (e zero-measure case is more involved: see eorem
2.30.) erefore every group containing a non-amenable group such as F2 is
itself non-amenable.
6. IfG is an inĕnite amenable group with measure , then  is diffuse.
Proof Suppose there exists some ĕnite set F  G such that  (F) = k > 0.
G is inĕnite, therefore there are inĕnitely many rotated, disjoint copies of F
inside G. By invariance, each copy has the same measure k. Finally, by ĕnite-
additivity, the disjoint union of any selection of d1=ke of these copies hasmea-
sure greater than 1, contradicting  (G) = 1.
e example of F2 is used as the foundation for the Banach-Tarski paradox, by
translating the self-action into an action on R3 in a manner that permits emulating
the “measure-doubling.”
e example of Z illustrates a few points. Finite additivity, while unwieldy with
respect to the study of analysis which prefers countably additive measures, saves the
day with respect to ĕnite subsets. e presence of an ultralimit hints at cardinal-
ity questions about the set of invariant measures. Finally, the use of an increasing
sequence of ĕnite sets (i.e. [-n;n]) hints at the underlying reason that all Abelian
groups are amenable: every self-action of an Abelian group is like a “shi.”
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2.2 Invariant means
Various functions can be integrated with respect to various ĕnitely-additive mea-
sures. Importantly, invariance of a ĕnitely-additive measure  can translate into
a notion of invariance of the integral operation with respect to . Suppose G is an
amenable group with ĕnitely-additivemeasure. Since every subset ofG is assigned
a measure, i.e. P(G) is measurable by , then construction of the Lebesgue integral
with respect to  does not necessarily involve discussion of non-measurable sets or
-algebras, which simpliĕes some matters. However, as  is merely ĕnitely additive,
certain expected properties of integrals (e.g. the Monotone Convergence eorem)
do not follow (Wagon, 1993, p.147). A widely-cited book that includes a chapter on
integrating with respect tomeasures that are not necessarily countably additive is the
popular Dunford and Schwartz, 1958.
Integrals are examples of linear operators. In particular, when taking the integral
with respect to some  2 [0; 1]P(G), the integral of some bounded function f yields
a mean value of f across its domain. is leads to the question of what constitutes
a “mean value” in a generalised setting. Some properties to consider are as follows.
e mean value of a constant function is equal to that constant. If f is non-negative
everywhere on its domain, then so too is its mean. Finally, if we sum two functions
f+g, then the mean of the sum should be the sum of the means, or more accurately,
means should be linear.
Day (1957) altered the discourse of amenability by focusing on such a set of linear
operators, themeans, and this is why he later co-opted theword “amenable”.1 Amean
m is simply a linear functionalwith certain properties (described below). Sincemean
values are an arithmetic idea, we are only really interested in ĕnding the means of
bounded real- or complex-valued functions, i.e. those members of the Banach space
`1(G), and hencem 2 `1(G).2
Integrating with respect to a ĕnitely-additive measure provides an example of
a mean, and it is possible to go the other way. Each set A corresponds to some
f0; 1g-valued function A, which can be given by setting A (x) := jA \ fxgj for all
x. Given a mean m, one may deĕne a ĕnitely-additive probability measure  by
setting  (A) := m (A) for all sets A. e main question is then how invariance
1It is customary (Day, 1983; Paterson, 1988, p1; Runde, 2002, p34; Kaimanovich, 2009, p55;Wirze-
nius, 2012, p1) to mention the term “amenable” was introduced by Day as a pun.
2In Day’s notation as seen between 1957 and 1968, the mean was written , the (semi)group ,
and the space of bounded functionsm().
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properties transfer between the two contexts.
is additional machinery may seem like an extra hassle. However, in the con-
text of linear functionals and Banach algebras, we can exploit the fruits of harmonic
analysis, and so questions about invariant measures become questions of existence
of cluster points and weak convergence.
e following closely mirrors Day (1957), and is expounded upon in detail for
the beneĕt of later observations.
Deĕnition 2.5 (Means) LetG be a group.
1. Ifm 2 `1(G) satisĕes
inf
g2G
 (g)  m ()  sup
g2G
 (g) for all  2 `1(G)
then m is called a mean. Note this does not make sense for complex-valued
, and the consideration of complex-valued is a wrinkle that won’t be given
much consideration in the present work, but the deĕnition of a mean is ade-
quately generalised by the following. Ifm satisĕes
(i) m (G) = 1,
(ii) whenever  (t)  0 for all t 2 G, then m ()  0 (i.e. m is non-
negative),
thenm is a mean (Day, 1957; Tao, 2009).
2. Ifm 2 `1(G) is non-negative,m is ĕnitely supported, and kmk1 = 1, thenm
is called a ĕnite mean.
Remark 2.6 A ĕnite meanm can be viewed as a (non-ĕnite) mean m^ via the canon-
ical embedding of `1(G) within `1(G), i.e. setting m^ () := hm;i for all  2
`1(G) (Tao, 2009).
e group G could conceivably act on `1(G) in many ways, but here we care
about two actions in particular. e ĕrst deĕnes invariance of means, which in turn
is used to deĕne amenability. For g 2 G and  2 `1(G), let g   and   g denote
the le and right actions of g on  respectively, which are given by
fg  g (t) =  (gt) ; f  gg (t) =  (tg) for all t 2 G:
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g     g Source
lg rg Day (1957)
g g Paterson (1988)
g-1 g-1 Wagon (1993)
Table 2.1: Other notations for the natural or dual actions.
In the past, different notation has been used for this action (Table 2.1).
Note in particular that for all g; t 2 G andA  G,

g-1  A
	
(t) = A
 
g-1t

= gA (t) :
Deĕnition 2.7 (Amenability–) Ameanm is said to be le-invariant ifm (g  ) =
m () for all  2 `1(G); g 2 G, and likewise, is right-invariant if m (  g) =
m ().
If a le-invariant mean exists for a given groupG, thenG is le-amenable. Like-
wise, right-amenable, amenable, non-amenable.
Before demonstrating that the two deĕnitions of amenability described above are
equivalent, it is worth mentioning the second interesting action of a (semi)group.
Deĕnition 2.8 On `1(G) we have the convolution of f1; f2 2 `1(G) given as usually
deĕned:
(f1  f2) (x) :=
X
t2G
f1 (t) f2
 
t-1x

:
e convolution operator  induces another action of each g 2 G on the le and
right of the larger space `1(G). For all g 2 G and  2 `1(G), deĕne
g   := fgg  ;   g :=   fgg:
is is the same asmerely identifyinggwithfgg. Note, however, convolution doesn’t
work in `1(G) in general. For example, if G is an inĕnite group, G  G is inĕnite
everywhere.
For a groupG, the two actions above describe the same thing, in the sense that
g   = g-1  ;   g =   g-1 for all  2 `1(G); g 2 G:
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In particular, for all g; t 2 G andA  G,
fg  Ag (t) =

g-1  A
	
(t) = A
 
g-1t

= gA (t) :
But  and  are also mutually dual, which is shown as follows. Traditionally,  2
`1(G) is canonically identiĕed with some ^ 2 `1(G) and vice-versa, and conse-
quently `1(G) is identiĕed with `1(G). is is done by setting
^ (f) =
X
t2G
f (t) (t) = hf; i ;  (g) = ^  fgg
for all f 2 `1(G); g 2 G. An action on `1(G) is dual of some other action on `1(G)
if they correspond via the canonical identiĕcation.
Lemma 2.9 e le  action on `1(G) and the le  action on `1(G) are duals of one
another, i.e. for all g 2 G, f 2 `1(G), and  2 `1(G),
h; g  fi = hg  ; fi :
Proof
h; g  fi =
X
t2G
(g  f) (t) (t)
=
X
t2G
f
 
g-1t

 (t)
=
X
t2G
f (t) (gt)
=
X
t2G
f (t) (g  ) (t)
= hg  ; fi ;
as required. 
Similarly, if we try to apply the  action on `1(G), the dual in `1(G) is again the 
action.
Since the convolution action  has a convenient name (“convolution”), the other
action  is sometimes called the dual action, or the natural action.
Importantly, Lemma2.9 strongly links amenability from the perspective of `1(G)
with amenability from the perspective of `1(G), and `1(G) is a Banach algebra when
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one includes convolution. Perhaps amenability can be thought of as solely a Banach
algebra property? More on that later.
e following would be expected by the use of the same term for two different
conditions.
eorem 2.10 e two deĕnitions of amenability above (Deĕnitions 2.1 and 2.7) are
equivalent.
Proof Let G be a group. Suppose that G supports an invariant ĕnitely-additive
measure . Letm be deĕned by setting
m (f) :=
Z
G
fd
for all f 2 `1(G). It is straightforward to verify thatm inherits the properties listed
in Deĕnition 2.7:
1. m is a linear functional.
P: For f1; f2 2 `1(G) and  2 C,
m (f1 + f2) =
Z
G
(f1 + f2)d
=
Z
G
f1d+ 
Z
f2d
= m (f1) + m (f2) :
2. m (G) =
R
G
1d = 1.
3. m is non-negative.
P: For a non-negative f 2 `1(G), the integral is a supremum of sums of
non-negative simple functions only, and is therefore non-negative.
4. m is invariant.
P: is will not be shown in full, as similar working will be used in detail in
later chapters. e key idea is that for every setA  G,
m (A) =
Z
G
Ad =  (A)
by deĕnition, and therefore
m
 
g-1  A

= m (gA)
=  (gA)
=  (A)
= m (A) :
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It is then a matter of verifyingm is invariant at each step of the integral construc-
tion up to arbitrary functions f 2 `1(G) (and it is).
Conversely, supposeG supports an invariant meanm. For all setsA  G, deĕne
 (A) := m (A). It is straightforward to verify the properties listed in Deĕniton 2.1
as follows:
1.  (G) = m (G) = 1.
2.  is ĕnitely additive.
P: For any disjoint setsA;B  G:
 (A [B) = m  (A [B)
= m (A + B)
= m (A) +m (B) * linearity ofm
=  (A) +  (B) ;
as required.
3.  is invariant.
P: For any g 2 G;A  G:
 (gA) = m (gA)
= m
 
g-1  A

= m (A) * m is invariant
=  (A) ;
as required. 
Note thatm (A) is oen used as shorthand form (A).
2.3 Almost-invariant finite means
Most other Ęavours of amenability are based upon the following. An argument of
Namioka (1964), itself a reĕnement of an argument going back to Følner (1955),
relates the inĕnite means to almost-invariance: collections of ĕnite means which
become invariant in some kind of limit. is was helpfully summarised in notes by
Tao (2009) and his proof is Ęeshed out below, with a minor simpliĕcation.
eorem 2.11 If G is an amenable group, then for every x 2 G and  > 0 there
exists a ĕnite mean  such that
k- x  k1 < :
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Proof is is shown by contradiction. Let(G) denote the space of ĕnite means.
Assume thatG is amenable with ameanm 2 `1(G), and that there exists an x 2 G
and  > 0 such that for every ĕnite mean  2 (G), k- x  k1  .
1. e set f(- x  ) :  2 (G)g is convex in `1(G) and bounded away from f0g.
P: is convex, and this translates to the elements of the form - x . e
set is bounded away from 0 by hypothesis.
2. ere exists a functional  2 `1(G) such that ( - x  )  1 for all ĕnite
means .
P: e previous step demonstrates the two disjoint convex subsets of `1(G)
required for applying the Hahn-Banach separation theorem.
3. ere exists a function r 2 `1(G) such that h; (r- x  r)i  1 for all ĕnite
means .
P: It follows from the established identiĕcation `1(G)  `1(G) that there
is an r 2 `1(G) satisfying () = hr; i, and then
1   (- x  )
= hr; - x  i
= hr; i- hr; x  i
= hr; i- hx  r; i
= hr- x  r; i :
4. (r- x  r)  1 pointwise.
P: Use  = ftg for each t 2 G: then


r- x  r; ftg

= (r- x  r)(t).
5. emeanm is not le invariant, contradicting the assumption thatG is amenable.
P: Applyingm to the previous step, we get
m (r) -m (x  r) = m (r- x  r)  m (1) = 1;
which shows thatm is not invariant under the action of x on r. 
Remark 2.12 While the proof ends by specialising all ĕnitemeans to t for all t 2 S,
one necessarily involves ĕnite means at the beginning since(S) is the convex hull
of ft : t 2 Sg, which is not, itself, convex.
e above theorem can be strengthened slightly by introducing a ĕnite setK. is
straightforward improvement gives: ifG is amenable then for every ĕniteK  G and
 > 0 there is a ĕnite mean  with k- x  k1 <  for every x 2 K (Namioka,
1964). e proof above only needs the appropriate spaces to be augmented by K,
i.e. the element ( - x  ) 2 `1(G) becomes a bundle of such elements: (x 7!
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(- x  )) 2 `1(G)S.
Such a strengthened condition is more useful for demonstrating that a group is
not amenable than it is in showing a group is amenable.
2.4 Følner criteria
Using a “layer-cake decomposition” of the ĕnite means, eorem 2.11 above can be
reduced to a statement about ĕnite sets, known as a Følner criterion.
eorem 2.13 If G is an amenable group, then for all x 2 G and  > 0 there exists
a ĕnite set F such that
jxF4 Fj
jFj
 :
Proof Brief sketch: By taking the layer-cake decomposition of the required ĕnite
mean , we can see at least one of the layer sets Ek is a ĕnite set satisfying the Følner
condition.
Fix an x 2 G and an  > 0.
1. Byeorem 2.11, there exists a ĕnite mean  such that
k- x  k1  :
2. Since supp() is ĕnite and  is bounded, we may ĕx a layer-cake decomposition
of , i.e. ĕx n nested ĕnite sets E1  E2      En and positive ĕnite numbers
c1; : : : ; cn such that
 =
nX
i=1
ciEi:
In this case, x   will have the layer-cake decomposition x   =Pni=1 cixEi .
3.
Pn
i=1 ci jEij = 1.
P: By deĕnition kk1 = 1, so
1 = kk1 =
X
t2G
(t) =
nX
i=1
ci jEij :
4. For each k 2 f1; : : : ; ng and x 2 S, j(t) - (x  )(t)j  ck for all t 2 xEk4Ek.
P: Since the Ei are nested, if t =2 Ek then (t) 
Pk-1
i=1 ci. en either
t 2 EinxEi and so (t) =
Pk
i=1 ci and (x  )(t) 
Pk-1
i=1 ci, or t 2 xEinE and
so (t) Pk-1i=1 ci and (x  )(t) =Pki=1 ci.
5. Using steps 3 and 4,
nX
i=1
ci jxEi4Eij  k- x  k1   =  
nX
i=1
ci jEij :
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6. us for at least one k 2 f1; : : : ; ng,
jxEk4Ekj   jEkj ;
so the ĕnite set Ek is the required set. 
Remark 2.14 Similarly to eorem 2.11, eorem 2.13 can be slightly improved: if
a group G is amenable, then for all ĕnite sets K  G and  > 0 there exists a ĕnite
set F such that jxF4 Fj = jFj   for all x 2 K.
Note that since each x 2 G acts in a bijective manner onG,
2 jFnxFj = jF4 xFj = 2 jxFnFj
for any ĕnite set F  G, and therefore jxF4Fj can be replaced with either jFnxFj or
jxFnFj.
To close the loop with invariant measures and means, we need to show that if a
group satisĕes the Følner condition, then it is amenable, which Lemma 2.15 accom-
plishes.
Lemma 2.15 For any countable group G, G is amenable if and only if there exists a
sequence fFngn2N (a Følner sequence) of ĕnite subsets ofG that “eventually coverG”,
i.e. for every h 2 G, h is also in Fj for all j > i for some i, and that satisfy
lim
n!1
jFn4gFnj
jFnj
= 0 for each g 2 G:
Proof e proof that an amenable group always has a Følner sequence is an easy
consequence of eorem 2.13: take  = 1
n
. is provides the n-th ĕnite set of the
sequence, Fn.
Conversely, intuitively we want to use a sequence with the term
xn(A) =
jA \ Fnj
jFnj
in a limit, but as demonstrated earlier, the limit may not exist. Again, ĕx a free ul-
traĕlter U on N containing the intervals [n;1) for each n 2 N. en set up the
ĕnitely-additive measure  by using the ultralimit
 (A) := lim
U
xn(A) = lim
U
jA \ Fnj
jFnj
:
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1. e ultralimit, and hence , always exists.
P: e sequence is bounded, so by the Bolzano-Weierstrass eorem there
exists a convergent subsequence. See Chapter 1.
2.  is a ĕnitely-additive probability measure.
2.1.  (S) = 1
P: xn(S) = jFnjjFnj = 1 for all n.
2.2.  (A [B) =  (A) +  (B) for all disjointA;B  S.
P: SupposeA \ B = ;. en
 (A [ B) = lim
U
j(A [ B) \ Fnj
jFnj
= lim
U
jA \ Fnj+ jB \ Fnj
jFnj
= lim
U
jA \ Fnj
jFnj
+ lim
U
jB \ Fnj
jFnj
* Lemma 1.11
=  (A) +  (B) :
3.  is invariant.
P: :et fFngn2N be the Følner sequence. Let x 0n = jgA \ Fnj=jFnj. Note that
jA \ Bj = jg(A \ B)j = jgA \ gBj for any setsA;B  G and g 2 G. en,
jx 0n - xnj =
 jgA \ FnjjFnj - jA \ FnjjFnj

=
 jgA \ FnjjFnj - jgA \ gFnjjFnj

=
jjgA \ Fnj- jgA \ gFnjj
jFnj
 jgA \ (Fn4gFn)j
jFnj
 jFn4gFnj
jFnj
! 0 as n!1
by hypothesis (Følner criterion), therefore  (A) =  (gA) for any g;A. 
2.4.1 Variations on Følner criteria
An alternative Følner criterion, and in fact one of the most popular in modern liter-
ature, is described in the next theorem.
eorem 2.16 (Følner Criterion) A group G is amenable iff for every  > 0 and
ĕnite subsets K; S  G there exists a ĕnite subset F such that S  F and jFKnFj <
 jFj. Such an F is called a Følner set (Akhmedov, 2009). (Not shown here.)
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Picking apart the components of this theorem:
• e set S ensures F is arbitrary large and eventually covers all ofG.
• e set K rotates the a copy of the set F, one for each k 2 K.
• e quantity jFKnFj therefore measures how much more of G can be covered
by rotating F about in ĕnitely many directions. When the elements in K are
short (say, a set of generators), this is approximately the size of the boundary
of F as F becomes large.
• It follows that the ratio jFKnFj = jFj is approximately the ratio between the sur-
face area and the volume of F, as F becomes large.
An advantage to the Følner Criterion is that it is relatively easier to show a group
is amenable than with the primal deĕnition, since one simply shows the existence
of a Følner sequence (of Følner sets). However, it is oen impractical to use it for
showing a group is not amenable. As asserted by Akhmedov (2009), one would have
to argue that given a small  there are no -Følner sets (see Examples 2.19 and 2.20).
Følner’s original results are stated below, withminor rewording from the original
paper (Følner, 1955).
eorem 2.17 (Følner’s necessary condition) Anecessary condition that a groupG
is amenable is that for every k in the interval 0 < k < 1, and arbitrary, ĕnitely many,
elements a1; : : : ; an fromG, there exists a ĕnite subset E ofG such that
jE \ Eaij  k jEj for i = 1; : : : ; n:
(Not shown here)
eorem 2.18 (Følner’s sufficient condition) A sufficient condition that a groupG
is amenable is that there exists a number k0 in the interval 0 < k0 < 1 such that for
arbitrary, ĕnitely many, not necessarily different, elements a1; : : : ; an from G there
exists a ĕnite subset E ofG such that
1
n
nX
i=1
jE \ Eaij  k0 jEj :
(Not shown here)
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Condition Source
8; a1 : : : an9F : jF \ Faij   jFj Følner (1955)
908a1 : : : an9F : n-1
Pn
i=1 jF \ Faij  0 jFj Følner (1955)
limi!1 jgFi4 Fij = jFij = 0
8; K; S9F : S  F; jFKnFj = jFj <  Akhmedov (2009)
Table 2.2: Summary of the variations on Følner criteria for discrete groups. ; 0 >
0, the a1 : : : an; g are elements ofG, and F; Fi; K; S are ĕnite subsets ofG.
Følner remarks that, for groups, each condition implies the other.3
Example 2.19 Z is amenable, but this time we’re going to prove it with Følner sets.
In particular, we’ll use the sequence fFngn2N where Fn = [-n;n]\Z. iswill suffice
as a Følner sequence for all elements k 2 Z. en
lim
n!1
j(k+ Fn)4 Fnj
jFnj
= lim
n!1
j[-n+ k; n+ k]4 [-n;n]j
2n+ 1
= lim
n!1
2k
2n+ 1
= 0:
Example 2.20 F2weknow is not amenable, nevertheless it isworth using it to demon-
strate a Følner criterion. To show this group is non-amenable this way is not intuitive,
and here Lemma 2.15 is repeated by stealth.
Suppose F2 is amenable and has the generating set fa; bg. erefore it satisĕes
the Følner condition: for each  > 0 and ĕnite setK  F, there is a ĕnite F satisfying
jxF4Fj <  jFj for all x 2 K. Let K = a; b; a-1; b-1	 and recall the sets Sa, Sb,
3Percolation theory also begain in the 1950s. e concept of density is very similar in nature
to the kind of measure obtained via the Følner condition: a subset S of the integer lattice Zd has
density  when for every increasing sequence of ĕnite rectangles fRng eventually covering all of Zd,
the following limit exists (Burton and Keane, 1989):
 = lim
n!1 jS \ RnjjRnj :
It is again possible that this limit does not exist.
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Sa-1 , and Sb-1 given as previously. Note that for any ĕnite set F,
a(FnSa-1) = a(F \ (f1g [ Sa [ Sb [ Sb-1))
= aF \ Sa
thus for all  > 0 there exists a ĕnite set F such that
jFj- jF \ Sa-1 j = jFnSa-1 j
= ja(FnSa-1)j
= jaF \ Saj
 jjaF \ Saj- jF \ Sajj+ jF \ Saj
= j(aF4 F) \ Saj+ jF \ Saj
 jaF4 Fj+ jF \ Saj
  jFj+ jF \ Saj * Følner cond. by assumption:
is can be repeated for a-1, b, and b-1. Summing together each inequality gives
4 jFj-
X
x2K
jF \ Sx-1 j  4 jFj+
X
x2K
jF \ Sxj
) 4 jFj- jFj  4 jFj+ jFj
) 1
2
 ;
contradicting  > 0 being arbitrary. (is proof adapted from Tao (2009).) 
Remark 2.21 For a group G let a measure  or mean m be called density-like if it
is expressible as a limit such as the one in Lemma 2.15: that is, there are increasing
sequences of ĕnite sets, and tomeasure a setA or bounded function one considers
a limit of a ratio of cardinatilies or norms. Prior to these results we may have sus-
pected that there may have been some amenable group G in which every invariant
measure or mean was not density-like. An interpretation of the Følner Condition
is that every group that is amenable must be amenable via some density-like invari-
ant measure/mean. Unfortunately, while density-like measures and means are easy
to conceptualise, the proof via the Hahn-Banach separation theorem given above is
not constructive.
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2.5 Amenability and growth
e concept of growth in relation to groups is said to have ĕrst appeared in the mid
1950s (Grigorchuk, 1991), and as it turned out, growth is highly relevant to amenabil-
ity theory.
e Følner criterion indicates that amenability is intimately related to growth in
a group. As remarked above, within the Cayley graph of the group, the increasing
ĕnite sets F have “volume” jFj and “surface area” j@Fj  jFKnFj. For an increas-
ing sequence of compact solids in some space, intuitively, the rate of change of the
surface area is proportional to the derivative of the rate of change of the volume. An
amenable group necessarily has that ratio converging to zero for all Følner sequences,
but there may be non-Følner sequences where this is not the case. e Følner condi-
tion therefore provides sequences that describe a lower bound for the growth of the
group. For any non-amenable group there is some sequence for which the ratio does
not converge to zero, indicating a function for the volume proportional to its own
derivative: an exponential.
Oen, the sequence of open balls of radius n in the Cayley graph of the group
functions as a Følner sequence. e growth rate of a group is based on this sequence.
Deĕnition 2.22 (Growth rate for groups) Let w 2 FS. Each w is the product of
some ĕnite number of generators from the symmetrised generating set S [ S-1:
w :=
nY
i=0
smiki :
Deĕne jwj to be word length ofw,
jwj =
nX
i=0
jmij :
If 1 is the identity of FS, then j1j = 0. Eachw corresponds to a vertex in the Cayley
graph  (FS), or alternatively, a unique path starting at the origin/1 vertex. It is easy
to use the word length to deĕne a metric on the Cayley graph.
LetG = hSjRi be ĕnitely-presented, i.e. S; R are ĕnite and
1! hRiFS ! FS ! G! 1
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is exact4.  is surjective, so for any x 2 G, there is at least one (and usually more
than one)w 2 FS such thatw = x.
We are concerned with the number of elements of G with smallest word with
length n. In case an element of G has multiple words of length n, we need to pick
only one. In other words, if [x] = -1 (fxg) denotes the equivalence class of words
in FS equal to x under the quotient, then for all x 2 G, jxj := minw2[x] jwj:
Let Bn (G; S) = fx 2 G : jxj  ng, i.e. the ĕlled ball of radius n centred at the
origin in the group G relative to the generating set S. (G and S determine R.) For
simplicity let B (n) denote Bn (G; S) where G; S are determined from the context.
e growth function ofG relative to S is
g(n) := jBn(G; S)j = jB(n)j
Clearly every g(n) is monotone non-decreasing.
Let  be the equivalence relation on functions a; b : R! Rwhere a  b if there
exists a ĕnite constant C such that a (n=C)  b (n)  a (Cn) as n becomes large.
 captures the notion that constant factor differences in growth are insubstantial,
similar to big-Oh notation in complexity.
e growth class ofG is one of constant/polynomial/exponential if the equivalence
class of functions containing the function g : n 7! jB (n)j also contains a constan-
t/polynomial/exponential function. (e classes are disjoint!) e growth class ofG
is intermediate if it exceeds any polynomial, but is exceeded by any exponential (as
n becomes large). A theorem (not proven here) is that the growth class for G does
not depend on the choice of generators S.
Alternatively we could formulate the above in terms of
Sn (G; S) = fx 2 G : jxj = ng = B (n) nB (n- 1) :
Some examples for different growth classes are in Table 2.3.
e constant, polynomial, and intermediate classes are grouped together as subex-
ponential, including all functions exceeded by the exponential class for large n. is
grouping is natural considering this next result.
eorem (AC) 2.23 Finitely-generated groups which have subexponential growth
4Recall that a sequence of group homomorphisms is exact if the image of each arrow is the kernel
of the next arrow.
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Growth class Examples Source
Constant Finite groups
Polynomial Zd,H3, … Grigorchuk (1991)
Intermediate Grigorchuk’s examples Grigorchuk (1991), Grigorchuk (1996)
Exponential F2, F, Z2 o Z,…
Table 2.3: Examples of groups in different growth classes
are supramenable (Wagon, 1993, p.192), and are therefore amenable. (Not shown
here.)
us we focus on groups of exponential growth. If G has exponential growth,
then the quantity
gG = lim
n!1g (n)1=n
is the growth rate ofG, and obviouslyG has exponential growth if gG > 0.
ere is related quantity that aids in reĕning the exponential growth class, with
an eye to amenability in particular. e following is from Burillo, Cleary, and Wiest
(2007).
Deĕnition 2.24 (Cogrowth) Let 1 ! K ! Fm ! G ! 1 be a presentation of G
(soG hasm generators). e cogrowth ofG is the growth of the normal subgroup K
of Fm, as measured within Fm.
e cogrowth function ofG is
g(n) = jB(n) \ Kj
whereB (n) is the ĕlled ball of radiusn in Fm, and since inmany cases the cogrowth
function will be exponential, we deĕne the cogrowth rate ofG, G, to be given by
G := lim sup
n!1 g (n)
1=n
:
Obviously, 1  G  2m- 1.
Example 2.25 1. Consider Z3, which has the presentation 1 ! 3Z ! Z !
Z3 ! 1. e cogrowth function is then g(n) = j[-n;n] \ 3Zj, and therefore
g(n) = 2

n
3

+ 1. Being only linear,  = 1.
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2. Consider Z  Z. is group has the presentation 1 ! [F2;F2] ! F2 !
Z  Z ! 1 (the Abelianisation of F2 is Z  Z). [F2;F2] is an inĕnitely-
generated subgroup of inĕnite index in F2. For Ffa;bg it is freely generated by
the set f[am; bn] : m;n 2 Zn f0gg. It turns out that  = 3 as we’ll see shortly.
e following cogrowth characterisation of amenability is taken from Burillo,
Cleary, and Wiest (2007), and was originally devised by Kesten (1959), who was at
the time recently concernedwith symmetric randomwalks on groups (Kesten, 1958).
Kesten’s proof used Følner’s now-famous criterion, but was at the time only recently-
proven.
eorem 2.26 (Kesten’s cogrowth criterion) LetGbe a ĕnitely-generated groupwith
ĕnite set of generators S, and cogrowth rate G. G is amenable if, and only if, G =
2 jSj- 1. (Not proven here.)
Example 2.27 1. e free groups themselves are easy examples, since the group
generated by the (empty) set of relators is trivial. For the free groupFn, g(n) =
1 for all n, so  = 1. us Fn is amenable if and only if 1 = 2jSj- 1 = 2n- 1
i.e. n = 1.
2. Consider the ĕnite group


a; b
a2; b2; [a; b] = Z22. It is ĕnite, therefore it is
amenable, therefore its cogrowth  = 3. On the other hand, it is not as easy to
demonstrate that  = 3 by manually counting elements in the free subgroup
generated by the relators.
is has an interpretation in terms of symmetric random walks on the group.
Equivalently, think of this geometrically as walks on the Cayley graph. Loosely
speaking, a group is amenable if for any random walk of length L starting at 1, the
probability of returning to the identity decreases slower than exponentially with L.
Question 2.28 Are questions about growth, cogrowth, and randomwalks and so on
interesting for non-groups?
Growth and cogrowth are innately related to theCayley graph of the group—balls
in the “word space” corresponding to balls in the graph—and the Cayley graph is
necessarily the 1-skeleton of the immediate 2-complex having fundamental group
isomorphic to the group in question. is places amenability as a geometric concern
in group theory, via growth.
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Exponential growth is related to hyperbolic groups, in particular in relation to
growth tightness. Hyperbolic groups are explained brieĘy as follows (Gromov, 1987).
A geodesic triangle is -slim if each side is contained in a -neighborhood of the other
two sides. A -hyperbolic group is then one where all geodesic triangles in the Cayley
graph are -slim, and a hyperbolic group is simply a -hyperbolic for some  > 0.
Hyperbolicity of a group is thus similar to the geometric conception of hyperbolicity
(negative curvature).
Trivially, all ĕnite groups are hyperbolic. Cyclic and virtually cyclic groups (groups
with a ĕnite-index5 cyclic subgroup) are also hyperbolic. Every ĕnitely-generated
free group is hyperbolic.
A non-hyperbolic group is Z  Z, which is generalised to the Baumslag-Solitar
groups, denoted B(m;n), that are also not hyperbolic (Z Z = B(1; 1)). But sim-
ilar to the case with F2 and amenability, any ĕnitely-generated group containing an
isomorphic copy of B(m;n) for anym;n is not hyperbolic.
Remark 2.29 Growth and cogrowth of a group are only partially related. Consider
Z2 = ha; bj[a; b]i. e number of elements of length n, (n) = 4n, reĘects the
fact that the cogrowth is neither trivial nor maximal, but the cogrowth is not simply
the growth of F2, 4  3n-1, minus the growth of Z2. Nontrivial elements of h[a; b]iF2
have length at least 4, whereas the relator [a; b] impacts the growth as early as the
words with length 2.
2.6 Classical amenability results for groups
ere are a number of easy results that, collectively, show that non-amenability is a
somewhat rare thing.
eorem 2.30 (Classical results for groups) efollowing are true for countable groups.
(i) (AC) Subgroups and quotients of amenable groups are amenable.
(ii) (AC)e union of a directed system of amenable groups is amenable.
(iii) (AC) A group is locally amenable when every ĕnitely-generated subgroup is
amenable. Local amenability implies amenability. In particular, locally ĕnite
groups are amenable.
5Recall that the index ofH inG, denoted jG : Hj, is the number of cosets ofH.
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(iv) (AC) Every Abelian group is amenable.
(v) If 1! G=H! G! H! 1 is exact and bothH andG=H are amenable, then
G is amenable.
(vi) e direct product of ĕnitely many amenable groups is amenable.
(vii) A group is virtually amenable if it has a ĕnite index amenable subgroup. Virtual
amenability implies amenability.
(viii) Solvable groups are amenable, and by the previous point, virtually solvable
groups are ameanble. Examples of solvable groups include nilpotent groups.
(ix) Countable discrete groups that contain F2 are not amenable.
Proof sketches
(i) (Wagon, 1993, p149) For subgroups H  G, if  (H) > 0 this is trivial, oth-
erwise we can rely on choosing a representative from each of the cosets of the
subgroup as follows. If H is the subgroup of G, and  is the given invariant
ĕnitely-additive measure onG, choose a setM of representatives of each coset
ofH and then let  be the ĕnitely-additive measure onH given by
 (A) :=  (MA) :
An alternative jusitiĕcation: amenability is equivalent to the Følner condition,
and since the same Følner sequences must eventually cover the subgroup, it
follows that the subgroup has the Følner property and is therefore amenable.
For the quotientG=H, observe that  : G=H! [0; 1] given by setting
 (A) = 
[
A

suffices.
(ii) For each group Gi in the directed system, the subset of the compact space
[0; 1]P(G) (compact due toTychonoff ’seorem) consisting of invariant ĕnitely-
additive probabilitymeasures restricted toGi is closed. e directed set of such
subsets has the ĕnite intersection property, and therefore the intersection of all
such sets is nonempty. (Compare witheorem 5.47.)
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(iii) Any group is the direct union of its ĕnitely-generated subgroups, therefore the
previous point applies.
(iv) An Abelian group is the direct union of ĕnitely-generated Abelian groups, and
such groups are direct products of primary and inĕnite cyclic groups—this is
the Fundamental eorem of Finitely-Generated Abelian Groups. Since pri-
mary and inĕnite cyclic groups are easily seen to be amenable, every ĕnitely-
generatedAbelian group is amenable, and in turn everyAbelian group is amenable.
An alternative proof (that generalises to semigroups) is given ineorem 4.17.
(v) is involves being clever about combining the invariantmeans onH andG=H,
with a similar idea to part (i) above. See Ceccherini-Silberstein and Coornaert
(2010, p90), and compare witheorem 5.25.
(vi) For the product G = G1  G2, let H = f(g1; 1G2) : g1 2 G1g. H is a normal
subgroup ofG andG=H = G2. e previous point then applies.
(vii) IfH is the ĕnite-index subgroup ofG, andH has the ĕnitely-additive invariant
measure , then deĕne  onG by
 (A) :=  (A \H) :
(viii) By deĕnition the derived series of a solvable group is ĕnite and terminates in
the trivial group. An inductive argument works by starting at the trivial group
and extending up via part (v) above to get to the original group.
(ix) is is a trivial consequence of part (i). 
Some good notes and proofs on some of the above results were posted by Tao
(2009).
Remark 2.31 e elementary amenable groups are groups that can be composed
from ĕnite and Abelian groups by a sequence of operations that maintain amenabil-
ity, namely, taking subgroups, quotients, extensions, and directed unions. It follows
from the above theorem that all elementary amenable groups are, indeed, amenable.
• LetNF denote the class of groups not containing a subgroup isomorphic toF2.
• LetAG denote the class of all amenable groups.
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• Let EG denote the class of elementary amenable groups. By deĕnition EG is
the smallest class closed under the operations contining the ĕnite and Abelian
groups.
It is obvious that
EG  AG  NF;
but that both inclusions are strict eluded proof for some time.
Day conjectured that EG = AG, which was reasonable since at that time all
known amenable groups were elementary. Grigorchuk demonstrated one ĕrst coun-
terexample to EG = AG of a ĕnitely-presented amenable group that is not in EG in
1983 (Grigorchuk, 1996). is example was not ĕnitely presented, and at that point,
EG = AG held for all ĕnitely presented groups, so a subsequent conjecture was
that EG = AG held for the ĕnitely presented groups. A second counterexample in
Grigorchuk (1996) demonstrated a counterexample to this conjecture as well.
e von Neumann conjecture is that AG = NF, and is also false in general,
though counterexamples are again somewhat rare. e known counterexamples
include certain free Burnside groups (being periodic, they do not contain F2), the
Tarski monster groups created by Ol’shanskii in 1980, and the ĕnitely-presented
group proven in a 110-page marathon paper by Ol’shanskii and Sapir (2002).
Prior to these counterexamples, Bass and Serre conjectured that, over a characteristic-
0 ĕeld, a linear group is either inNF or it is virtually solvable. e Tits alternative is
a theorem of Tits (1972) showing that precisely this conjecture is true, and therefore
thatNF = AG within the class of linear groups.
2.6.1 Thompson’s group F
One group for which the question of amenability is non-trivial, open, and endlessly
peculiar, is ompson’s group F. It was ĕrst used to construct ĕnitely-presented
groups with unsolvable word problems (Burillo, 1999), but has since found a vari-
ety of other applications. A useful survey was given by Cannon, Floyd, and Parry
(1994). One intuitive ways to visualise elements of ompson’s group F is to use the
rectangle diagrams invented by W.urston in 1975.
ompson’s group F is known by the following two presentations, but has a va-
riety of other interesting interpretations.
Deĕnition 2.32 ompson’s group F is given by
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(i) F =


x0; x1; x2; : : :
x-1k xnxk = xn+1 for all k < n, or alternatively,
(ii) F =


a; b
[ab-1; a-1ba]; [ab-1; a-2ba2].
e group F is ĕnitely presented, and has exponential growth. It contains an Abelian
free group of inĕnite rank and therefore is not hyperbolic. Most particularly, F does
not contain a subgroup isomorphic to F2, yet is not in any of the classes of groups
known to be amenable (elementary, solvable, Abelian, and so on). Attempting to
answer the amenability question with e.g. eorem 2.30(viii) winds up in a vaguely
Hofstadterian strange loop:6 all ĕnite-index subgroups of F are either isomorphic to
F or a non-split extension of a ĕnite cyclic group with F (Bleak and Wassink, 2007).
By the above inĕnite presentation, it is clear that F is effectively an inĕnitely-iterated
HNN extension, and is isomorphic to its own HNN extension. Finally, F an inter-
esting example since there is no intuitive principle on which F is either obviously
amenable, or obviously non-amenable.
To illustrate the problemabit further, let’s assume F is amenable andhas a ĕnitely-
additive probabiliy measure . In the inĕnite presentation above, let Fn denote the
subgroup of F consisting of words in the generators numbered fromn and above, i.e.
Fn = hxn; xn+1; : : :i. Clearly F = F0, Fn = F for any n, and Fn  Fn-1     
F2  F1  F. Furthermore we can work from Fn back up to F by HNN-extending by
xn-1, xn-2, etc. It is simple to show that  (F1) = 0 as follows. For any n  1, note
that
F1 = Fn [ (F1nFn)
and also
Fn = x
1-n
0 F1x
n-1
0 :
Now
 (F1) =  (Fn) +  (F1nFn)
= 
 
x1-n0 F1x
n-1
0

+  (F1nFn)
=  (F1) +  (F1nFn)
thus  (F1nFn) = 0, for all n  1.
Now, F3 = x-20 F1x20 and (F1nF3) = 0. x1F3  F1nF3, since x1 is not a generator
6See the immortal Gödel, Escher, Bach by Hofstadter (1979). Hofstadter’s Law was indispensable
in the production of the present work.
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of F3. erefore
0 =  (F1nF3)   (x1F3) =  (F3) ;
and hence  (F1) =  (F1nF3) +  (F3) = 0.
Hence  (FnF1) = 1. By repeatedly conjugating with x0, increasing subsets of
FnF1 can be equidecomposed into subsets of F1, but there will always be some el-
ements le over. Note that FnF1 is not merely hx0i—it contains every element that
requires the generator x0 in its expression (e.g. x0x1 2 FnF1, but not x-10 x1x0 = x2 2
F1). erefore FnF1 is still a complicated place to have all the mass, and so there is
not likely to be a simple set of working in this fashion to show that  (F) = 0.
Prior to the proofs of the now-known counterexamples to the AG = NF con-
jecture, there was considerable hope that F might be non-amenable, and therefore
a counterexample. If, on the other hand, F is amenable, then it would be a coun-
terexample to the conjecture that AG = EG when restricted to the class of ĕnitely
presented groups.
Recent research continues to be conĘicted about whether or not F is amenable.
Akhmedov et al. (2009) answered in the negative and Shavgulidze (2009) in the pos-
itive, within a short time of one another, however both proofs were found to have
unĕxable Ęaws. A preprint of Moore (2012) claimed to answer in the positive, tak-
ing advantage of a connectionwith structural Ramsey theory devised earlier (Moore,
2011).is fomulation corresponds to a signiĕcant weakening of the Følner criteria.
However an unĕxable Ęaw was also found in this work by Ahkmedov. A running
commentary on this saga is on the website of Calegari (2009).
It might not be possible to ĕnd a proof, but there may still be evidence hint-
ing that F either is or is not amenable. One approach, attempted by Burillo, Cleary,
and Wiest (2007) and later by Elder, Rechnitzer, and Wong (2011), was to estimate
the cogrowth rate empirically. If the cogrowth rate of the rank 2 presentation of F
appears to converge to 3, this would be signiĕcant evidence that F was amenable.
Conversely, if it converges to some other value, then that would be evidence that F
is not. As a computational problem, this approach is challenging: the cogrowth of
F is clearly exponential, so in the worst case would involve individually checking an
exponentially-increasing set of elements. Recently, Elder et al. (2013) announced
that an improved algorithm using a Metropolis-style Markov chain technique was
able to estimate the cogrowth accurately for many known ĕnitely-presented exam-
ples. eir program indicated that F is not amenable.
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Examples Source
Amenable Finite Wagon (1993)
Abelian Wagon (1993)
Virtually solvable Wagon (1993)
Subexponential Wagon (1993)
Other elementary Wagon (1993)
Grigorchuk (1996)
Non-amenable F2 Example 2.4,
Wagon (1993) p.147,
Paterson (1988) p.6
Ol’shanskii ĕrst example Wagon (1993) p.14
B(2; 665) Adian (1983)
Ol’shanskii second example Ol’shanskii and Sapir (2002)
Not known ompson’s group F Evidence against:
Elder et al. (2013).
Table 2.4: Important examples of ĕnitely-generated groups.
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2.7 Topological group amenability
Suppose that G is a locally-compact Hausdorff group (a property supported by the
discrete topology, and therefore by discrete groups). We have, then, the option of
taking the topology of G into account. e theory exists for non-Hausdorff and
non-locally-compact groups, but is, according to Wagon (1993), more coherent in
the class of locally-compact groups.
e-algebra of Borel sets is the-algebra generated by the collection of all open
sets. Alternatively, and usually equivalently, one can deĕne the Borel sets to be those
generated by compact sets. Note that, for an arbitrary locally-compact Hausdorff
topology, not all subsets of the group are necessarily going to be Borel. en a very
reasonable approach is as follows.
Deĕnition 2.33 (Topological amenability–) A locally-compact andHausdorff group
G is (topologically) amenable if there is a ĕnitely-additive, le invariant measure on
the Borel sets ofG, with total measure 1. (Wagon, 1993)
Since in the discrete topology all sets are open, so all sets are Borel, and thus topo-
logical amenability and the previously-discussed discrete amenability are the same
when considering the discrete topology. Topological amenability thus goes in an in-
teresting direction when considering coarser topologies than the discrete topology,
although any group is amenable under the trivial topology.
ByHaarmeasure theory, there exists a non-trivial le-invariant countably-additive
measure  deĕned on the (compactly-generated) Borel sets with total measure 1. As
a result, any compact group is topologically amenable.
However, the “right” approach (Runde, 2002, p17) to topological amenability is
a generalisation of Deĕnition 2.7. e Haar measure  and Borel algebra onG form
the basis for Lebesgue integration and the usual function space norms. As a result,
the function spaces L1(G); L1(G) and so on make sense. ese are the continuous
analogues of `1(G); `1(G) and so on, completed under the norm, and modulo the
-null sets.
Deĕnition 2.34 (Topological amenability–) As before, a linear functional m 2
L1(G) is called a mean ifm (G) = 1 andm (f)  0 for all f 2 L1(G); f  0.
A locally-compact groupG is (topologically) amenable if there exists a le-invariant
mean.
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P(G)
subset //
^

L1(G)
dual

L1(G)
equiv. // L1(G)
dual

P(G)^
w* dense in //M(G)
subset // L1(G)
Figure 2.2: An overview of the sets mentioned in the functional approach to topo-
logical amenability. We ĕnd a mean inM(G) as a weak* cluster point of a sequence
in P(G)^, and can use various analytic machinery along the way.
Similarly, the case of real-valued functions f 2 L1(G), it can be shown that any
meanm satisĕes
ess inf
x2G
f (x)  m (f)  ess sup
x2G
f (x) :
LetM(G)  L1(G) denote the space ofmeans. Paterson (1988) asserts thatM(G)
is difficult to work with, however, there is a more convenient subspace P(G)^, from
which invariant means can be found as cluster points, and is constructed as follows.
Lemma 2.35 Let
P(G) =

f 2 L1(G) : f  0;
Z
fd = 1

and let ^ denote the canonical embedding of L1(G) in its second dual, i.e. ^ :
L1(G) ! L1(G)  L1(G) given by f^ () =  (f). P(G)^ is weak*-dense in
M(G). (Not shown here.)
Finding a mean then amounts to ĕnding a sequence from P(G)^ that has a mean
with the desired property as a weak* cluster point.
2.7.1 Topological Følner criterion
e topological equivalent of the Følner criterion essentially and mundantely re-
places ĕnite sets with compact sets and cardinality with Haar measure.
eorem 2.36 (Paterson, 1988) A locally-compact groupG is amenable if, and only
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if, for every  > 0, compact set C, and x 2 C, there exists a compact set F such that
 (xF4 F)
 (F)
< :
(Not shown here.)
Chapter 3
Amenability and Banach
algebras and C*-algebras
(…Oh my!)
Much modern amenability theory is explored with a focus on Banach and C*
algebras.
e sequence/function space `1(G) or L1(G) (as the case may be) is a Banach
space. By adding the convolution operation, it becomes a Banach algebra (the semi-
group algebra). In 1972, B. E. Johnson noted that it is possible to deĕne on this al-
gebra a condition which characterises the amenability of the discrete group G, but
described only with mechanisms related to that algebra. Group amenability, osten-
sibly a property involving the existence of a functional that is loosely related to the
group, is thus encoded with the techniques of cohomology and Banach algebra the-
ory. erefore amenability extends naturally to arbitrary Banach algebras, so, it is
sensible to speak of amenable Banach algebras, and some results from cohomology
theory (regarded as powerful and useful) can be brought to bear on amenability.
3.1 Banach algebra amenability
Recall that amodule over a ring is analogous to a vector space over a ĕeld—the ring/-
ĕeld describes the scalars, which act on the module/vector space. Since algebras are
examples of rings, we might consider modules over algebras. (An algebra, which is
also a vector space, should not be confused with the module being acted upon by the
algebra.)
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Deĕnition 3.1 For the algebra A, a space E is a le A-module if the le action of A
on E is bilinear and compatible with the ring multiplication, i.e. a  (b  x) = ab  x
for all a; b 2 A, x 2 E. Similarly, right A-module. A A-bimodule is obviously a le
and right A-module, but also requires (a  x)  b = a  (x  b).
A Banach space E is called a le BanachA-modulewhen E is a leA-module and
there exists a K > 0 such that
ka  xk  K kak kxk
that is, the representation of A on E is norm-continuous. We can ĕx K = 1 by
allowing equivalent norms.
Lemma 3.2 If E is a Banach A-bimodule, then the dual, E, is also a Banach A-
bimodule.
Deĕnition 3.3 A bounded linear mapD : A! E is called a derivation if
D (ab) = a D(b) +D(a)  b for all a; b 2 A:
ename “derivation” is hence a nod to the derivative operation fromundergraduate
calculus: if a; bwere functions andDwas the derivative operator, then the equation
above is, analogously, the Leibniz rule.
Deĕnition 3.4 A derivation is inner if it is of the form
adx(a) := a  x- x  a for some x 2 E:
e space of all derivations is denotedZ1(A; E) and the space of all inner derivations
is denoted B1(A; E).
eĕrstHochschild cohomology group (ofAwith coefficients inE), denotedH1(A; E)
is deĕned by
H1(A; E) := Z1(A; E)=B1(A; E):
Deĕnition 3.5 (Amenable Banach algebras) ABanach algebraA is called amenable
ifH1(A; E) = f0g for every Banach A-bimodule E. (Runde, 2002, p43)
Said another way,A is amenable if for every dual Banach bimodule E, all deriva-
tionsD : A! E are inner derivations. e terminology is justiĕed by the following
result.
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eorem 3.6 (Johnson’seorem) For a locally-compact groupG, the convolution
algebra L1(G) is amenable if and only ifG is amenable. (Not shown here.)
3.2 C*-algebraic amenability
e C*-algebras are an important and widely-studied class of Banach algebras. A
range of C*-algebraic theorems can be applied to amenability. Before discussing
amenable Banach algebras further it is necessary to introduce more concepts.
Deĕnition 3.7 ABanach -algebra is a Banach algebraA together with an involution
 : A ! A that is an isometry, and such that (ab) = ba; (a + b) = a +
b; (a) = a.
A C*-algebra is a Banach -algebra that satisĕes the C* condition:
kxxk = kxk kxk :
Remark 3.8 e isometry of the involution operation follows from theC* condition.
eC* condition is equivalent to the B* condition, which is kxxk = kxk2. Examples
of C*-algebras include thennmatrices overCwith the operator norm, the space of
bounded linear operators over a Hilbert spaceH, denoted B(H), and von Neumann
algebras (also known as W*-algebras).
Amenability for the special case ofC*-algebras depends on the concept of a tensor
product, which is breiĘy recapped as follows.
Deĕnition 3.9 e tensor product of two linear spaces A and B, denoted A 
 B,
is the unique linear space (up to isomorphism) and associated homomorphism  :
AB! A
B such that for any other linear space F and bilinear homomorphism
V : A  B ! F, there exists a bilinear homomorphism ~V such that the following
diagram commutes:
A B
V
""E
EE
EE
EE
EE


A
 B ~V // F
at is, every bilinear map factors uniquely through the tensor product: the tensor
product is the “free-est” bilinear space, and every other is “less free”.
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e tensor product of spaces is associative. What do tensor product spaces look
like? ey may be constructed as follows. Elements of tensor products of spaces are
charactarised as being linear combinations of elementary tensors. Elementary tensors
in E1 
 E2 
    
 En are tensors of the form
x1 
 x2 
    
 xn :=  (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) :
us any tensor t in a tensor product space might look somewhat like
t =
mX
i=1
i
h
x
(i)
1 
 x(i)2 
    
 x(i)n
i
:
A tensor product of two Banach spaces is not oen going to be a Banach space
itself. e usual approach is to complete with respect to an appropriate norm. Not
every norm, when completed, will yield a useful Banach space, therefore one useful
condition is as follows.
Deĕnition 3.10 A cross norm is a norm kk deĕned on a tensor productA
B such
that ka
 bk = kak kbk for all a 2 A;b 2 B.
ere are two particular cross norms which are pertinent to these discussions.
Deĕnition 3.11 Consider the tensor productA
 B.
(i) e injective cross norm, denoted kk, is the smallest cross norm, and is given
by
kxk := sup fjfa 
 bg (x)j : a 2 A; b 2 B; kak = 1 = kbkg
for all x 2 A
 B.
(ii) e projective cross norm, kk, is the largest cross norm, and is given by
kxk := inf

nX
i=1
kaik kbik : x =
nX
i=1
ai 
 bi

for all x 2 A 
 B (that is, the inĕmum is taken over all the ĕnite sums of
elementary tensors summing to x).
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Completing a tensor product with respect to these yield the injective and projec-
tive tensor products, denoted here using 
 and 
^, respectively.
Deĕnition 3.12 A C*-algebra A is nuclear if, for any other C*-algebraB, the injec-
tive and projective cross-norms coincide on A
B.
eorem 3.13 A C*-algebra A is amenable if and only if it is nuclear. (Not shown
here. See Pier, 1984)
3.3 Banach algebras again
Amenable Banach algebras are characterised as those having approximate diagonals
and having virtual diagonals. is relies on the projective tensor product introduced
above.
Deĕnition 3.14 LetAbe aBanach algebra. Deĕne thediagonal operatorA : A
^A!
A by setting
A (a
 b) := ab for all a
 b 2 A
^A:
Deĕnition 3.15 (Runde, 2002, p44) Let A be a Banach algebra. e elementM 2 
A
^A is a virtual diagonal for A if, for all a 2 A,
a M =M  a and a  A M = a:
A bounded net (m) in A
^A is an approximate diagonal for A if, for all a 2 A,
a m -m  a! 0 and a  Am ! a:
eorem 3.16 (Runde, 2002, p45)ese three conditions are equivalent for the Ba-
nach algebra A:
(i) A is amenable.
(ii) A has an approximate diagonal.
(iii) A has a virtual diagonal.
(Not shown here.)
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3.4 The weak containment property
C*-algebras are characterised as algebras of operators, and are also coupled to repre-
sentation theory of groups. So it is that amenability goes full circle: from groups to
Banach algebras to C*-algebras to representations and back to groups.
Deĕnition 3.17 For a locally-compact groupG, the representation  is weakly con-
tained in the representation  if all positive deĕnite functions associated with  are
uniform limits on the compact subsets ofG of sums of positive functions associated
with  (Pavel, 2007).
Alternatively: for representations ;  : G ! U(H),  is weakly contained in 
(denoted  ) if for every 2 H, ĕnite F  G, and > 0 there exists1; : : : ; n 2
H such that h (g) ; i-
nX
i=1
h (g)i; ii
 < 
for all g 2 F (Peterson, 2011).
We say thatG has the weak containment property when each irreducible unitary
representation is weakly contained in the le regular representation (Pavel, 2007).
BrieĘy, the recall that the le regular representation, 2, is given by:
2(g) :=
X
t2G
tegt =
X
t2G
g-1tet
for all  =
P
t2G tet 2 `2(G).
In representation theory of groups, the following result is well-known.
eorem 3.18 e following are equivalent for a groupG.
(i) G is amenable.
(ii) G has the weak containment property.
(iii) e trivial representation ofG is weakly contained in the le regular represen-
tation.
(iv) e algebras C(G) and Cr(G) are -isomorphic.
All but the last condition have been adequately deĕned above. What are C(G) and
Cr(G)? A more complete account will be given in the next chapter (§4.4.1), in the
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generality of inverse semigroups. BrieĘy, however,C(G) is the C*-algebra ofG, and
is more explicitly called the C*-enveloping algebra of `1(G). C(G) is deĕned as
the completion of `1(G) under the supremum norm over all representations (of G
in some implied Hilbert spaceH). Cr(G) is the reduced C*-algebra of G, and is the
norm closure of 2(`1(G)).
Chapter 4
Amenability and Semigroups
Amenability is easily generalisable to semigroups, but results vary depending upon
the choice of generalisation. Various nice theorems for groups, relating amenability
to other properties, do not hold for semigroups.
4.1 Semigroupswith finitely-additivemeasures
RecallDeĕnition 2.1. At nopoint in the deĕnitionwas anything particularly “groupish”
involved—no inverses, no identity element (or even associativity for that matter).
e deĕnition could apply immediately to any semigroup, using the natural le and
right actions (le and right regular representations) of a semigroup on itself.
Deĕnition 4.1 A semigroup S is le measurable if there exists a ĕnitely-additive
measure  : P(S) ! [0; 1] that is le invariant and has total measure 1 (Klawe,
1977; Paterson, 1988). Compare with Deĕnition 2.1.
A le measurable semigroup S has the following properties, attributed to J. R.
Sorenson (Klawe, 1977, p103).
(i) A homomorphic image of S is not necessarily le measurable.
(ii) A le ideal of S is not necessarily le measurable, but a right ideal must be le
measurable.
Furthermore,
(i) A ĕnite direct product of le measurable semigroups is le measurable.
50
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(ii) A directed union of le measurable semigroups is le measurable.
Compare these witheorem 2.30.
Tomotivate what will come later, the following result demonstrates whymeasur-
ability is not a deĕnition of “semigroup amenability” in common use.
eorem 4.2 Anon-trivial semigroupwith zeroS cannot be le or rightmeasurable.
Proof is proof is similar to the one given by van Douwen (1992). For the semi-
group S with zero 0 and ĕnitely-additive measure ,
1 =  (S) * total measure 1
=  (0S) * le-invariance
=  (f0g)
=  (0(Sn f0g))
=  (Sn f0g) * le-invariance
=  (S) -  (f0g) * ĕnitely additive
= 1- 1 = 0;
a contradiction. is also holds for right-invariance. 
Here are some reasons that, beyondmere tradition, lemeasurability is not oen
considered on semigroups:
• Zero elements are a common feature ofmany semigroups, and is utterly unsur-
prising that the behaviour of a zero element is necessarily “volume-destroying”.
erefore, wewould expect that whatever deĕnition is used should account for
that behaviour, and eorem 4.2 demonstrates that Deĕntion 2.1 is deĕcient
in this regard.
• As yet, there appears to be no satisfying weakening of the three conditions.
• Finitely-additive measure theory is less sophisticated and powerful than the
deĕnition that uses means. Given the power of the more sophisticated alter-
native, it is not surprising that the deĕnition from Day (1957) is preferred.
Le measurable semigroups will return later on.
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4.2 Semigroups with means
Now recall Deĕnition 2.7. is formulationwas given inDay (1957) directly in terms
of semigroups, and is the most popular. Means and le-invariance are exactly as
previously deĕned.
Deĕnition 4.3 AsemigroupS is (classically) le-amenable if there exists a le-invariant
mean on S, similarly for right- and bi-amenable.
In spite of the lack of inverses and cancellativity in a general semigroup S, the two
actions—the convolution action  in `1(S) and the dual action  in `1(S)—work
almost as well as they do for groups, with some minor tweaking.
Suppose 2 `1(S) and ^ 2 `1(S) are equivalent under the usual identiĕcation
of `1(S) and `1(S), i.e. such that
^ (f) = hf; i ; and  (s) = ^  fsg
for all f 2 `1(S); s 2 S. On `1(S) we have the convolution of f1; f2 2 `1(G) given
again as usual (note how this varies from convolution for a group):
(f1  f2) (x) :=
X
s;t2S
st=x
f1 (s) f2 (t) :
Henceforth, a summation (or similar) over “st = x” shall mean “over all pairs s; t 2
S such that st = x.” In particular, the convolution action carries over to `1(S) from
the group case as well. For all x 2 S,
fs  fg (x) =
X
t2s-1fxg
f (t) :
While the  action was well-deĕned for a group G on `1(G), here, the expression
s   for s 2 S and  2 `1(S) is only well-deĕned in some cases, such as for the
subspace `1(S).
Lemma 4.4 e le convolution action and the dual le action are duals of one an-
other, i.e.
h; s  fi = hs  ; fi
for all  2 `1(S), f 2 `1(S), and s 2 S. (Compare with Lemma 2.9.)
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Proof
h; s  fi =
X
t2S
fs  fg (t) (t)
=
X
t2S
24 X
u2s-1ftg
f (u)
35 (t)
=
X
t2S
X
u2s-1ftg
f (u) (su)
=
X
u2S
f (u) (su)
=
X
u2S
f (u) fs  g (u)
= hs  ; fi
as required. 
So far so good—amenability of S is now (loosely) connected to the amenability
of `1(S).
Lemma 4.5 Suppose S is a semigroup with a le zero z. S is right amenable because
the mean z given by z (f) = f (z) for all f 2 `1(S) is a right invariant mean for S.
Furthermore, if S is le amenable then z is the only le invariant mean.
Proof emean z is a right-invariant mean.
1. z is a mean.
P: For all f, z (f)must clearly be within the range of values taken by f, i.e.
inf
x2S
f (x)  z (f) = f (z)  sup
x2S
f (x) :
2. z is right-invariant.
P: For all s 2 S,
z (f  s) = ff  sg (z)
= f (zs)
= f (z) * z is a le zero.
Now suppose S is le amenable with a le invariant meanm. m (f) = m (z  f)
by le invariance, but fz  fg (t) = f (zt) = f (z) for all t 2 S, and thereforem (f) =
f (z) = z (f). 
Since any two-sided zero is unique,
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Corollary 4.6 Any semigroup S with zero 0 is amenable, and the invariant mean is
unique.
Proof By Lemma 4.5, the mean m given by m (f) = f (0) for all f is the unique
le- and right-invariant mean for S. 
Together with eorem 4.2, this demonstrates that Deĕnition 2.1 and 4.3 are not
equivalent. Unlike the case with groups, it seems that under Deĕnition 4.3, a semi-
group can be amenable and be scarcely any bigger than non-amenable subsemi-
groups and subgroups—merely adjoin a zero. Semigroup amenability is even more
ĕckle than that, however.
Corollary 4.7 Suppose a semigroup S has two distinct le zeroes z1 and z2. en S
is not le amenable.
Proof Assume S is le amenable. Applying Lemma 4.5 to both z1 and z2, the only
le invariant mean m is given by both m (f) = f (z1) and m (f) = f (z2) for all
f 2 `1(S). Any function f such that f (z1) 6= f (z2) suffices to show a contradiction.

4.2.1 Breakdown between definitions
It is reasonably easy to show that every le measurable semigroup is le amenable
(Klawe, 1977, p102), but this may be the best we get between the two. Deĕnition 4.3
sets a low bar.
No group is “trivially” amenable in the way that a semigroup with zero is. Con-
sider the le action of a (semi)group element on an indicator function. If we are
operating within a group, we may do the following:
(gA) (x) =
8<: 1 if gx 2 A0 if gx =2 A =
8<: 1 if x 2 g-1A0 if x =2 g-1A = g-1A (x) :
is is clearly not available to all semigroups. At minimum we require some substi-
tute for g-1A, and in fact if we attempt to deduce a ĕnitely-additive measure  from
some le-invariant meanm we obtain for all s 2 S andA  S the condition

 
s-1A

=  (A)
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where s-1A denotes the preimage, i.e. s-1A = ft 2 S : st 2 Ag. (Paterson, 1988,
Exercise 0.32). On groups, this is the same as the usual measure invariance, since
preimages coincide with inverses. On semigroups in general, it is not the same.
Example 4.8 Consider again a non-trivial semigroup with zero. Here the invariant
mean is given bym (f) = f (0). Suppose that we were to try to obtain an invariant
ĕnitely-additive measure  from this deĕnition by setting  (A) = m (A). en
 (A) =
8<: 1 if 0 2 A0 if 0 =2 A = jA \ f0gj :
is  is ĕnitely additive (for disjointA;B, 0 is in at most one of them) and has total
measure 1 (0 2 S). However,  (0(Sn f0g)) =  (f0g) = 1 and  ((Sn f0g)) = 0,
so  is not invariant (in that multiplication by 0 alters the value). Instead, it satisĕes
preimage invariance given by 
 
s-1A

=  (A) = 
 
As-1

. In particular, note
that
0-1A =
8<: S if 0 2 A; if 0 =2 A :
* * *
It seems that neither Deĕnition 2.1 or Deĕnition 2.7, when extended to semigroups,
capture reasonable intuition about semigroups. Both deĕnitions are ĕckle with re-
spect to the presence or absence of zeroes. Why should F02 be considered amenable,
when the sole reason is the presence of a zero?
4.3 Classical amenability results for semigroups
Wetemporarily suspend further arguments about different deĕnitions for semigroups
and continue with the traditional one given by Day (Deĕnition 2.7). Here are some
standard results.
4.3.1 Følner conditions and a theorem of Frey
Consider eorem 2.16 and take, for example, K = f0g. Now jFKnFj = jf0g nFj 
1 for any F, and 1= jFj can be made arbitrarily small. Adding 0 to any K does not
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increase jFKnFj in the limit. us the presence of a zero does not affect whether the
semigroup satisĕes this Følner criterion.
On the other hand, consider Lemma 2.15. If s = 0 then jsFn4 Fnj becomes close
to jFnj as n grows large, therefore there is no Følner sequence fFngn2N, in the sense
of Lemma 2.15, for 0 2 S.
It is well-known that the Følner conditions do not produce the same results as the
Day deĕnition of amenability on semigroups (Paterson, 1988, p17). e question is
then how they are related.
Følner’s necessary condition (see §2.4.1)was generalised to semigroups byAlexan-
der Frey in his 1960 thesis, and Namioka (1964) subsequently provided a simpler
proof of the Følner-Frey theorem.
eorem 4.9 (e Følner-Frey theorem) (Namioka, 1964)
Let S be a le-amenable semigroup. en for any ĕnite subset K of S and for any
 > 0, there is a ĕnite subset F of S such that for each s 2 K,
jsFnFj <  jFj :
is (le) Følner condition will be abbreviated (FC). (Proof not shown here.)
Here, however, the converse is not equivalent for semigroups in general, the obvi-
ous example being F02. Another possibly surprising counterexample to the converse
are the ĕnite non-amenable semigroups.
ere are, however, many variations on the Følner condition, and (by now it
should come as no surprise that) though they coincide for groups, they are not equiv-
alent on semigroups. Some other identiĕed Følner conditions on semigroups and the
relationships between them were handily summarised by Yang (1987):
Deĕnition 4.10 A semigroup Smay satisfy one or more of the following (le) con-
ditions:
(SFC) “Strong Følner Condition”: For every s 2 S and  > 0 there exists a ĕnite set
F such that
jFnsFj <  jFj :
(Argabright and Wilde, 1967). e conjecture that every le amenable semi-
group satisĕes SFC is theArgabright-Wilde conjecture, and is false (Klawe, 1977).
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.(SFC) (SFNC)
(WFNC)
(WFC)
(A) (FC)
Figure 4.1: Implications that have been shown between the le Følner-type condi-
tions and le amenability (A) of a semigroup. Additionally, (FC) 6) (A) and (A) 6)
(WFC) in general. (Yang, 1987)
(WFC) “Weak Følner Condition”: ere is a number k, 0 < k < 1, such that for any
ĕnite list of n elements a1; : : : ; an of S (not necessarily distinct) there exists a
ĕnite set F such that
1
n
nX
i=1
jFnaiFj  k jFj :
(WFNC) “Weak Følner-Namioka Condition”: ere is a number k, 0 < k < 1,
such that for any ĕnite list of 2n elements a1; : : : ; an;a 01; : : : ; a 0n of S (not
necessarily distinct) there exists a ĕnite set F such that
1
n
nX
i=1
jaiFna
0
iFj  k jFj :
(SFNC) Same as (WFC), except k < 1
2
.
Lemma 4.11 For le cancellative semigroups, (FC) = (SFC).
Proof For any semigroup S and ĕnite set F  S,
2 jFnsFj  jF4 sFj  2 jsFnFj :
If S is cancellative then jsFj = jFj, and furthermore the above inequality is saturated.

e relationship between these conditions and le amenability (A) for general
semigroups is summarised in the diagram of implications in Figure 4.1.
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4.3.2 Semigroups and finite means
An important result for ĕnite means on semigroups by Day (1957) is given below. It
was emphasised as an alternative deĕnition of amenability by Namioka (1964) in or-
der to simplify the proof of the Følner-Frey theorem. As a consequence, the analogue
of eorem 2.11 for semigroups can be shown in the same way.
Deĕnition 4.12 Let(S) denote the subset of `1(S) consisting of ĕnite means. Re-
call (Deĕnition 2.7) that an element  2 `1(S) is a ĕnite mean if  (s)  0 for all
s 2 S, supp() is ĕnite, and kk1 = 1. e nomenclature is justiĕed because, for
every ĕnite mean , there is a corresponding meanm given by
m () := h;i for all  2 `1(S):
It is known that(S) is the convex hull1 of S within `1(S).
eorem 4.13 A semigroup S is right amenable if, and only if, for every s 2 S there
exists a net ffg in (S) for which the net ff  s- fg converges to 0 weakly in
`1(S).
A semigroup S is strongly right amenable if, and only if, instead of weak conver-
gence to 0, we have
lim

kf  s- fk1 = 0:
Strong right amenability is equivalent to right amenability. (Day, 1957; Namioka,
1964)
Proof For the ĕrst part, use the canonical embedding of `1(S) in its second dual,
`1(S).
Secondly, let E = (`1(S))S and T : `1(S)! E be given by T (f) (s) = ffsg- f.
e argument then hinges on the fact that the closures of T ((S)) under the two
different topologies on E (the weak topology and the product of norm topologies)
are identical, and therefore 0 is in one closure iff it is in the other. 
Note that in particular, S is not right amenable when there is some continuous linear
functional on E strongly separating 0 and T(S). (Namioka, 1964)
1Recall that a convex hull is the smallest convex superset of a given set.
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4.3.3 More standard results
eorem 4.14 If a semigroup S is le amenable and right amenable, then it is bi-
amenable: there is a two-sided invariant meanm. (Day, 1957, p515)
Proof e two-sided mean is a product of the le and right invariant means, and
is exactly the same idea as Lemma 2.3. e product of twomeans corresponds to the
“idea of Arens,” that is, a product deĕned on the second dual of a Banach algebra in
a three-step process. For our purposes, ifm and n are two means for S, respectively,
then the following deĕnesm n:
fm ng (f) := m (n f) for all f 2 `1(S);
wherein n f 2 `1(S) is deĕned by
fn fg (x) := n (x  f) for all x 2 S:
If we accept x 7! n (x  f) as a substitute notation for the function n  f, then this
can be deĕned in one step as
fm ng (f) = m (n f) = m (x 7! n (x  f)) :
us it is simple to check that ifm is le invariant, andn is right invariant, themn
is both le and right invariant. On the le,
fm ng (s  f) = m (n (s  f))
= m (s  (n f))
= m (n f) = fm ng (f)
sincem is le invariant, and on the right,
fm ng (f  s) = m (x 7! n (x  (f  s)))
= m (x 7! n ((x  f)  s))
= m (x 7! n (x  f)) * n right invariant
= fm ng (f) ;
as required. 
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e example of adjoining a zero to obtain an amenable semigroup from a non-
amenable one was known to Day (1957), but it was remarked with little fanfare. He
also noted that,
Lemma 4.15 If S is a le-amenable semigroup with some le-invariant mean m,
and T is a subsemigroup withm (T) > 0, then T is also le-amenable. (Day, 1969)
We have seen examples of ĕnite semigroups which are not amenable. e ques-
tion of when exactly a ĕnite semigroup is amenable was resolved by Rosen in 1954
(Day, 1957).
eorem 4.16 A ĕnite semigroup S is le amenable if and only if it has a unique
minimal right ideal, and vice-versa. S amenable if and only if it has a uniqueminimal
le ideal and a uniqueminimal right ideal. In this case the two coincide and the ideal
is a ĕnite group, so S is endowed with the counting measure. (Not shown here.)
For groups, le amenability implies right amenability and vice-versa, but for
semigroups, there are semigroups which are one but not the other. For example,
let S be a right zero semigroup, s 2 S, f 2 `1(S). (sf) (x) = f (sx) = f (x) so any
mean witnesses S as le amenable, however (fs) (x) = f (s), a constant, therefore a
meanm (f) = f (s), so any non-constant f demonstrates that all means on S are not
right invariant, so S cannot be right amenable.
Another theorem of Day (1942), based on earlier work by Agnew and Morse
(1938), is thatAbelian semigroups are amenable. Amore sophisticated but easy proof
of this fact is as a simple consequence of the Markov-Kakutani ĕxed point theorem,
as shown below (Paterson, 1988, p16).
eorem 4.17 All (locally compact) Abelian semigroups are amenable.
Proof We desire for each Abelian semigroup S some le- or right-invariant mean
m. But le-invariance is a kind of ĕxed-point property: a meanm is le-invariant
if it is a ĕxed point of every le action m 7! sm for s 2 S. If S is Abelian, then
almost by deĕnition the le actions are commutative. e le actions are also affine,
continuous mappings of the spaceM(S) into itself, i.e. the space of means on S, and
M(S) is a compact convex subset of L1(S).
Applying the Markov-Kakutani theorem to S (now a commuting family of con-
tinuous affine maps ofM(S) to itself), there is at least one common ĕxed points in
M(S): the le-invariant mean, as required. 
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Luthar (1962) showed a characterisation of the Abelian semigroups with unique
invariant means. In particular, a discrete Abelian semigroup has a unique invariant
mean if, and only if, it has a ĕnite ideal. Likewise, a topological Abelian semigroup
has a unique invariant mean if, and only if, it has a compact ideal.
4.3.4 Cancellative and reversible semigroups
In the group case, every subgroup of an amenable group is amenable. Obviously
there are many cases of amenable semigroups containing non-amenable groups or
semigroups—again, consider adjoining a zero to a non-amenable group—so this is
out. However, it was shown by Frey in his thesis of 1960 that:
eorem 4.18 Let S be a cancellative semigroup such that S contains no free sub-
semigroup on two generators. If S is le amenable, then every subsemigroup of S is
le amenable. (Donnelly, 2012) 
erefore the rôle of FS2 in semigroup amenability would be similar to that of F2 in
group amenability. Donnelly (2012) then goes on to show its more important to look
at it from the perspective of the subsemigroup:
eorem 4.19 Let S be a cancellative semigroup. Let T be a subsemigroup of S such
that T does not contain a free subsemigroup on two generators. If S is le amenable,
then T is le amenable. (Donnelly, 2012) 
econverse is false. For example, FS2 is cancellative andnon-amenable but contains
amenable subsemigroups (e.g. FS1).
A le reversible semigroup is one in which aS\bS 6= ; for all elements a; b 2 S,
or equivalently, that every pair of right ideals has non-empty intersection. Similarly,
right reversible for Sa \ Sb 6= ; and le ideals.
eorem 4.20 Every le amenable semigroup is le reversible.
Proof Here we use the shorthandm (A) in place ofm (A). Ifm is a le-invariant
mean, thenm (R) = 1 for any right ideal R. For right ideals R1; R2,m (R1) = 1 =
m (R2) som (R1 \ R2) = 1 and therefore R1 \ R2 6= ;. (Paterson, 1988) 
For example, any semigroup with zero (being amenable) has at least 0 2 aS\bS for
any a; b. Of course, nontrivial semigroups with a zero are not cancellative.
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Reversibility and cancellativity are related to the embeddability of a semigroup
within a group. If a semigroup fails to be cancellative, then it cannot be embedded in
a group, but it is not sufficient in general. For the class of commutative semigroups,
cancellativity is sufficient for embedding in a group. Another case where cancella-
tivity becomes sufficient for embedding in a group is le reversibility. e following
theorem was originally shown for rings and ĕelds, but is useful enough to be famous
in the literature on semigroups.
eorem 4.21 (Ore’s eorem for semigroups) Let S be a cancellative semigroup.
If S is le reversible, then S is embeddable in the group G(S) =

st-1 : s; t 2 S	.
(Not shown here. See Clifford and Preston, 1967, p35, and Paterson, 1988, p36.)
eG(S) in the above theorem is called the group of fractions. Another way to obtain
G(S) is by G(S) = hSjxy = z : x; y; z 2 Si. e group of fractions is important, as
it is universal for all homomorphisms from S to any group. ere is a natural map
from S to the generators ofG(S), and if that map is not an injection, then S won’t be
embeddable in any group.
Corollary 4.22 Every le amenable cancellative semigroup S is embeddable in a
group.
However, more can be said of the le amenability of le reversible semigroups in
general.
eorem 4.23 Let S be a le reversible semigroup, and let  be the congruence on
S deĕned by setting, for all x; y 2 S,
x  y, 9s 2 S such that xs = ys:
Note that S= is right cancellative. en S is le amenable if, and only if, S= is
le amenable. (Paterson, 1988, p35)
is reduces the question of the le amenability of a le reversible semigroup to
the subclass of right cancellative semigroups. If we can get le cancellativity as well,
then Ore’seorem gives us embeddability in a group. It seems possible at this point
that all le amenable, right cancellative semigroups are in fact cancellative—this is
Sorenson’s conjecture. Sorenson’s conjecture is false in general. is problem was
resolved by Klawe (1977), who showed that Sorenson’s conjecture is equivalent to
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the Argabright-Wilde conjecture—that every le amenable semigroup satisĕes the
Strong Følner Condition—and then analysed a semidirect product that produced a
useful counterexample.
Sorenson and Klawe both also examined the le measurable semigroups. e
result for le measurable semigroups corresponding to Sorenson’s conjecture does
hold:
eorem 4.24 If S is a le measurable, right cancellative semigroup, then it is can-
cellative. (Not shown here—see Klawe, 1977 and Paterson, 1988).
Finally, here is one last theorem of Frey, which closes the circle with respect
to subsemigroups of groups. Which subsemigroups of an amenable group are le
amenable? Only those that are le reversible.
eorem 4.25 LetSbe a subsemigroupof an amenable group. enS is le amenable
if, and only if, S is le reversible. (Paterson, 1988)
4.4 Amenable inverse semigroups
Inverse semigroups are a broad and interesting class of semigroups. If various def-
initions do not agree for semigroups in general but do for groups, that may be an
indication there is hope for inverse semigroups. However, the next theorem com-
pletely characterises amenability of inverse semigroups.
Deĕnition 4.26 emaximal group homomorphic image of an inverse semigroup S,
denotedG(S) and not to be confused with the group of fractions, is the largest group
which can be obtained as the image of a homomorphism.
e semilattice of idempotents of an inverse semigroup S, denoted E(S), consists
of all idempotent elements. Since the idempotents of an inverse semigroup commute,
it is clearly a semilattice.
e natural partial order on an inverse semigroup S, denoted, is given by set-
ting a  b if there exists some e 2 E(S) such that a = eb.
Lemma 4.27 For any inverse semigroup S, G(S) = S=, where  is deĕned by set-
ting ab if and only if there exists some e 2 E(S) such that ea = eb. Alternatively,
ab if and only if there exists some c 2 S such that c  a and c  b.  is known
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as the minimum group congruence (Lawson, 1998, p.62), being the smallest congru-
ence that produces a group when factored out. Being the smallest such congruence,
it necessarily produces the maximal group image.
A simple consequence is that if 0 2 S, thenG(S) is the trivial group.
Inverse semigroups are either amenable or not amenable (Paterson, 1998, p212),
similar to groups. Note also the proof of Lemma 2.2 works exactly the same. e
slightly surprising yet anticlimactic theorem due to Duncan and Namioka (1978) is
that
eorem 4.28 An inverse semigroup S is amenable if and only if G(S) is amenable
(Duncan and Namioka, 1978; Paterson, 1998).
Proof is proof is adapted from Paterson (1998, Appendix A). Let : S! G(S)
be the maximal group homomorphism.
Suppose S is amenable, and m 2 `1(S) is a le-invariant mean for S. en
deĕne n 2 `1(G(S)) by setting
n () := m (  ) for all  2 `1(G(S)):
is n is clearly a le-invariant mean for G(S), since for any g 2 G(S), there is an
s 2 S such that g =  (s), and then for all  2 `1(G(S)),
n (g  ) = m (fg  g  )
= m (x 7!  ( (s) (x)))
= m (x 7!  ( (sx)))
= m (s  (  ))
= m (  )
= n () :
Conversely, suppose G(S) is amenable. By eorem 2.11 and Remark 2.12, for
every  > 0 and ĕnite K  G there is a ĕnite mean  such that k- x  k1 < 
for all x 2 K. Of course, this holds for semigroups as well. We aim to show that,
similarly, for every  > 0 and ĕnite set H  S there is a ĕnite mean f such that
kf- y  fk1 <  for every y 2 H.
1. LetH  S be a ĕnite set and  > 0, and letK =  (H). us obtain a ĕnite mean
 2 `1(G) for K and , and let F = supp(). (F is ĕnite.)
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2. Choose a (ĕnite) L   -1 (F) such that  jL is an injection. Since t  te for any
t 2 S and e 2 E(S), wemay vary the choice of L by right-acting by e as necessary.
3. Consider when e 2 E(S) is small (such as a zero). en Le has correspondingly
smaller cardinality. Varying over e 2 E(S) (in particular, the small idempotents
e) it follows that restricted toHL [ Lmust be a bijection onto KF [ F.
4. For each x 2 F choose a yx 2 S such that  (yx) = x. en let
f =
X
x2F
 (x)yx:
Note that f is a ĕnite mean on S.
5. Since restricted toHL [ L is a bijection,
ky  f- fk1 = k (y)  - k1 <  for all y 2 H:
us S is amenable. 
us, amenability of inverse semigroups is no more interesting a problem than
that of amenable groups and ĕnding the maximal group homomorphism. Since
inverse semigroups with zero have maximal group images that are trivial, this re-
sult coincides with the previous demonstration that every semigroup with a zero is
amenable.
In the literature, this point in particular oen leads to a discussion of differing
deĕnitions of amenability for inverse semigroups, and how the various deĕnitions
of group amenability do not translate well into an inverse semigroup context (e.g.
Milan (2007); Paterson (1998)). For the above reasons, amenability as given by Day
is regarded as too weak.
An alternative approach on groups is thatG is amenable (as a group) if and only
if L1(G) is amenable (as a Banach algebra). erefore wemight consider amenability
of the semigroup algebra as a better replacement for amenability of the semigroup
itself.
eorem 4.29 For a discrete inverse semigroup S, `1(S) is amenable (as a Banach
algebra) if and only if:
(i) E(S) is ĕnite, and
(ii) every subgroup of S is amenable. (Duncan and Namioka, 1978) 
While this result rules out undesirable examples such as F02 (F2 is clearly a sub-
group), this is possibly too strong to use as a deĕnition, since it many commuta-
tive inverse semigroups do not have ĕnite idempotent semilattices. Paterson (1998)
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suggests the problem is partially resolved using the following theorem regarding
VN(S)—the von Neumann algebra of S.
eorem 4.30 LetSbe an inverse semigroup, where eachmaximal subgroup is amenable.
en VN(S) is amenable. (Not shown here.)
4.4.1 Weak containment and inverse semigroups
Milan (2008) argues that the weak containment property is an appropriate notion of
amenability for inverse semigroups, which is compatible with amenability on the
subclass of groups. So, it is worthwhile explaining the weak containment property
for inverse semigroups.
Inverse semigroups are naturally thought of as partial bijections of some set, and
by theWagner-Preston theorem every inverse semigroup is isomorphic to a subsemi-
group of a symmetric inverse monoid. Similarly, consider representations of inverse
semigroups using partial isometries of a Hilbert spaceH. at such representations
always exist is a consequence of Wagner-Preston. e universal C*-algebra of an
inverse semigroup S, denoted C(S), is universal for such partial-isometry represen-
tations, and is constructed completely analogously to the case for groups (Duncan
and Paterson, 1985).
Deĕnition 4.31 Consider a -semigroup S and a (separable) Hilbert spaceH.
(i) e -semigroup S will be identiĕed with the basis of `1(S), i.e. s 7! fsg, so
for all f 2 `1(S) we may write
f =
X
t2S
f (t) t:
(ii) e involution on S can be lied to `1(S) to make `1(S) a Banach -algebra:
f (s) = f (s) for all s 2 S:
(iii) e C*-algebra of bounded linear operators on the Hilbert spaceH is denoted
B(H). For T 2 B(H) the involution T  is just the Hilbert space adjoint of T .
(Allan, 2011, p.269)
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(iv) A [cyclic] representation on H is a -homomorphism to B(H) [such that the
span of the union of the images is norm dense inH].2
For example, the -homomorphism  : S! B(H) is a representation of S on
H, and is cyclic if
span f (s)  : s 2 S;  2 Hg
is dense inH.
(v) A representation  of S extends to representations of C(S) and `1(S) (Barnes,
1976): for all f 2 `1(S),
 (f) :=
X
t2S
f (t) (t) :
(vi) e C*-algebra C(S) is deĕned as the completion of `1(S) under the norm3
given by
kfk = sup

k (f)k
where the supremum is taken over all representations (Paterson, 1998, p.26).4
C(S) is called the C*-enveloping algebra of `1(S). A representation of `1(S) on
H extends to a representation of C(S) onH.
(vii) e inverse semigroup of partial isometries of H shall be denoted PI(H). It is
clearly a subsemigroup of the inverse semigroup of partial bijections on the
underlying set forH. It is also clearly a subalgebra of B(H).
Lemma 4.32 If S is an inverse semigroup (denoting inverses with , for now), ss
is an idempotent element for all s 2 S, and so for a representation  : S ! B(H),
we have that  (ss) =  (s)  (s) is a self-adjoint idempotent (a projection), and
therefore  (s) is a partial isometry of H (Barnes, 1976) and all representations of
inverse semigroups onH are -homomorphisms onto PI(H).
2It is most common to construct representations as any -homomorphisms, and then identify the
degenerate representations later. Examples include Duncan and Paterson (1985). But later Paterson
(1998) bakes non-degeneracy into his deĕnition of representation by including the denseness inH as
a condition.
3As given here, it seems to only be a seminorm, but this is ĕxed up later.
4As given here, C(S) depends not only on S but on H as well, so perhaps it should be denoted
C(S;H). Usually theH is obvious from the context.
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Lemma 4.33 An important reason to considerC(S) is that it is universal for partial
isometry representations of S, that is to say, if  is a partial isometry representation
of S, and i is the standard inclusion of S as the basis of C(S), then there exists a
unique -homomorphism ^ such that the following diagram commutes:
S
i //
 !!D
DD
DD
DD
DD
C(S)
^

PI(H)
We call ^ the induced representation of C(S). (Not shown here, but should be rea-
sonably clear from the above.)
Deĕnition 4.34 Let S be inverse and let H = `2(S). e le regular representation
2 : S! PI(`2(S)) is determined by
2(s)(t) = 2(s)(ftg) :=
8<: fstg if sst = t0 otherwise
for all t 2 S (Duncan and Paterson, 1985), or more explicitly,
2 (s) f :=
X
ttss
f (t) st
for all f 2 `2(S) (Paterson, 1998).
Clearly the natural partial order on S is signiĕcant here. It may be interesting
to see how the le regular representation might be exented to arbitrary semigroups
using the Mitsch order as the generalisation of the regular order. e necessity of
limiting the summation to idempotents below ss is explicit if we write the le reg-
ular representation as
f2 (s) (f)g (u) =
X
t2s-1fug
ttss
f (t) :
For example, if 0 2 S, since tt = 0 is the only idempotent satisfying tt  0,
we have f2 (0) (f)g (0) = f (0). In the case of a group, the only idempotent is the
identity element, but g-1 fhg =

g-1h
	
and so f2 (g) (f)g (h) = f
 
g-1h

.
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e -homomorphism induced by the le regular representation is b2 : C(S)!
B(`2(S)).
Deĕnition 4.35 e image of b2 is Cr(S), known as the reduced C*-algebra of S.
Equivalently, Cr(S) is the norm closure of 2(`1(S)).
erefore we can consider the extension of 2 to b2 : C(S) ! Cr(S) as a
surjective -homomorphism. As noted by Duncan and Paterson (1985), while 2 is
faithful (on `1(S)), b2 need not be. Parallel to the group case, there is the following.
Deĕnition 4.36 An inverse semigroup S has the weak containment property if and
only if each irreducible partial isometry representation  is weakly contained in the
le regular representation 2.
Deĕnition/eorem 4.37 An inverse semigroup S has the weak containment prop-
erty if, and only if, b2 is an isomorphism—alternatively, this is how the weak con-
tainment property is deĕned. (Duncan and Paterson, 1985; Milan, 2008).
eorem 4.38 A group G is amenable if and only if it has the weak containment
property. (Pavel, 2007)
Example 4.39 Every semilattice has the weak containment property. (Milan, 2008)
Example 4.40 e free group on two generators with zero, F02, does not have the
weak containment property. On the other hand, all commutative inverse semigroups
have the weak containment property. (Milan, 2008)
Deĕnition/eorem 4.41 Suppose : S! G is a homomorphism from the inverse
semigroup S onto some group G, with ker() = H. If kxkC(S) = kxkC(H) for all
x 2 C(H), thenH is said to be C*-isometric in S.
IfH is C*-isometric in S then S has the weak containment property if, and only
if,G is amenable andH has the weak containment property. (Milan, 2008)
To set up the next example, a couple of deĕnitions are in order.
Deĕnition 4.42 An inverse semigoup S is E-unitary if, for all e 2 E(S) and s 2 S,
es 2 E(S) ) s 2 E(S)—that is, wherever e is an idempotent and e  s, then s is
also an idempotent. (Lawson, 1998, p57)
A congruence  on an inverse semigroup S is idempotent pure if, for all a 2
S; e 2 E(S) such that a e, then a is an idempotent—in other words, E(S) is a
-equivalence class. (Lawson, 1998, p65)
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ese two deĕnitions are bundled together here because every E-unitary inverse
semigroup S has an idempotent pure minimum group congruence, and vice-versa
(Lawson, 1998, p66). Clearly if S is an inverse semigroup with zero and is E-unitary,
then it can only be a semilattice, since 0 is an idempotent less than every element in
the natural partial order. is is again solved by excluding 0 in a particular way. An
inverse semigroup with zero S is said to be E-unitary if, for every e 2 E(S)n f0g and
s 2 S, e  s) s 2 E(S) (Lawson, 1998, Ch. 9)
Example 4.43 Suppose S is an E-unitary inverse semigroup. en the minimum
group congruence of S is idempotent pure, and it follows that the kernel of the max-
imum group homomorphism is the exactly E, a semilattice. Every semilattice has
the weak containment property, and it is possible to show that E is C*-isometric in
S. us as a corollary to eorem 4.41, S has weak containment if and only if G(S)
is amenable. (Milan, 2008)
Example 4.44 Graph inverse semigroups have the weak containment property (Mi-
lan, 2008). is class of inverse semigroups includes and generalises the polycyclic
monoids onn generators Pn (Jones and Lawson, 2011). Pn is the graph inverse semi-
group associated with the n-rose (bouquet of n circles).
A deĕnition of the graph inverse semigroups will be given in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
Fairly Amenable Semigroups
e ĕrst three sections of this chapter, in a condensed form, have been sent in the
form of an article, to the Semigroup Forum for potential publication.
5.1 Definitions
Recall the le and right regular representations  and  from Deĕnition 1.2. ese
formalise thinking of multiplying on the le and multiplying on the right by an ele-
ment as self-maps of a semigroup S.
If sjA, that is, s on the restricted domain of A, is a bijection A ! sA, then
jAj = jsAj. Since s necessarily maps onto sA, bijectivity of sjA depends only on
injectivity. is motivates the following deĕnition.
Deĕnition 5.1 If sjA : A ! sA is an injection, then s is said to act injectively on
the le of A. If sjA : A ! As is an injection, then s acts injectively on the right of
A.
Note that all group elements act injectively on all subsets of the group, since the
self-action consists entirely of bijections. A trivial but important example of a non-
injective action of a semigroup is the action of a zero element. A non-trivial exam-
ple might be a semigroup describing chess moves (for an application of semigroups
in chess see Morse and Hedlund, 1944). In the game of chess, pawns cannot move
backwards and chess pieces are generally non-renewable, so the set of legal moves
is gradually reduced during a game, and there are multiple sequences of moves that
produce the same board.
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ere are a number of obvious statements to make about sets on which an ele-
ment acts injectively.
Lemma 5.2 For any s 2 S, let LIs  P(S) be the collection of sets on which s acts
injectively on the le. e following all hold.
(i) If A 2 LIs, and B  A, then B 2 LIs. us the collection LIs is always
downwards-closed. It is then trivial that for any setsA;B 2 LIs thatA\B 2 LIs,
i.e. the ĕnite intersection property.
(ii) For any s 2 S, S 2 LIs if, and only if, LIs = P(S).
(iii) LIs = P(S) for all s 2 S if, and only if, S is le cancellative.
(iv) ; 2 LIs, and also fxg 2 LIs for all x 2 S. It is possible that there are no other
sets in LIs, see for example LI0.
(v) If A 2 LIs and there is no proper superset B  A such that B 2 LIs, then
call A maximal in LIs. ere is always at least one maximal set in LIs, since
it cannot be empty and it is bounded above by S. If A 2 LIs is maximal then
there exists a maximal B  SnA.
(vi) By induction on item (v) above, one or more collections of maximal sets from
each LIs form a partition of S, possibly an inĕnite partition.
(vii) Since non-cancellativity of s on the le of any setA is evident from some two-
element subset of A, for every s 2 S either LIs = P(S) or there is some two-
element set F such that F =2 LIs.
e last point is embellished further here.
Lemma 5.3 For any s 2 S andA  S, the following are equivalent.
(i) s acts injectively on the le ofA.
(ii) For all two-element sets F  A, jsFj = jFj.
(iii) For any ĕnite set F  S, js(F \A)j = jF \Aj.
Finally, there is a neat trick thatwill be used a few times throughout the remainder
of this work.
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Lemma 5.4 Let S be a semigroup. For each s 2 S let s be the equivalence relation
on S deĕned by setting x s y , sx = sy for all x; y 2 S. Every non-empty set of
the form s-1 fxg corresponds to a s-equivalence class.
Proof Observe that for all x, if s-1 fxg is non-empty then there is a y 2 S such that
sy = x, and then
s-1 fxg = ft 2 S : st = xg by deĕnition
= ft 2 S : st = syg
= ys;
as required. 
is is a particularly useful way to think about injectivity, because s acts injectively
on the le of a setA if, and only if,
A \ s-1 fxg  1 or, equivalently, jA \ xsj  1
for all x 2 S.
Deĕnition 5.5 (Subinvariant) Let S be a semigroup, and  a ĕnitely-additive mea-
sure on S with ĕnite total measure. If
 (sA)   (A) [ (As)   (A)] for all s 2 S andA  S;
then we say  is le [right] sub-invariant.
Suppose sA = A, for instance s is an identity. It is then clear that the inequality
above cannot be strict in general.
Suppose for some element s and ĕnite setA there is some s 0 such that s 0sA = A.
en both s and s 0 act injectively, and when restricted to A, s 0s acts bijectively—a
permutation ofA. Furthermore, if  is le sub-invariant,
 (A) =  (s 0sA)   (sA)   (A) ;
and thus  (sA) =  (A). is suggests the next deĕnition, which is the most im-
portant here.
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Deĕnition 5.6 (Fairly invariant, fairly amenable) Let S be any semigroup, let  a
ĕnitely-additive measure on S with  (S) = 1, and let s 2 S andA  S.
If whenever s acts injectively on the le [right] ofA,
 (sA) =  (A) [ (As) =  (A)]
then  is fairly le [right] invariant. If such a  exists for a given semigroup S, then
S is fairly le [right] amenable.
In other words, invariance of  is only required in the places where an element s acts
injectively on the set. As we shall see, this weakening of total invariance handles the
issue discussed in van Douwen (1992, p231).
Lemma 5.7 For any semigroup S and ĕnitely-additive probability measure , le
[right] fair invariance of  implies le [right] sub-invariance of .
Proof For a pictoral overview see Figure 5.1.
1. For any A  S and s 2 S there exists a B  A such that sA = sB and s is
injective on B.
P: Use the Axiom of Choice to choose one b 2 s-1 fxg\A for each x 2 sA.
B is simply the set of those choices.
2. If B  A  S, and sA = sB, and s acts injectively on B (but not necessarily on
A), then  (A)   (sA).
P:
 (A)   (B) * B  A
=  (sB) * fair invariance of 
=  (sA) * sB = sA:
as required. 
Remark 5.8 What about selecting (sA)   (A) as a condition (“super-invariance”)?
If sA is a subset ofA then  (sA) =  (A), and so disjoint subsets sA; tAmay lead
to a contradiction.
By deĕnition, if s acts injectively on the le of A, then sa = sb ) a = b for
any a; b 2 A and s is le cancellative on A, similarly on the right. Hence another
way of deĕning fair invariance is in terms of cancellation. Groups are totally can-
cellative both ways, but there are non-group examples of le- and right-cancellative
semigroups.
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s
Figure 5.1: For every setA and element s there is some subset B such that sA = sB
and s acts injectively on B.
5.2 Consequences
5.2.1 Groups and Følner criteria
Fair amenability is a generalisation of amenability for groups, as follows.
Corollary 5.9 A group is amenable if, and only if, it is fairly amenable.
Proof is is trivial since every element g in a group G acts bijectively on G, and
so a ĕnitely-additive measure onG is invariant if, and only if, it is fairly invariant.
Similar to classical amenability, fair amenability is also a consequence of a Følner-
type condition, as follows.
eorem 5.10 Let S is a countable semigroup. If there exists a sequence of non-
empty ĕnite sets fFngn2N eventually covering S such that
lim
n!1
jsFn4 (sS \ Fn)j
jFnj
= 0 for all s 2 S;
then S is le fairly amenable. (Similarly for Fns; Ss,on the right.)
Proof Fix a free ultraĕlterU over N and deĕne  through the ultralimit
 (A) := lim
U
jA \ Fnj
jFnj
for allA  S:
1. For any setA, the ultralimit above exists, and  is a ĕnitely-additive measure with
 (S) = 1.
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Figure 5.2: If s acts injectively onA, then it also does so onA\Fn, and so jA \ Fnj =
jsA \ sFnj.
P: is is shown in a manner identical to Lemma 2.15.
2.  is le fairly invariant.
P: Suppose s acts injectively on the le ofA. en jA \ Fnj = js(A \ Fn)j =
jsA \ sFnj (see Figure 5.2), and so jA \ FnjjFnj - jsA \ FnjjFnj
 = jjA \ Fnj- jsA \ FnjjjFnj
=
jjsA \ sFnj- jsA \ Fnjj
jFnj
 jsA \ (sFn4 Fn)j
jFnj
 jsS \ (sFn4 Fn)j
jFnj
=
jsFn4 (sS \ Fn)j
jFnj
! 0 as n!1
by hypothesis, and hence  (A) =  (sA), as required. 
Remark 5.11 Since 2 jFnnsFnj  jsFn4 Fnj  jFnnsFnj for any s 2 S, one may
as usual substitute FnnsFn for sFn4 Fn in the Følner condition. Note that while
there are semigroups lacking strong Følner sequences that are also fairly amenable,
this appears to be mitigated by the intersection with the right ideal sS. Consider,
for example, an inĕnite amenable group G with zero adjoined (G0), which is fairly
amenable (see Corollary 5.20 below) and the zero element has no associated strong
Følner sequence, however 0S = f0g and therefore any Følner sequence will do with
respect to 0.
5.2.2 Basic consequences
Corollary 5.12 All ĕnite semigroups S are fairly amenable (both ways).
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Proof e element s is injective on the le of A  S if, and only if, jsAj = jAj,
similarly on the right. erefore the counting measure suffices. Alternatively, use
the constant Følner sequence fSgn2N. 
Remark 5.13 Suppose that, given some set A,  (sA) =  (A) [ (As) =  (A)]
for any s. We may describe A as being a le [right] -invariant set. In a fairly le
[right] amenable semigroup S, every singleton set fxg for x 2 S is guaranteed to be
a le [right] invariant set.
Lemma 5.14 LetSbe a semigroup that is both inĕnite and le [right] fairly amenable
with measure , having a le [right] zero z 2 S. If F is a ĕnite subset of S, then
 (F) = 0. Such a  is said to be diffuse, as deĕned by van Douwen (1992, p225).
Proof
1. Every singleton set has the same measure k.
P: We can go via fzg: for any s; t 2 S,
 (fsg) =  (z fsg) =  (fzg) =  (z ftg) =  (ftg) :
2. k = 0, therefore  (F) = 0.
P: If k > 0 there exists some ĕnite N such that Nk > 1, i.e. the disjoint
union ofN singletons would have greater than 1 measure. Hence k = 0. en
 (F) =
X
f2F
 (ffg) =
X
f2F
k = 0:
e right case holds similarly. 
Corollary 5.15 Let S be a non-trivial semigroup with zero. e ĕnitely-additive
measure 0 given by
0 (A) = 0
 
0-1A

= 0
 
A0-1

=
8<: 1 if 0 2 A0 if 0 =2 A
(i.e. the measure obtained from the invariant meanm 2 `1(S) given bym (f) =
f (0) for all f 2 `1(S)) cannot be fairly invariant.
Proof
1 = 0 (f0g) by deĕnition
= 0 * Lemma 5.14;
contradiction. 
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Corollary 5.16 If a semigroup S is le measurable (see Deĕnition 4.1), then it is le
fairly amenable.
Proof We are given a totally invariant ĕnitely-additive measure. is condition
includes all cases, in particular where the element acts injectively on the le. 
Cancellative semigroups
Corollary 5.17 Suppose S is a le cancellative semigroup. Clearly every element
acts injectively on the le. erefore S is le fairly amenable if, and only if, S is le
measurable. 
Hence we may directly import the investigations into le measurable semigroups of
Sorenson and of Klawe (1977).
Corollary 5.18 e following hold for a semigroup S.
(i) If S is le cancellative and le fairly amenable, then S is le measurable, and
thus S is le reversible.
(ii) If S is cancellative and le fairly amenable, then it is embeddable in a group.
(iii) Suppose S is right cancellative. en S is le measurable if, and only if, S is le
fairly amenable and le cancellative.
Proof
(i) Suppose S is le cancellative and le fairly amenable with measure . Every
action on the le of a set is injective, therefore  is a le measure. By a similar
proof to that of eorem 4.20, it is le reversible.
(ii) By the above point, we have le reversibility in addition to cancellativity, and
therefore it is embeddable.
(iii) Sorenson’s theorem (eorem 4.24) is that if S is le measurable and right can-
cellative, then it is also le cancellative. If it is le measurable then it is also le
fairly amenable. e converse is given above. 
A le fairly amenable semigroup that is not le cancellative may not necessarily be
le reversible. If S is not le cancellative, then there is at least one element a 2 S
such thata does not act injectively on the le of S, thusaSmay havemeasure strictly
less than one, and so the proof of eorem 4.20 falls down here.
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5.2.3 Subsemigroups
Every subgroupof an amenable group is amenable, including those subgroups having
measure zero. A quick summary of this proof goes as follows: let G be an amenable
group with measure , H a subgroup. Choose a setM of representatives from each
le coset of H, then deĕne a measure  on H by setting  (A) :=  (MA) for all
A  H (Wagon, 1993, p149). It would be nice to emulate this in the semigroup case,
but it seems there is no adequate analogue for semigroups of the coset structure of a
group. Perhaps the obvious should be stated:
Lemma 5.19 Let S be a le [right] fairly amenable semigroup with measure , and
let T be a subsemigroup of S having  (T) > 0. T is then le [right] fairly amenable.
Proof Wemay use  as given by  (A) =  (A) = (T) for allA  T . 
is mirrors the classical case (Day, 1957, p.518). In particular, any subgroup G
of a le or right fairly amenable semigroup is amenable provided that  (G) > 0.
Corollary 5.20 Let S be a semigroup without zero. S0 is le [right] fairly amenable
if and only if S is. In particular, ifG is a group,G0 is fairly amenable if and only ifG
is amenable.
Proof Since the ĕnite case is trivial, assume that S is inĕnite. If S0 is le fairly
amenable with  0, since S0 contains a zero, by Lemma 5.14  0 (f0g) = 0, which by
ĕnite additivity implies  0 (S) = 1. By Lemma 5.19 S is fairly amenable and, in the
case of a group, amenable by Corollary 5.9.
Conversely, if S is le fairly amenable with some  then assigning  0 (A) =
 (A \ S) yields a fairly invariant measure  0 on S0. e case on the right holds
similarly. 
5.2.4 Green’s relations
Deĕnition 5.21 Green’s relationsL;R;D;H, and J on a semigroup S are deĕned by
the following, for all x; y 2 S. (Howie, 1976)
(L) xLy if there exists a; b 2 S1 such that ax = y and by = x. Alternatively,
xLy, S1x = S1y (x and y generate the same principal le ideal).
(R) Similarly, xRy if there exists a; b 2 S1 such that xa = y and yb = x.
Alternatively, xRy, xS1 = yS1.
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(J) x Jy if there exists a; b; c; d 2 S1 such that axb = y and cyd = x. Alterna-
tively, x Jy, S1xS1 = S1yS1.
(D) D := L_ R. It so happens thatD = L  R = R  L.
(H) Finally, H := L \ R. Every H-class contains at most one idempotent, and
those that do are subgroups of S.
It is also usual to induce, from the inclusion of the principal ideals, orderings of theL-
classes, theR-classes, and the J-classes, that is, if La; Lb are theL-classes containing
a; b (similarly, Ra; Rb and Ja; Jb) then
• La  Lb , S1a  S1b,
• Ra  Rb , aS1  bS1, and
• Ja  Jb , S1aS1  S1bS1.
If every set of L-classes contains a minimal L-class in the ordering, then S is said to
satisfy the condition minL, and similarly for R-classes and minR, and J-classes and
minJ.
Lemma 5.22 If S satisĕes minL and minR, thenD = J. (Howie, 1976, p41)
In the present study, there are two easy lemmas that take advantage of Green’s
relations. e ĕrst describes sets for any semigroup on which a fairly-invariant mea-
sure must be diffuse.
Lemma 5.23 If S is le [right] fairly amenable with measure , any ĕnite subset F
of an inĕnite L-class [R-class] has  (F) = 0. It follows that in either case any ĕnite
subset F of anH-class has  (F) = 0, and if S is fairly amenable on both sides than
any ĕnite subset F of aD-class has  (F) = 0.
Proof
1. Every singleton subset of an L-class has the same measure k.
P: By deĕnition, for all a; b 2 S such that aLb, there exists s; s 0 2 S1 such
that sa = b; s 0b = a, and we only need one of these to establish that if  is the
le fairly invariant ĕnitely-additive measure,
 (fag) =  (s fag) =  (fsag) =  (fbg) for all a; b 2 S:
2. Every ĕnite subset has measure 0.
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P: As for the ĕnal step of Lemma 5.14. 
Green’s Lemma (Howie, 1976, p43) states that for any a; b 2 S such that aRb,
the restricted right regular representations to L-classes, sjLa and s 0 jLb, are mu-
tually inverse R-class preserving bijections between the L-classes La and Lb. Put
another way, there exists an s 2 S that acts injectively on the right of La and an
s 0 2 S that acts injectively on the right of Lb.
Lemma 5.24 Let S be a semigroup.
If S is right fairly amenable withmeasure thenwithin eachD-class allL-classes
have equal  measure, and furthermore, everyH-class in the same R-class has the
same measure across the L-classes.
Similarly, if S is le fairly amenable with  then within eachD-class allR classes
have equal  measure, and furthermore, everyH-class in the same L-class has the
same measure across the R-classes.
It follows that if S is fairly amenable (both ways) then all D-related H-classes
have equal measure.
Proof Suppose La; Lb are L-classes contained within the same D-class, and let
Ha  La,Hb  Lb beH-classes sharing the same R-class.
1. ere exist s; s 0 2 S1 such that La = Lbs 0 and Lb = Las are both examples of s
and s 0 acting injectively on the right.
P: Use Green’s Lemma.
2.  (La) =  (Las) =  (Lb).
3. e right multiplication of Ha by s and Hb by s 0 both preserve the R-class, and
thereforeHas = Hb andHbs 0 = Ha.
P: Green’s Lemma again.
4.  (Ha) =  (Has) =  (Hb).
e other side holds analogously. 
What can we say about the value of a fairly invariant ĕnitely-additive measure 
between distinctD-classes? Probably not a lot (see Example 5.44 below).
5.2.5 Direct products
A result for groups states that the direct product of ĕnitely many amenable groups is
also amenable. is is easily shown by noting that ifG = G1G2 then the subgroup
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H = f(g1; 1G2) : g1 2 G1g = G1, and G=H = G2, so therefore the amenability of
G1 andG2 imply the amenability ofH andG=H, and henceG. e fair amenability
analogue of this result is as follows, but shown by explicitly constructing a ĕnitely-
additive measure.
eorem 5.25 Let S; T be semigroups that are each le [right] fairly amenable. en
S T is as well.
Proof Let S and T witness the le fair amenability of S and T respectively. Let
S; T denote the projections from P(S T) onto P(S) and P(T), respectively.
1. Deĕne , on S T , for each rectangle R = A B whereA  S and B  T :
 (R) := S (S (R))T (T (R)) = S (A)T (B) ;
which, while not yet deĕned for all subsets of S T , is clearly le fairly invariant
and ĕnitely-additive, and with  (S T) = S (S)T (T) = 1.
2. It follows that

 [
i2I
Ri
!
=
X
i2I
 (Ri) ;
for each ĕnite collection of disjoint rectangles1 fRigi2I, and this is also le fairly
invariant.
P: If (s; t) acts injectively on
S
i2I Ri, then s acts on S (Ri) injectively for
each i 2 I, likewise for t 2 T on T (Ri). Furthermore, (s; t) preserves the dis-
jointness of fRigi2I.
3. Let C be an arbitrary subset of S  T . C is not necessarily a rectangle, so extend
 using
 (C) := sup
 [
i2I
Ri
!
;
where the supremum is taken over all ĕnite collections of subrectangles of C.
4.  is then deĕned for all subsets C of S T , and is le fairly invariant.
P: If (s; t) 2 S T acts injectively on C then it acts injectively on any ĕnite
collection of disjoint subrectangles of C. Each ĕnite collection of disjoint sub-
rectangles of (s; t)C has the form f(s; t)Rigi2I for a ĕnite collection of disjoint
1Take care to avoid confusing ĕnite collections of rectangles with collections of ĕnite rectangles.
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subrectangles fRigi2I of C. Hence
 ((s; t)C) = sup
 [
i2I
(s; t)Ri
!
= sup
X
i2I
 ((s; t)Ri)
= sup
X
i2I
 (Ri)
= sup
 [
i2I
Ri
!
=  (C) ;
as required. 
For some examples, consider some bands. Recall that, in the classical theory, a
right zero semigroup is le amenable but not right amenable.
Example 5.26 Let S be a le (or right) zero semigroup. S is fairly amenable (both
sides).
Proof e ĕnite case is handled by Corollary 5.12, so assume S is an inĕnite le
zero semigroup.
1. Any ĕnitely-additive measure  with (S) = 1 is right fairly invariant.
P: For anyA  S and s 2 S,As = A, so  (As) =  (A) trivially.
2. ere are inĕnitely many ĕnitely-additive measures  with  (S) = 1 that are le
fairly invariant.
P: For anyA  S and s 2 S, sA = fsg, and by Lemma 5.14 every (fsg) = 0
if  is fairly invariant, but since singletons are the only sets injectively acted on
on the le, the following suffices. Fix any free ultraĕlter U, and deĕne  (A) =
U (A).
e argument holds on the right analogously. 
Example 5.27 Every rectangular band is fairly amenable.
Proof We have just seen the speciĕc examples of le and right zero semigroups
(Example 5.26). Each rectangular band is isomorphic to the product of a le zero
semigroup and a right zero semigroup, therefore by eorem 5.25 all rectangular
bands are fairly amenable. 
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5.2.6 Quotients of semigroups
Another theorem on groups states that if a group G is amenable and N  G, then
G=N is also amenable. Since every congruence on a group arises as the cosets of a
normal subgroup, this means that every quotient of an ameable group is amenable.
Given an amenableG with measure , we may set  onG=N using
 (A) = 
[
A

for allA  G=N: (5.1)
e corresponding situation in fairly amenable semigroups encounters problems.
Let  be a congruence on a fairly le amenable semigroup Swithmeasure . Clearly
 has total measure 1 and is ĕnitely-additive. However it is not always going to be
le fairly invariant.
Example 5.28 As described in Proposition 5.48, the free Abelian semigroup on two
generators S is fairly amenable with the measure . Let  be the congruence on S
with (b; b2); (b; ab) 2 , i.e.
S= = sgp


a; b
ab = ba = b2 = b :
Now, S= is fairly amenable as it is a free commutative semigroup on one genera-
tor with a zero, however  as in Equation 5.1 is not fairly invariant since  (A) =

 
(b)-1A

(the Dirac delta measure), via Lemma 5.23. 
So, what extra conditions on the congruence permits transferring fair amenability
from a semigroup to its quotient? Here is one.
Deĕnition 5.29 Let S be a semigroup and  a congruence on S such that whenever
s acts injectively onA  S=, then there exists some s 0 2 swhich acts injectively
on
S
A (and therefore on each a 2 A), with s 0SA = S(s)A. en  is said to
be le convenient2.
Lemma 5.30 IfS is a le [right] fairly amenable semigroupwith, and is a congru-
ence onSwhich is le [right] convenient, thenS= is also le [right] fairly amenable.
Proof Let  be a ĕnitely-additive measure deĕned by setting
 (A) := 
[
A

for allA  S=:
2“Convenient” for the purposes of proving the theorem. A better, more descriptive, and enduring
name is needed, but not yet forthcoming.
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en
 ((s)A) = 
[
(s)A

= 

s 0
[
A

= 
[
A

=  (A)
as required. 
5.2.7 Completely 0-simple semigroups
Completely simple and completely 0-simple semigroups are good classes of semi-
groups on which to try some of the previous ideas.
Deĕnition 5.31 A 0-simple semigroup is a semigroup with zero S in which S has no
two-sided ideals other than S and f0g, and S2 6= f0g. (Howie, 1976)
is is equivalent to the condition where the only J-classes of S are Sn f0g and f0g.
eorems for simple semigroups, i.e. those with no proper two-sided ideals at all, are
very oen a special case of the theorems for 0-simple semigroups, so focus is on the
0-simple case. Two-sided ideals are of interest when deĕning simplicity, as opposed
to le and right ideals, because any semigroup that is both le and right simple is a
group.
Deĕnition 5.32 A completely 0-simple semigroup is 0-simple and satisĕes the con-
ditions minL and minR. (Howie, 1976)
Some basic facts about completely 0-simple semigroups are as follows.
• Every completely 0-simple semigroup is regular.
• By Lemma 5.22, D = J, so every completely 0-simple semigroup is also 0-
bisimple, i.e. the onlyD classes are Sn f0g and f0g.
• EveryH-classH of a completely 0-simple semigroup is either a group orH2 =
f0g.
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• Every non-zero idempotent in a completely 0-simple semigroup is primitive. A
primitive idempotent is one that is minimal but non-zero in the natural partial
order. A 0-simple semigroup is completely 0-simple if it contains a primitive
idempotent.
A remarkable construction of Rees lets us understand the structure of all completely
0-simple semigroups.
Deĕnition 5.33 A regular matrix P has at least one non-zero entry in each row and
column. e Rees matrix semigroupM0(G; I; ;P), whereG is a group, I and are
index sets, and P is a I regular “sandwich” matrix with entries in G0, is deĕned
by using as the set of elements
S = (IG) [ f0g
and deĕning the product by
(i; a; )(j; b; ) = (i; apjb; ) for all i; j 2 I;a; b 2 G; ;  2 ;
where pj denoting the element of P in position ; j. If pj = 0, or either side is 0,
then the product is 0 also. e regular property of P guarantees the construction is
0-simple.
eorem 5.34 (Rees’s eorem) Every completely 0-simple semigroup is isomor-
phic toM0(G; I;;P) for some group G, index sets I and , and regular sandwich
matrix P. Conversely, every such Rees matrix semigroup is completely 0-simple.
(Howie, 1976)
In the case that no element of P is 0, then 0 has no proper divisors and is removable,
i.e. the semigroup is merely a completely simple semigroup with a zero adjoined. We
can deĕne the analogous Rees matrix semigroup for completely simple semigroups,
denoted M(G; I;;P)—note the mising superscript 0—to be the semigroup with
the same multiplication given above, but on the set I G  only. e analogous
theorem to Rees’seorem states that every completely simple semigroup is isomor-
phic to someM(G; I;;P), and the construction is always completely simple.
It pays for us to understand what makes M0(G; I;;P) 0-simple. Let (i; a; )
and (j; b; ) be non-zero elements. Since P is regular, there exist k 2 I and  2 
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such that pi 6= 0 6= pk. en
(j; p-1i ; )(i; a; )(k; p
-1
k ; ) = (j; p
-1
i piapkp
-1
k ; )
= (j; b; );
hence we can go from any element to any other by multiplying on the le and the
right.
Some semigroups considered in previous sections turn out to be completely sim-
ple or completely 0-simple semigroups, which can be seen by picking G, I,  and P
appropriately.
• If I = f1g = , thenM(G; I;;P) is isomorphic to G. eM0 case is iso-
morphic to the group with zero adjoined.
• IfG is the trivial group thenM(G; I;;P) is the rectangular band I.
• If P is completely trivial, i.e. P is a matrix with all entries equal to 1G, then
M(G; I; ;P) is the direct product I  G  , i.e. the product of G and the
rectangular band I. is is called a rectangular group.
Suppose that, for a completely 0-simple semigroup S, a givenH-classH  Sn f0g is
a group, and thus a primitive idempotent (i; p-1i ; ) 2 H. Since this will be the only
idempotent in H, theH-classes excluding f0g can be indexed by I  , hence Hi.
Similarly, the R-classes excluding f0g can be indexed by I and the L-classes by.
Corollary 5.35 (to Lemma 5.24) Let S be a completely 0-simple semigroup isomor-
phic to the Rees matrix semigroupM0(G; I;;P), whereG is an inĕnite group.
(i) If S is le fairly amenable with measure  then every R-class R  Sn f0g has
measure given by
 (R) =
8<: 1=jIj if I is ĕnite0 otherwise.
(ii) If S is right fairly amenable with measure  then every L-class L  Sn f0g has
measure
 (L) =
8<: 1=jj if is ĕnite0 otherwise.
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(iii) Finally, if S is fairly amenable both ways with  then eachH-classH  Sn f0g
has measure
 (H) =
8<: 1= jIj if both I; are ĕnite0 otherwise.

If anH-class Hi  Sn f0g is a group, what group is it? It is isomorphic to G every
time. To see this, consider themapg 7! (i; gp-1i ; ). It is a bijection asgp-1i = hp-1i
impliesg = h, and it is easy to check that themap is a group homomorphism. ere-
fore we can consider any completely 0-simple semigroup S to be a two-dimensional
grid of twisted copies of a group G, with at least enough of the products between
H-classes being non-zero for the semigroup to be 0-simple.
To characterise the fairly amenable completely 0-simple semigroups, we need to
establish, given a particular element, which sets will that element act injectively on
the le of and right of. Since the presence of 0 entries in the sandwich matrix P
decreases the sets an element acts injectively on, the completely 0-simple case will be
a corollary of the completely simple case.
Lemma 5.36 Let (i; x; ) 2 M(G; I;;P). For any map f : (G  ) ! I, the
element (i; x; ) acts injectively on the le of the set
B;f :=


(f(y; ); p-1;f(y;)y; ) : y 2 G; 2 

and this set is maximal. Note that B;f depends on  and f, but not i or x, so the
subscripts are justiĕed. Hence

B;f : f 2 IG
	
is the set of all such maximal sets
for a given  2 . Each R-class Ri = (i; x; )B;f.
Proof Suppose, for some y1; y2 2 G and 1; 2 2 ,
(i; x; )(f(y1; 1); p
-1
;f(y1;1)
y1; 1) = (i; x; )(f(y2; 2); p
-1
;f(y2;2)
y2; 2):
en
(i; xp;f(y1;1)p
-1
;f(y1;1)
y1; 1) = (i; xp;f(y2;2)p
-1
;f(y2;2)
y2; 2)) (i; xy1; 1) = (i; xy2; 2);
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thus y1 = y2 and 1 = 2, and so (i; x; ) acts injectively on the le of B;f.
Now, pick (j; p-1j y; ) =2 B;f. us y 2 G,  2 , j 2 I, and f(y; ) 6= j. If
there is only oneR-class this is impossible, but then B;f is the whole semigroup and
maximality is trivial, so assume there are at least two R-classes. Now,
(i; x; )(j; p-1j y; ) = (i; xpjp
-1
;jy; )
= (i; xy; );
but also
(i; x; )(f(y; ); p-1;f(y;)y; ) = (i; xp;f(y;)p
-1
;f(y;)y; )
= (i; xy; );
but since j 6= f(y; ), (i; x; )does not act injectively on the le ofB;f[

(j; p-1j y; )
	
.
Since (j; p-1j y; ) is any arbitrary element not in B;f, B;f must be maximal. 
Lemma 5.37 e completely simple semigroupM(G; I;;P) is le fairly amenable
if I is countably inĕnite, and right fairly amenable if is countably inĕnite.
Proof Let S = M(G; I;;P), and suppose I is identiĕed with N and  with a
subset of N.
1. Let  be any ĕnitely-additive measure on G. Since each H-class Hi of S is an
isomorphic copy of G,  is easily rewritten as a ĕnitely-additive measure i on
each individualHi by setting
i (figA fg) :=  (piA)
for every A  G. is may be thought of this as being the same measure , but
rotated to line up withHi.
2. Fix free ultraĕltersU;V on the sets I;, and then deĕne  by setting, for allA 
S,
 (A) := U- lim
n!1 V- limm!1
1
nm
nX
i=1
mX
=1
i (A \Hi) :
3. Suppose I is inĕnite. en for any setA acted injectively on the le by (i; x; ) 2
S,  (A) = 0 =  ((i; x; )A), and so  is le fairly invariant.
P:
3.1. Lemma 5.36 provides

B;f : f 2 IG
	
, the collection of maximal sets acted
on the le injectively by (i; x; ). Every such A is a subset of some B;f, so if
 (B;f) = 0 =  ((i; x; )B;f) then so to forA.
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3.2. For all i 2 I, (i; x; )B;f = Ri, an R-class. We have  (Ri) = 0 since I is
inĕnite, and thus  ((i; x; )B;f) = 0 for any (i; x; ) 2 S and B;f.
3.3. For each  2 ,X
j2I
j (B;f \Hj) =
X
j2I
j
 
(j; p-1j y; ) : y 2 G; j = f(y; )
	
=
X
j2I

 
pj

p-1j y : y 2 G; j = f(y; )
	
 
 [
j2I
fy 2 G : j = f(y; )g
!
=  (G) = 1:
But then  (B;f) = 0.
4. e right case holds analogously. 
Corollary 5.38 ecompletely 0-simple semigroupM0(G; I;;P) is le fairly amenable
if I is inĕnite, and right fairly amenable if is inĕnite.
Proof Consider the set B;f deĕned in 5.36 and used in Lemma 5.37. It falls short
for the completely 0-simple case for two reasons.
(i) If pj = 0 for some j 2 I, then (i; x; ) (B;f \ Rj) = f0g so (i; x; ) fails to act
injectively on the le of B;f \ Rj.
(ii) If there are no such j 2 I, thenB;f fails to bemaximal because 0 =2 (i; x; )B;f.
is can be ĕxed by deĕning a substitute set
B 0;f;z :=
 
B;fn(i; x; )
-1 f0g
 [ fzg
where z 2 (i; x; )-1 f0g. Since the le injective action depends on  but not i, the
notation is justiĕed. is new setB 0;f;z can then be substituted forB;f in the previous
proofs. 
eorem 5.25 and Example 5.27 together demonstrate that if G is amenable then
the rectangular group I  G   is fairly amenable. To extend this result to the
M(G; I;;P) case, we can get away with reusing the same ĕnitely-additive measure
obtained ineorem 5.25.
Lemma 5.39 IfG is amenable, thenM(G; I;;P) is fairly amenable both ways.
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Proof By Lemma 5.37, the case where I and  are both inĕnite is already given.
Assume, then, that I is ĕnite, so we need to show that the semigroup is le fairly
amenable. e right side is shown analogously.
Let  be the le fairly invariant ĕnitely-additive measure for I  G  , which
exists by the virtue of eorem 5.25. For clarity, since IG andM(G; I;;P)
have the same set of elements, let  denote themultiplication in the rectangular group
I  G  , and  the multiplication inM(G; I;;P), so that  is le fairly invari-
ant for . We wish to demonstrate that it is also fairly invariant for . Note that all
of Green’s relations are unchanged between the two semigroups, so for example, Ri
unambiguously refers to the same R-class.
e element (i; x; ) acts injectively on the le ofA M(G; I;;P) if, and only
if, for each j 2 I, (i; xpj; ) acts injectively on the le of A \ Rj  I  G  . To
see this, observe that if
(i; x; )(j; y; ) = (i; xpjy; ) = (i; xpj; )  (j; y; )
and
(i; x; )(j; z; ) = (i; xpjz; ) = (i; xpj; )  (j; z; )
are equal, then y = z and  = . Suppose (i; x; ) acts injectively on the le of
A M(G; I;;P). en, since I is ĕnite,
 ((i; x; )A) = 
 
(i; x; )
[
j2I
(A \ Rj)
!
= 
 [
j2I
(i; xpj; )  (A \ Rj)
!
by the above
=
X
j2I
 ((i; xpj; )  (A \ Rj)) by ĕnite additivity of 
=
X
j2I
 (A \ Rj) by le fair invariance of 
= 
 [
j2I
(A \ Rj)
!
by ĕnite additivity of 
=  (A) ;
and so  is le fairly invariant forM(G; I;;P) as it is for IG. 
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Lemma 5.37 shows that if I and  are both inĕnite, then the semigroup is fairly
amenable both ways. Lemma 5.39 above demonstrates that if G is amenable then
the semigroup is fairly amenable both ways. e converse of Lemma 5.39 remains to
be shown: if the semigroup is fairly amenable both ways and either I or  is ĕnite,
thenGmust be amenable.
Lemma 5.40 If the completely simple semigroupM(G; I;;P) is le fairly amenable
and I is ĕnite, or it is right fairly amenable and is ĕnite, thenG is amenable.
Proof Suppose that S =M(G; I; ;P) is le fairly amenable with measure , and
that I is ĕnite. e right side will follow analogously. By Corollary 5.35, all the R-
classes have measure equal to 1= jIj > 0. Each R-class of S is a subsemigroup of S.
Since each R-class has non-zero measure, by Lemma 5.19, it is also fairly amenable
both ways. Let  0 be  scaled up by jIj, i.e.  0 := jIj, thus for instance  0 (Ri) = 1
for every i 2 I.
Let i be the relation on Ri given by
(i; a; )i (i; b; ), api = bpi for all (i; a; ); (i; b; ) 2 Ri:
Note that i is a congruence, and thatG = Ri=i. Any (i; x; ) 2 Ri acts injectively
on the le of Ri and hence any subset, but most importantly, ifA  Ri=i, then
(i; x; ) A = f(i; x; )  (i; a;  0) : (i; a;  0) 2 Ag
= f(i; xpia; 
0) : (i; a;  0) 2 Ag
=


(i; x; )(i; a;  0) : (i; a;  0) 2
[
A

= (i; x; )
[
A;
making  le convenient as in Deĕnition 5.29. Hence the fair amenability of Ri
transfers to Ri= = G by Lemma 5.30. 
Corollary 5.41 e completely simple semigroup M(G; I;;P) is fairly amenable
both ways if, and only if,G is amenable or I and are both inĕnite.
Proof Use Lemmas 5.37, 5.39, and 5.40. 
WithCorollary 5.41, fair amenability is characterised for completely simple semi-
groups. Similar results for completely 0-simple semigroups, having generally smaller
maximal fairly invariant sets, such as Corollary 5.38, should follow easily.
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Completely regular semigroups further generalise the completely simple groups.
A semigroup is completely regular if everyH-class is a subgroup. Completely regular
semigroups are characterised as being semilattices of completely simple semigroups
(Howie, 1995), so the knowledge gleaned abovemight be easily extended if combined
with results about semilattices.
It follows from the results above in this section that one way to construct a semi-
group that is le fairly amenable but not right fairly amenable is to start with a non-
amenable group, and take the direct product with an inĕnite le zero semigroup.
For demonstrative purposes, such an example follows, corroborating the above re-
sults without reference to them.
Example 5.42 Le groups are le simple, right cancellative semigroups that are char-
acterised as being direct products of groups and le zero semigroups. As seen pre-
viously, they are also completely simple semigroups with trivial sandwich matrices.
LetZ be the le zero semigroup with elements fromN, and let S be the le group
Ffa;bg  Z. S is le fairly amenable but is not right fairly amenable.
Proof On the le: let  be any ĕnitely-additve measure on Ffa;bg with 
 
Ffa;bg

=
1.  is necessarily not invariant. Fix an ultraĕlter U over N and deĕne the ĕnitely-
additive measure  by setting
 (A) := lim
U
1
n
nX
k=1

 
A \  Ffa;bg  fkg for allA  S:
1.  exists, is ĕnitely additive, and  (S) = 1, as usual.
2.  is le fairly invariant.
P: Suppose (g;m) 2 S acts injectively on the le of A  S: since Z is le
zero, this implies that (x;m1); (x;m2) 2 A ) m1 = m2 for all x 2 F2 and
m1;m2 2 Z, soA can be thought of as a map F2 ! Z. us  (A) = 0. en,
 ((g;m) A) = lim
U
1
n
nX
k=1

 
(g;m)A \  Ffa;bg  fkg
 lim
U
1
n

 
Ffa;bg

= 0:
On the right: assume S is right fairly invariant with measure .
1. A contradiction occurs in a similar manner to the usual proof that F2 is not
amenable.
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P: Consider one set of words F(a)  Ffa;bg, which endwith the lettera. en
(F(a) Z)  (a-1; 1) = (F(a)a-1  Z)
= Sn(F(a-1) Z);
and similarly for F(b). Hence
1 =  (S)
= 
 
(F(a) [ F(a-1) [ F(b) [ F(b-1) [ f1g) Z
  (F(a) Z) +   F(a-1) Z+  (F(b) Z) +   F(b-1) Z
= 
 
F(a)a-1  Z+   F(a-1) Z+   F(b)b-1  Z+   F(b-1) Z
=  (S) +  (S)
= 2;
contradiction. 
5.2.8 Semigroups with involution
Another result for groups states that every le amenable group is also right amenable,
and furthermore, a le invariant measure and right invariant measure can be com-
bined to provide a bi-invariant measure (Wagon, 1993, p148). e techniques of
these results do not hold for all semigroups (either classically or fairly). e missing
ingredient here is involution.
Lemma 5.43 Let S be a semigroupwith involution . If S is le fairly amenable, then
it is right fairly amenable (and vice-versa).
Proof We deĕne A := fa : a 2 Ag, and so (As) = sA. Suppose that  on S
is le fairly invariant and deĕne  by setting  (A) =  (A) for allA.
1.  has total measure 1.
P:
 (S) =  (S)
=  (S) = 1:
2.  is ĕnitely additive.
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P: For all disjointA;B  S,
 (A [ B) =  ((A [ B))
=  (A [ B)
=  (A) +  (B)
=  (A) +  (B) :
3.  is right fairly invariant.
P: If s acts injectively on the right ofA, then for a; b 2 A,
sa = sb , (as) = (bs), as = bs) a = b, a = b
and so s acts injectively on the le ofA. en
 (As) =  (sA) =  (A) =  (A)
wherever s acts injectively on the right ofA. 
us groups, inverse semigroups, semigroups of binary relations, and all other
-semigroups join the commutative semigroups as classes of semigroups where each
example is either fairly amenable (both ways), or not at all.
5.2.9 Clifford semigroups
In addition to being examples of completely 0-simple semigroups, the 0-groups are
examples of Clifford semigroups, which are characterised as being strong semilat-
tices of groups (Howie, 1976, p94), and in turn are important examples of inverse
semigroups. One wonders, therefore, what we can say about Clifford semigroups in
general. Some examples will lead the way.
e following example furnishes us with a fairly amenable Clifford semigroup
that is not a 0-group, having a subgroup that fails to be amenable in a non-trivial
manner.
Example 5.44 LetSbe the unionof two groups as follows: setG = F2 (not amenable)
and H = F1 (amenable), and let  : G ! H be the homomorphism mapping x 7!
1H for all x 2 G. Deĕne the operation on S as a strong semilattice Y = (f1; 0g ;^)
of the groups G;H, i.e. if one of x or y is in H we map the other via  into H to
compute xy. Despite the presence of F2, S is fairly amenable.
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Proof Let H witness the amenability ofH. Deĕne for S the measure  given by
 (A) := H ( (A \G) [ (A \H)) for allA  S;
which is invariant under action of H. Since H is an inĕniteH-class, H (f1Hg) = 0
by Lemma 5.23, and therefore  (G) = 0. It follows that  (A) = H (A \H) for
any A  S. If A  H then gA = A = Ag for all g 2 G, so  is trivially invariant
underG, and thus  suffices. 
e following example shows a fairly amenable Clifford semigroup that has no
amenable subgroup as part of the semilattice.
Example 5.45 Consider the semilattice on the integers Y = (Z;^) where a ^ b =
min fa; bg for all a; b 2 Y, together with a measure  derived from the Følner se-
quence given by Fn = [-n;n] \ Y.
Now (k^ Y) =  ((-1; k] \ Y) = 1
2
for all k 2 Y, all ĕnite sets havemeasure
0, and the semilattice is fairly amenable.
Suppose we take S to be a strong semilattice of inĕnitely many non-amenable
groups, as follows:
• Let the semilattice Y be isomorphic to (Z;^), as previously.
• en, for each k 2 Z, letGk be a non-amenable group.
• Finally, for each k 2 Z let k be any ĕnitely-additive measure on Gk with
k (Gk) = 1 (which is necessarily not invariant).
We can extend the given on Y to a fairly-invariantS on S by setting, for a ĕxed
free ultraĕlterU over N,
S (A) = lim
U
1
2n+ 1
nX
k=-n
k (Gk \A) :
While everyGk is not amenable, S witnesses the fair amenability of S. 
Corollary 5.46 If the Clifford semigroup S is a strong ĕnite semilattice Y of groups
and S is fairly amenable, at least one of the groups is amenable.
Proof Suppose all the groups in fGy : y 2 Yg are non-amenable, and the ĕnitely-
additive measure  witnesses the fair amenability of S.
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1.  (Gy) = 0 for all y 2 Y.
P: Use Lemma 5.19.
2. 1 =  (S) = 0, contradiction.
P: S =
S
y2Y Gy, which is a disjoint union, and then as there are only ĕnitely
many groups in the semilattice,  (S) = 0. 
5.2.10 Directed unions of semigroups
One ĕnal theorem on groups that translates well to fairly amenable semigroups is
that a directed union of amenable groups is also amenable.
eorem 5.47 If S is the directed union of le [right] fairly amenable semigroups,
then S is le [right] fairly amenable.
Proof isproof uses essentially the same topological argument as inWagon (1993,
p150). Let fSi : i 2 Ig be the directed systemof le fairly amenable semigroupswhose
union is S: i.e. for each a; b 2 I there exists a c 2 I such that Sa and Sb are sub-
semigroups of Sc, and, S =
S
i2I Si. For each i 2 I:
• let i be the le fairly invariant ĕnitely-additive measure corresponding to Si,
and
• let Mi be the set of ĕnitely-additive measures m : P(S) ! [0; 1] such that
m (S) = 1 and whenever s 2 Si acts injectively onA  S,m (sA) = m (A).
1. Mi is non-empty for all i 2 I.
P: Deĕnemi (A) := i (A \ Si) for allA  S. Clearlymi 2Mi.
2. EachMi is a closed subset of [0; 1]P(S).
P: Suppose f =2 Mi. en f fails to be ĕnitely additive, fails to be le fairly
invariant for some s 2 Si, or f(S) 6= 1. It is possible to take f and vary the amount
 by which any of the three conditions is violated to obtain some nearby f, by
adding to or subtracting from the value f takes at one or more points in P(S).
For example, if f(S) = k 6= 1, then we can ĕnd a similar function f given by
f(S) := k+  6= 1, f(A) := f(A) forA 6= S. us each f =2Mi is contained in
an open neighborhood (however small) consisting of points that fail to have one
of the three conditions. e union of all these open neighborhoods is open, and
the complement isMi, which is therefore closed. is argument is essentially the
same as Wagon (1993, p126).
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3. e collection fMi : i 2 Ig has the ĕnite intersection property.
P: If Sa; Sb  Sc then Ma \Mb  Mc, since each member must be le
fairly invariant for increasingly many elements.
4. ere exists some 2 Ti2IMiwhich is the required le fairly-invariantmeasure.
P: From Tychonoff ’s eorem, the space [0; 1]P(S) is compact. Compactness
is equivalent to the property that any collection of closed subsets with the ĕnite
intersection property is nonempty, and fMi : i 2 Ig is an example of such a col-
lection.
e right case is handled analogously. 
Just as with Abelian groups, every Abelian semigroup is the direct union of its
ĕnitely-generated Abelian subsemigroups, and therefore we almost have enough to
show all Abelian semigroups are fairly amenable.
5.3 Further examples
Proposition 5.48 Any ĕnitely-generated free Abelian semigroup, such as (N;+), is
fairly amenable.
Proof e free Abelian semigroup on k generators is isomorphic to (N [ f0g)k
minus the origin, and again every action is injective. e Følner sequence given by
Fn = f(a1; a2; : : : ; ak) : a1; a2; : : : ak < ng suffices. 
Proposition 5.49 e semigroup of natural numbers with multiplication, (N; ) is
also a cancellative Abelian semigroup. However, unlike the previous example, it is
inĕnitely generated—by the primes. Fortunately, it is also fairly amenable.
Proof As usual a totally invariant ĕnitely-additivemeasure is required. ere exists
a Følner sequence fFngn2N where Fn consists of the products of powers of the ĕrst n
primes, and each power lies in [0; n], i.e.
Fn :=


pi11 p
i2
2   pinn : 0  ij  n; j = 1; : : : ; n

;
as required. Bergelson (2005) demonstrated a family of Følner sequences of this
kind. 
Example 5.50 e free semigroup on two generators FS2 = fa; bg+, and the free
monoid on two generators, are neither le nor right fairly amenable.
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.
a
a2 ab
a3 ab2
                    
.
b
ba b2
ba2 b3
                    
Figure 5.3: e right Cayley graph for the free semigroup on two generators fa; bg+.
Proof Suppose S = fa; bg+ is le fairly amenable and  is the required measure.
Note that a and b both act injectively on S and so we require  (aS) =  (S) =
 (bS). But since S = fa; bg [aS [bS,
1 =  (S) =  (fa; bg) +  (aS) +  (bS) =  (fa; bg) + 1+ 1  2;
contradiction. By a similar argument, FS2 is not right fairly amenable. (Alternatively,
endow the semigroup with an involution  where a := b and vice-versa, and apply
Lemma 5.43.) 
Remark 5.51 Note that the previous argument can be adapted to any ĕnite number
of generators n  2. Note also that FS02 (the free semigroup on two generators with
a zero adjoined) is now not fairly amenable either, in contrast to the classical case.
5.3.1 Graph inverse semigroups
Example 5.52 e bicyclic monoid B is fairly amenable.
Proof Recall that B = mon hp; qjpq = 1i = fqmpn : m;n 2 N [ f0gg.
Consider the sequence given by n =

qjpk : j; k  n	 for all n 2 N. It will
suffice to show this sequence is Følner for any element on the le.
e elementq acts injectively on the le of allB, so jqnj = jnj and jqn4nj =
2n. p on the other hand does not act injectively on the le of n, in which case
jpnj  jnj. Since the minimal non-injective sets for each le multiplication by
p are

pk; qpk+1
	
for each k, we can see exactly that jpnj = (n - 1)n + 1, and
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1
p
p2
p3
q
qp
qp2
qp3
q2
q2p
q2p2
q2p3
q3
q3p
q3p2
q3p3  p! q
Figure 5.4: Part of the le Cayley graph of the bicyclic monoid B.
.
n
.
pkn
.
qjpkn
.
qjpkn4n
Figure 5.5: Deriving
qjpkn4n in the bicyclic monoid.
jpn4nj = n+ 1. For any arbitrary x = qjpk, then,
jxn4nj = k+ n(2j- k) for all n > j
(depicted in Figure 5.5) which is linear in n, and therefore the Følner sequence
fngn2N suffices.
Since B is inverse, by Lemma 5.43 B is fairly amenable on both sides. 
Example 5.53 e polycyclic monoid on two generators, P2, is not fairly amenable.
As described by Milan (2008), P2 and every other graph inverse semigroup has the
weak containment property, so it follows that fair amenability is not equivalent to
weak containment.
Proof Recall that
P2 = mon0


p; q; p-1; q-1
pp-1 = 1 = qq-1; pq-1 = 0 = qp-1 ;
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and so every element other than 0 or 1 can be written canonically in the form x-1y,
where x; y are possibly empty strings over the alphabet fp; qg (Lawson, 2004). It fol-
lows that at least the free monoids

p-1; q-1
	 and fp; qg are embedded within
P2.
Perhapswe could try to show that fair amenability is impossible forP2 by showing
that one of these copies is the result of taking the quotient of P2 by a le convenient
congruence to obtain fp; qg, but this is not as clear as the following.
1. Assume P2 is le fairly amenable withmeasure, and for each x 2 P2 letHx  P2
consist of elements with their canonical form starting with the string x. P2 can be
decomposed like so:
P2 = Hp-1 [Hq-1 [Hp [Hq [ f0; 1g :
2. Consider the injective le actions p-1; q-1
p-1P2 = Hp-1 [ f0g ; q-1P2 = Hq-1 [ f0g :
3. Apply  to see that it is not le fairly invariant.
P:
1 =  (P2)
= 
 
Hp-1 [Hq-1 [Hp [Hq [ f0; 1g

* step 1
= 
 
Hp-1

+ 
 
Hq-1

+  (Hp) +  (Hq) +  (f0; 1g)
= 
 
Hp-1

+ 
 
Hq-1

+  (Hp) +  (Hq) * Lemma 5.14
= 
 
p-1P2

+ 
 
q-1P2

+  (Hp) +  (Hq) * step 2
= 1+ 1+  (Hp) +  (Hq) * fair invariance
 2;
contradiction.
As with the bicyclic monoid, P2 is also inverse, so by Lemma 5.43 it is not right
fairly amenable either. 
Remark 5.54 As with FS2 and greater, the previous argument can be adapted to any
ĕnite number of generators n  2. P2 is also an example of an inverse semigroup
that is not fairly amenable, but is classically amenable because the maximal group
homomorphic image (the trivial group) is amenable.
Polycyclic monoids were shown by Lawson (1998, pp289-292) to have the fol-
lowing properties.
(i) Pn is combinatorial, i.e. the relationH is the equality relation,
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(ii) Pn is E-unitary, and 0-bisimple.
(iii) For n  2, Pn is also congruence free.
(iv) Pn is embedded in P2 for every n  2, including n =1.
Both the bicyclic and polycyclic monoids above are generalised by the graph in-
verse semigroups, of which a very rapid deĕnition is given below. It is not necessary
here to refresh ourselves on the complete history of graph inverse semigroups. Some
exposition was given by Jones and Lawson (2011). However, there are interesting
parallels between graph inverse semigroups and Cuntz-Krieger C*-algebras.
Deĕnition 5.55 LetG be a directed graph, withmultiple edges between pairs of ver-
tices allowed, and letG be the free category overG—that is,G is the set of all paths
in G together with concatenation where sensible in G. e graph inverse semigroup
PG is the semigroup with zero with elements (G  G) [ f0g and operation given
by setting for all x; y; u; v 2 G,
(x; y)(u; v) :=
8>>><>>>:
(xz; v) if 9z 2 G such that u = yz
(x; zv) if 9z 2 G such that y = uz
0 otherwise.
If (x; y)(u; v) 6= 0 then we say the two elements are preĕx compatible, i.e. the re-
quired z above. As a notation initially, we write (x; y) 2 PG as xy-1. Note that if
u = yz then in this notation, xy-1  uv-1 = xy-1yzv-1 = xzv-1, so effectively
y-1y = 1 is a rule in the presentation.
e 1-rose generates as its free category the free monoid on one generator, and the
n-rose generates the free monoid on n generators in the same way. e bicycylic
monoid B is the graph inverse semigroup PG where G is a 1-rose, with the zero re-
moved. e polycyclic monoid Pn is the graph inverse semigroup over an n-rose.
e free monoid infrastructure of P2 is what led to Example 5.53.
Remark 5.56 Graph inverse semigroups PG have the following properties.
(i) PG is ĕnite if, and only if,G is a ĕnite tree.
(ii) PG is combinatorial.
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.  
Figure 5.6: From the le, the 1-rose, 2-rose, and 10-rose. e free categories over
these are simply the free monoids on 1 generator, 2 generators, and 10 generators,
respectively.
. 
 

x
y u
v
x 0
y 0
Figure 5.7: e arrows x, y, u, and v form a commutative square. If for any other
pair of arrows x 0 and y 0 with common domain form a commutative square with u
and v there exists a unique arrow from d(x 0) ! d(x) (dashed), then x and y are a
pullback of u and v.
(iii) E(PG) consists only of elements of the form xx-1.
(iv) e natural partial order on PG is characterised by xy-1  uv-1 , x = up
and y = vp for some p.
(v) PG is 0-bisimple only if it is a polycyclic monoid.
Graph inverse semigroups are themselves a special subclass of the inverse semi-
group built on le cancellative Leech categories, as characterised by Jones and Law-
son (2011). A brief account of the deĕnitions is given below.
A Leech categoryC is a category inwhich each pair of arrowswith common range,
that can be completed to form a commutative square, has a pullback. For a brief
explanation of these terms, see Figure 5.7. Free categories generated by graphs are
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. 
 

x
y b
c
a
d
Figure 5.8: e product of two elements in (CC)=, [a; b] and [c; d], is deĕned to
be [ax; dy]when there exists a pullback x; y ofb; c, and 0 if there is no such pullback.
examples of le cancellative Leech categories.
Given a le cancellative Leech category C, how does one construct an inverse
semigroup S(C) generalising the graph inverse semigroups? Let  be the relation on
C C given by
(a; b)  (a 0; b 0), 9u 2 C such that (a; b) = (a 0; b 0)u:
en S(C) = ((C  C)=) [ f0g with the multiplication of -classes [a; b] and
[c; d] described in Figure 5.8. Here, the pullback arrows, which always exist wher-
ever commutative squares exist since C is a Leech category, take the place of preĕx-
compatibility.
Question 5.57 For graph inverse semigroups, or even S(C)-style inverse semigroups,
can the boundary between the le fairly amenable and non-le fairly amenable be
reĕned, possibly in terms of the graphG in PG, or the le cancellative Leech category
C in S(C)?
5.3.2 The Baer-Levi semigroup
Deĕnition 5.58 e Baer-Levi semigroup BL(p; q) is deĕned as being the set of in-
jective maps f, on some inĕnite set X with jXj = p, where f has the property that
jXnf (X)j is the ĕxed inĕnite cardinal q  jXj, together with the composition oper-
ation (Clifford and Preston, 1967).
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Conventionally, products in composition semigroups of maps such as the Baer-Levi
semigroups are written in “algebraist” order—the composition of f and g is written
fg. With that ordering, Baer-Levi semigroups are right cancellative and right simple.
However, to remain consistent with the treatment of other functions in this thesis, I
shall deviate from this convention and denote the product with , making the Baer-
Levi semigroups le cancellative and le simple.
Example 5.59 For a Baer-Levi semigroup BL(p; q),
(i) BL(p; q) is not le fairly amenable if p = q, and
(ii) BL(p; q) is not right fairly amenable for all p; q.
Proof For succinctness let S be shorthand for BL(p; q). On the le:
1. Let a; b 2 S be such that the right ideals a  S and b  S are disjoint. (ere
are two disjoint right ideals if, and only if, p = q.) For example, if S is the Baer-
Levi semigroup on N, we may pick a : n 7! 2n and b : n 7! 2n + 1. Let
R = Sn((a  S) [ (b  S)).
2. Since S is le cancellative, every le action is injective.
3. Assume S is le fairly amenable with measure , and derive a contradiction.
P:
1 =  (S)
=  ((a  S) [ (b  S) [R) by deĕntion
=  (a  S) +  (b  S) +  (R)
=  (S) +  (S) +  (R) * le fairly invariant
 2;
a clear contradiction.
On the right:
1. For each s 2 S let the equivalence relation s be given by as b, a  s = b  s
for all a; b 2 S. Since S consists of maps on the set X, s depends only on s (X),
so as b, ajs(X) = bjs(X).
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P: For any a; b; s 2 S,
as b, a  s = b  s, a (s (x)) = b (s (x)) for all x 2 X, a (y) = b (y) for all y 2 s (X), ajs(X) = bjs(X):
2. For every s 2 S, every s-equivalence class is nonempty and inĕnite.
P: By deĕnition jXns (X)j is some inĕnite cardinal, therefore a Baer-Levi
semigroup on Xns (X) can be used to generate elements of each s-class.
3. For each s 2 S deĕne two disjoint setsM1;M2 by choosing two distinct elements
from each s-class. S  s = M1  s = M2  s and while the action S  s is not
injective, the actions onM1 andM2 are injective.
P: By deĕnition, s partitions S into sets that map to the same element under
the right action of s, so S  s = M1  s = M2  s. For any a; b 2 M1, a  s =
b  s) as b) a = b, similarly forM2.
4. Assume that S is right fairly amenable with measure . is results in a contra-
diction.
P: Let R = Sn(M1 [M2), then
1 =  (S)
=  (M1 [M2 [R) * deĕnition
=  (M1) +  (M2) +  (R)
=  (M1  s) +  (M2  s) +  (R) * right fairly invariant
=  (S  s) +  (S  s) +  (R) * step 3
=  (S) +  (S) +  (R) * S is le simple
= 1+ 1+  (R)
 2;
a clear contradiction. 
5.3.3 Free inverse semigroups
Example 5.60 e free inverse semigroup on one generator FIS1 is fairly amenable
both ways.
Proof FromMunn’seoremon the structure of free inverse semigroups (Lawson,
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1998), elements of FIS1 can be thought of as triples of integers
FIS1 =

(p; q; r) 2 Z3 : p  0; p+ q  0; q+ r  0; r  0; p+ q+ r  0	
with the product deĕned by
(p; q; r)(p 0; q 0; r 0) := (max fp; p 0 - qg ; q+ q 0;max fr 0; r- q 0g)
for all (p; q; r); (p 0; q 0; r 0) 2 FIS1 (Lawson, 1998, p193). Consider the increasing
sequence given by
Fn = f(x; y; z) 2 FIS1 : x; y; z  ng :
1. e sequence fjFnjgn2N is the sequence of “house numbers”—imagine a ĕlled cube
“house” of height n, with a ĕlled rectangular pyramid “roof ” on top (for further
insights into this fascinating integer sequence, see the On-line Encyclopedia of
Integer Sequences sequence A051662)—a sequence which is given by
jFnj = (n+ 1)
3 +
1
6
n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1) for all n;
and thus (n 7! jFnj) 2 O(n3).
2. Let (p; q; r) 2 FIS1. By deĕnition,
(p; q; r)Fn = f(max fp; x- qg ; q+ y;max fz; r- yg) : (x; y; z) 2 Fng :
3. For large n,
j(p; q; r)Fnj  jf(x- q; q+ y; z) : (x; y; z) 2 Fngj
i.e. the le action of (p; q; r)on Fn is an almost-translation inZ3, and in particular
jFn4 (p; q; r)Fnj  jFn4 f(x- q; q+ y; z) : (x; y; z) 2 Fngj
 2qn2:
us (n 7! jFn4 (p; q; r)Fnj) 2 O(n2), and therefore the sequence fFngn2N is
Følner. e right case holds similarly. 
5.3.4 Summary
Some of the examples and results from the previous sections are summarised in Ta-
ble 5.1. e variety of interesting examples demonstrate that the “fair” modiĕca-
tion of invariant ĕnitely-additive measures interacts well with the structure of semi-
groups. Some important results from group amenability theory are preserved, and
examples of fairly amenable semigroups, especially with zeroes, are more gratifying.
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Kind of semigroup Classically amenable Fairly amenable
Finite , Unique min. ideals Yes (5.12)
With zero Yes Sometimes (5.20)
Monogenic Yes Yes (5.48)
Free ( 2 gen.) No No (5.50)
Abelian Yes ?
Clifford Sometimes Sometimes (5.44)
Le/right zero sgp Sided Yes (5.26)
Le/right group ? Sometimes (Sided; 5.42)
Completely 0-simple Yes (* zero) Sometimes (§5.2.7)
Baer-Levi ? No (5.59)
Inverse S , G(S) is ?
Bicyclic Yes Yes (5.52)
Polycyclic Yes (* zero) No (5.53)
Graph inverse Almost always (* zero) ?
Free monogenic inverse Yes Yes (5.60)
Table 5.1: Amenability versus fair amenability on different semigroups.
e given examples of non-fairly amenable semigroups have a certain self-similarity
which might be used to create Banach-Tarski-style paradoxes.
5.4 Motivations for fair amenability
Aparticularly nice justiĕcation for fair amenability will be shown in the next chapter.
Some intuitive justiĕcations for considering fair amenability are given now.
In groups, Deĕnition 2.1 captures philosophically a generalisation of the ratio in
ĕnite groupsG given by
 (A) =
jAj
jGj
;
or, put another way,  (A) is “the fraction of spaceA occupies withinG.” Expecting
 to be invariant under a group action is then a generalisation of the idea that “size”
of a set remains unchanged under a group action, which in the ĕnite case is bijec-
tive—the cardinality of a set is invariant, so too should its “size” be. is principle is
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implemented sufficiently well for all amenable groups using a limit of ĕnite densities
(see Lemma 2.15).
In semigroups, a (self-)action is potentially any arbitrary transformation. In par-
ticular, multiple elements become “collapsed” together, so the cardinality of a ĕnite
set is usually reduced under the action: Consider the actions of an element s on any
setA, in any semigroup S. e action of s onA is a surjectionA! sA, so
jsAj  jAj and jAsj  jAj:
is is the motivation for sub-invariance. If s acts injectively on A—and since it is
already surjective, bijectively—then
jsAj = jAj [jAsj = jAj]:
is is the motivation for fairly invariant measures.
In ĕnite groups S, jsAj = jAj [jAsj = jAj] if, and only if, s acts injectively on the
le [right] ofA.
Suppose thatA = B [C, in which case jAj = jBj+ jCj. If s acts injectively on B
and C but notA, then sB \ sC 6= ;, and jsAj = jsBj+ jsCj- jsB \ sCj.
Note that if s acts injectively on A, then it acts injectively on every subset of A,
but if s acts injectively onA and B individually it does not necessarily act injectively
on A [ B. ere is, for any set A that s acts on injectively, some maximal set(s)
containingA that s acts on injectively.
* * *
Another interpretation is that  corresponds to a probability distribution for a
stochastic process on S considered as a state space, and  the conditional probability.
Consider  (A) = P(x 2 A) where x is randomly chosen from S (with uniform
distribution). Clearly  is a ĕnitely-additive probability measure. y 2 sA if and
only if 9x : y = sx and x 2 A, so we get
P(y 2 sA) = P(9x : y = sx&x 2 A) = P(x 2 A)  P(y = sxjx 2 A)
or in terms of ,  (sA) =  (A)  (s;A), where  is interpreted as the conditional
probability, thus obtaining  (s;A) = 1 whenever s acts injectively onA.
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5.4.1 Measure ratios
So without the interpretation as a probability, what is  from the previous section?
van Douwen (1992) studied “nice” measures on N in the sense that “if Y is obtained
fromX by a processwhichmakes sets r times as small, from an intuitive point of view,
then  (Y) = r-1 (X) for all X; Y”, so,  is similar to r-1 from that perspective.
However, the two differ. r-1 is a value introduced for the purposes of calculating
 (sA) given  (A), whereas,  (s;A) is better thought of as a quantity calculated
aer obtaining both  (A) and  (sA), which are .
Deĕnition 5.61 Let S be a semigroup and  a ĕnitely-additive ĕnite measure (not
necessarily invariant in any way). Deĕne, for l and r both S P(S)! R,
l (s;A) =
 (sA)
 (A)
; r (s;A) =
 (As)
 (A)
and setting l (s;A) = 1 [r (s;A) = 1] when  (A) = 0.
ese quantities are quite obviously related to measures, and for cases where the
measure is invariant, these ratios take the value 1.
Lemma 5.62 IfS is le [right] fairly amenablewith, then l (s;A) 2 [0; 1] [r (s;A) 2
[0; 1]] for any s 2 S;A  S, furthermore, l (s;A) = 1 [r (s;A) = 1] whenever s
acts injectively onA.
Proof e  (A) = 0 case is trivial, so assume  (A) > 0. en  (sA)   (A)
so  (sA) = (A)  1, and also  (sA)  0 so  (sA) = (A)  0. If s acts injec-
tively onA then  (sA) =  (A) and therefore  (sA) = (A) = 1. Similarly on the
right. 
In particular, if S is a monoid then l (1;A) = 1 = r (1;A) for all ĕnitely-additive
measures  and setsA  S.
Corollary 5.63 Let S be a le [right] fairly amenable semigroup with zero. 0 acts
injectively only on singleton sets, so for any non-empty subsetA,
l (0;A) =
1
jAj
[= r (0;A)]
(0 ifA is inĕnite, 1 ifA is a singleton).
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Lemma 5.64 Let S be a le [right] fairly amenable semigroup and A  S such that
A > 0. Associativity implies (ab)A = a(bA) and A(ab) = (Aa)b for any
a; b 2 S;A  S, so
l (ab;A) = l (a; bA)  l (b;A) [r (ab;A) = r (b;Aa)  r (a;A)]
and for any ĕnite product,
l (s1s2    sn; A) =
nY
i=1
l (si; (si+1si+2    sn)A) :
Some other easy results relate to idempotents and units.
Corollary 5.65 Let S be a le [right] fairly amenable semigroup and e 2 S be an
idempotent. eS = e2S [Se = Se2], so l (e;A) = 1[= l (e;A)] for any A 
eS [Se] with  (A) > 0.
Corollary 5.66 Letu be a unit in a le [right] fairly amenablemonoid S, andA  S.
By Lemma 5.64,
1 = l (1;A)
= l
 
u-1u;A

= l
 
u-1; uA
  l (u;A)
and given that l and r are restricted to values in [0; 1], we have l (u;A) = 1[=
r (u;A)] for any unit u. 
Chapter 6
Fairly Invariant Means for
Semigroups
In this chapter we extend fairly-invariant measures to the context of means. is is
not particularly challenging.
Let S be a semigroup, s 2 S, and A  S. e ordinary le action of s on A
satisĕes s  A = s-1A, since (s  f) (t) = f (st) for all t 2 S, and by deĕnition,
st 2 A , t 2 s-1A. Hence, a semigroup S is classically le amenable if, and only
if, there is a ĕnitely-additive probability measure  satisfying  (A) = 
 
s-1A

for
all s 2 S andA  S (Paterson, 1988, Exercise 0.32).
ough the dual le and right actions are always well-deĕned for `1(S) and xf 2
`1(S) for any x 2 S and f 2 `1(S), they have, in the case of a non-injective element,
the effect of “Ęattening” sections or all of the function being acted upon, for instance,
see Figure 6.1. In particular, the dual le action is not closed in `1(S). For these
reasons it is worth exploring alternative actions, and to ĕnd the appropriate analogue
of fair invariance such exploration is necessary.
We need not look far. Recall that the le fair amenability condition introduced
in the previous chapter is couched as the existence of a ĕnitely-additive probability
measure satisfying (A) =  (sA)wherever the le-action is injective. erefore,
when reduced to means of indicator functions, the le action and mean together
must satisfy, under some set of conditions,m (A) = m (s  A) = m (sA). Viewed
through the lens of classical amenability, it seems that the action  should satisfy
s  A = sA for every set A we want to measure, but as we shall see, this need not
be the case. Convolution can be used.
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.
x 2 S
f(x)
(0; f(0))
.
x 2 S
f (0x)
Figure 6.1: e result of the dual le action of 0 on some f 2 `1(S).
.
f(x)
x 2 S
.
x 2 S
P
t2S f(t)
f0  fg (x)
Figure 6.2: e result of the le -action of 0 on some f 2 `1(S).
For real- or complex-valued functions f : S 7! K let the support of f be denoted
supp(f), i.e.
supp(f) := fx 2 S : f(x) 6= 0g :
When two functions f and g have disjoint support (i.e. supp(f) \ supp(g) = ;), we
will simply say f and g are disjoint.
6.1 The convolution partial action
Recall that convolution of two functions f; g 2 `1(S), denoted f  g, is deĕned by
setting
ff  gg (x) :=
X
st=x
f (s)g (t) for all x 2 S:
is extends to a le convolution “action” of s 2 S on f 2 `1(S), denoted s  f,
which may be deĕned by setting
fs  fg (x) :=
X
st=x
f (t) for all x 2 S:
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.
S (x)
x 2 S
.
x 2 S
1!
f0  Sg (x)
.
f (x)
x 2 S
.
x 2 S
???
f0  fg (x)
Figure 6.3: Some example cases where the convolution partial action of 0 is not well-
deĕned on `1(S).
Alternatively,
fs  fg (x) =
X
t2s-1x
f (t) for all x 2 S:
For each s 2 S, let the equivalence relation s on S be given by setting x s y if and
only if sx = sy, for all x; y 2 S. Note that each s-1x is precisely a s-equivalence
class.
Unsurprisingly,  oen fails to be an operation that is closed in `1(S), or even
well-deĕned. In contrast to the dual action which “Ęattens” along sections of the
domain (see Figure 6.1), the convolution “action” has the appearance of “bunching
up” the values along the domain (Figure 6.2). For an extreme example, suppose S is
an inĕnite semigroup with zero. en
0  S =
X
t2S
0ftg =
X
t2S
f0g = 0;
which takes the “value” jSj = 1 at 0. Less extreme cases can also fail to be deĕned
along the entire domain S. Examples are depicted in Figure 6.3. ere are a few ways
this situation might be treated.
(i) We could include, into the scope of discussion, unbounded functions and func-
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tions that possibly take the value 1. is makes the -“action” a mapping
S  l1(S) ! CS1. is approach is inclusive of degenerate cases such as 0,
but merely pushes problems relating to singularities into a more complicated
place. Additionally this approach does not address those s  f which fail to be
well-deĕned, but could still be argued to be bounded.
(ii) We could replace with an operator that carefully avoids singularities, and pre-
fer to deal with a subset of `1(S) that avoids non-convergent summations. A
later section in this chapter will introduce an operator~, that is deĕned on the
subset of non-negative functions from `1(S), and where ~ is similar enough
to  to be interesting.
(iii) We could regard convolution as inducing a partial action—simply accept that
there will be cases where it is ill-deĕned, and keep to regions where it is well-
deĕned. Since we wish to apply it to means in `1(S), we must also keep to the
cases that are bounded. It is conceivable that sf exists inCS but is unbounded,
for instance, s collapses steadily increasing numbers of elements together, but
never inĕnitelymany. It is also conceivable that sf is not well-deĕned because
of a failure to converge, but is arguably bounded.
Now, s  f is well-deĕned and bounded exactly when s  f 2 `1(S). Since S is
associative, with `1(S) as a set of objects, S induces a set of arrows AS, where
for each s 2 S there is an arrow from each f to s  fwherever s  f 2 `1(S), so
(`1(S); AS) deĕnes a semi-category. If S has an identity, then it is a category.
is last point seems interesting, not least because partial actions on C*-algebras
are the subject of current research. For our purpose here, we must ask under what
conditions is s  f bounded, if not f 2 `1(S)?
Lemma 6.1 If s acts injectively on the le on supp(f), then s  f 2 `1(S).
Proof By hypothesis, fs  fg (t) is equal to f(x) for some x 2 S (sx = t) or zero
(no such x). is is true for any t 2 supp(f), and thus s  f 2 `1(S). 
In particular, s  f exists and is bounded whenever S is le cancellative (e.g. is a
group). For a semigroup generally, however, the converse does not hold: there may
be f 2 `1(S) such that s  f 2 `1(S) but s is not injective on the support. For
example, f 2 `1(N0) given by f (n) = 2-n, then 0  f = f0g.
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.
S
s  A
B = maxx2S
A \ s-1x
Figure 6.4: Diagram accompanying Lemma 6.2.
It is possible to be farmore precise than Lemma 6.1 in characterising the elements
for which sf is bounded, but it is in essence a restatement of the deĕnition of kk1.
For each s 2 S, those functions f can be thought of as
(i) behaving like elements of `1(S) on the subsets of S on which s does not act
injectively, and
(ii) behaving like elements of `1(S) on the subsets of S on which s does act injec-
tively.
Since these subsets of S only change with respect to s, this suggests, for each s 2 S,
a space1 `s(S) given by
f 2 `s(S), s  f 2 `1(S):
Clearly, `1(S)  `s(S)  `1(S). By deĕnition, s  f 2 `1(S) precisely when there
is some ĕxed ĕnite bound B  jfs  fg (x)j = Pt2s-1x f (t) for all x 2 S.
Whether or not s  f 2 `1(S), if fs  fg (x) is not deĕned for some x 2 S, then
certainly x =2 supp(s f), i.e. supp(s f) can be considered well-deĕned even if s f
is not. erefore for all s; f, supp(s  f) = s  supp(f)  sS. erefore s  `s(S) can
be identiĕed with a subset of `1(sS). Since every f 2 `1(sS), is attainable as some
s  g for g 2 `s(S), it follows that
s  `s(S)  `1(sS);
in particular, s  f 2 `1(S) if, and only if, (s  f)jsS 2 `1(sS).
1Not to be confused with either `p(S) or `(S).
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Lemma 6.2 For all s 2 S andA  S, the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) s  A 2 `1(S).
(ii) ere exists a ĕnite partition fAigi2I ofA such that s acts injectively on the le
of eachAi.
(iii) s  A is simple.
Proof
(i)) (ii): Suppose ks  Ak1 = B < 1. B is a non-negative integer which s  A
attains, since the value at each point is a sum of values in f0; 1g. For all x 2 S
we have
fs  Ag (x) =
X
t2s-1x
A (t)
=
A \ s-1x
 B by hypothesis.
For i = 1; : : : ; B letAi consist of one choice element fromeach (A\s-1x)n
S
j<iAj
for x 2 S (where it is not empty).2 en B choices are made, each A \ s-1x
is exhausted, and I = f1; : : : ; Bg is ĕnite. e ĕnite collection fAigi2I is a par-
tition of A, since the sets of the form s-1x for each x 2 S are either empty,
or distinct s-equivalence classes. s acts injectively on the le of each Ai, as
Ai \ s-1x is either empty or a singleton set.
(ii)) (iii): Suppose there is a ĕnite partition fAigi2I of A such that s acts injectively on
the le ofAi. en A =
P
i2I Ai and sAi = sAi for each i 2 I, and thus
s  A = s 
X
i2I
Ai =
X
i2I
s  Ai =
X
i2I
sAi;
which is a linear combination of ĕnitely-many indicator functions, i.e. is sim-
ple.
(iii)) (i): If s  A is simple then by deĕnition it consists of a linear combination of
ĕnitely-many indicator functions, and thus attains some ĕnite bound. 
2e Axiom of Choice is not required because the set is ĕnite.
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S
sA
sA
.
S
sA1 sA2
sA1 sA2
.
S
sA1 + sA2
sA1 \ sA2
Figure 6.5: An example of s  A  sA. sA  sA1 + sA2 , where A = A1 [A2
and s acts injectively onA1 andA2 but notA as a whole.
Another impediment to deducing standard results includes the difficulty inwork-
ing with even simple functions. Suppose f 2 `1(S) is simple, and thus there exists a
ĕnite index set I, and collections of numbers fai 2 C : i 2 Ig and sets fAi 2 P(S) : i 2 Ig
such that f =
P
i2I aiAi:Where it exists,  distributes over+, and clearly if s  f is
bounded then s  Ai is also bounded for each i 2 I. erefore,
s  f =
X
i2I
ai  (s  Ai):
However, if the action of s is not injective on eachAi, it isn’t at all likely thatX
i2I
ai  (s  Ai) 
X
i2I
aisAi
is saturated, and in fact
P
i2I aisAi could vary depending upon the selection of
fAigi2I.
Fortunately, if s  f is bounded then each s  Ai is bounded and therefore by
Lemma 6.2 is simple, and also, there exists a ĕnite partition fBijgj2Ji of eachAi such
that s acts injectively on the le of each Bij. us
s  f =
X
i2I
ai
X
j2Ji
sBij ;
and hence if f is simple then so is s  f (where it exists and is bounded).
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6.2 Integrating s  f
Deĕnition 6.3 Letm 2 `1(S). m is le -invariant if
m (f) = m (s  f)
for all s 2 S and f 2 `1(S) wherever s  f 2 `1(S).
e purpose of this section will be to show that Deĕnition 6.3 is equivalent to le
fair amenability of S, i.e. the existence of a le -invariant (where bounded) mean is
equivalent to the existence of a le fairly-invariant probability measure.
Suppose S supports a le -invariant meanm as described in Deĕnition 6.3. It is
easy to see why Deĕnition 6.3 is at least as strong as le fair amenability: when s acts
injectively on the le of A, s  A = sA, and so a -invariant mean can be applied
to the indicator functions. To show the converse, I shall integrate with respect to .
First, let us consider indicator functions.
Lemma 6.4 Let S be a le fairly amenable semigroup with measure , s 2 S, and
A  S. If s  A 2 `1(S) thenZ
(s  A) d =
Z
Ad:
Proof If s  A 2 `1(S), then there is the ĕnite partition fAigi2I ofA provided by
Lemma 6.2 such that s acts injectively on the le of eachAi. enZ
(s  A) d =
Z  X
i2I
sAi
!
d
=
X
i2I
 (sAi) by deĕnition
=
X
i2I
 (Ai) * fair invariance
=  (A) * ĕnitely additive
=
Z
Ad again by deĕnition,
as required. 
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Lemma 6.5 Let S be a le fairly amenable semigroup with measure , s 2 S, and
f 2 `1+ (S) is a simple function. If s  f 2 `1(S) thenZ
(s  f) d =
Z
fd:
Proof ere are the requisite ĕnite index set I, sets fAigi2I and values ai 2 R+ for
i 2 I such that f =Pi2I aiAi: If s f 2 `1(S) then sAi 2 `1(S) for each i 2 I,
and therefore Z
(s  f) d =
Z  
s 
X
i2I
aiAi
!
d
=
Z  X
i2I
ai  (s  Ai)
!
d
=
X
i2I
ai
Z
(s  Ai) d
=
X
i2I
ai
Z
Aid * Lemma 6.4
=
Z  X
i2I
aiAi
!
d
=
Z
fd
as required. 
Let `1+ (S) denote the subset of `1(S) consisting of bounded real-valued non-
negative functions on S.
Not every simple function h  s  f is of the form s  g for a simple g 2
`1+ (S); g  f. For example, let f 2 `1(N0) with f(n) = 1=2n for each n. en
f0  fg (0) = 2. h = 0  f itself is simple. However, there is no g  f such that g is
simple and 0  g = h (that would require either g to be non-simple or g > f). It is
nevertheless sufficient to range over all functions of the form s  g for simple g  f,
when integrating s  f, as s  g approximates s  f increasingly well as g gains detail.
Lemma 6.6 Let S be a le fairly amenable semigroup with measure , s 2 S, and
f 2 `1+ (S). If s  f 2 `1+ (S) thenZ
(s  f) d =
Z
fd:
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Proof If s  f 2 `1+ (S) then s  h 2 `1+ (S) for every simple function h  f. usZ
(s  f) d = sup
Z
hd : h  (s  f); h is simple

by deĕnition
= sup
Z
(s  g)d : (s  g)  (s  f); g is simple

= sup
Z
gd : g  f; g is simple

* Lemma 6.5
=
Z
fd by deĕnition
as required. 
e next lemma is is entirely routine.
Lemma 6.7 Let S be a le fairly amenable semigroup with measure , s 2 S, and
real-valued f 2 `1(S). If s  f 2 `1(S) thenZ
(s  f) d =
Z
fd:
Proof ere exist f+; f- 2 `1+ (S) such that f = f+ - f-. If s  f 2 `1(S) then so
too s  f+ and s  f-, thusZ
(s  f)d =
Z
(s  (f+ - f-))d
=
Z
((s  f+) - (s  f-))d
=
Z
(s  f+)d-
Z
(s  f-)d
=
Z
f+d-
Z
f-d * Lemma 6.6
=
Z
(f+ - f-)d
=
Z
fd
as required. 
e complex-valued case is even more pedestrian, so it is omitted.
eorem 6.8 (Maineorem) A semigroup S is le fairly amenable if, and only if,
there exists a le -invariant mean in `1(S).
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Proof Suppose S is le fairly amenable with the ĕnitely-additive measure . By
Lemma 6.7, the integral with respect to  is -invariant, therefore use the meanm 2
`1(S) given by setting
m (f) :=
Z
fd for all f 2 `1(S):
Conversely, if S supports a le -invariantmeanm, deĕne themeasure 2 [0; 1]P(S)
by setting
 (A) := m (A) for allA 2 P(S):
en, if s 2 S acts injectively on the le ofA 2 P(S), s  A = sA, and then
 (sA) = m (sA)
= m (s  A)
= m (A) =  (A) ;
as required. 
6.3 Modified convolution
Let us return to the notion that  is oen ill-deĕned on `1(S). For any S,  is in
general only guaranteed to be deĕned on `1(S), and, if we are fortunate, is deĕned
on some superset of `1(S). An expression like 0  S is certainly undesirable.
Another possible solution to this problem is to introduce a different action, one
that is induced by a less problematic operator. e operator ~ introduced below
is well-deĕned for all non-negative bounded functions, and has the property that
s~ A = sA for all s 2 S andA  S.
Let us for now restrict our attention to bounded, real-valued, non-negative func-
tions in `1(S), here denoted `1+ (S). `1+ (S) lacks additive inverses, but is otherwise
very similar to `1(S). us it is a semi-vector space (Janyska, Modugno, and Vi-
tolo, 2007), that is complete under the ordinary `1(S)-norm, so might be termed a
Banach semi-(vector) space.
Recall, for any semigroup S, the convolution operation  is deĕned in the usual
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.
x 2 S
f(x)
(0; sup f)
.
x 2 S
supt2S f(t)
f0~ fg (x)
Figure 6.6: e result of the le~-action of 0 on some f 2 `1+ (S).
manner by setting
ff  gg (x) :=
X
st=x
f (s)g (t) for all f; g 2 `1(S); x 2 S;
but only wherever the summation converges for all x 2 S. Otherwise, the operation
remains undeĕned. Note that the inner summation is taken over all pairs s; t such
that st = x, which is itself the key concept.
P
could conceivably be replaced with
any combining operation.
Deĕnition 6.9 Deĕne the operation~ on `1+ (S) by setting3
ff~ gg (x) := sup
st=x
f (s)g (t)
for all f; g 2 `1+ (S) and x 2 S. Note that unlike , ~ remains well-deĕned for all
f; g. ~ thus induces a le action of s 2 S on `1+ (S), written s~ f, given by
(s~ f) (x) = sup
st=x
f (t) for all s; x 2 S; f 2 `1+ (S):
Additionally, deĕne the operation_ on `1+ (S) by setting
ff_ gg (x) := max ff (x) ; g (x)g
for all f; g 2 `1+ (S) and x 2 S.
3Don’t forget that x 2 S is identiĕed with fxg.
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Remark 6.10 A simple function f =
P
i2I aiAi can be re-expressed as
f =
n_
i=1
aiAi
assuming that the fAigi2I are pairwise disjoint.
Lemma 6.11 e following results are clear. Let S be a semigroup and f 2 `1+ (S).
(i) For all s 2 S,
s~ t = fsg ~ ftg = fstg = st;
and thus the map s 7! fsg is an injective semigroup homomorphism.
(ii) For any s 2 S, andA  S,
s~ A =
X
u2S
 
sup
t2s-1fug
A (t)
!
u
=
X
u2S
0@8<: 1 if 9t 2 A : st = u0 otherwise
1Au
= sA;
and similarly on the right, so ~ preserves the regular le and right actions of
elements on sets.
(iii) It is also clear that A ~ B = AB; for any sets A;B  S. (Compare with
ordinary convolution.)
(iv) e action on f can be thought of as an action on the support of f, i.e.
supp (s~ f) = s  supp (f) ; supp (f~ s) = supp (f)  s:
(v) IfG is a group and g 2 G, then
g~  = g   = g-1   for all  2 `1+ (G):
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Lemma 6.12 Let S be a semigroup and f 2 `1+ (S). If s acts injectively on the le of
supp(f), then
(s~ f) (st) = (s  f) (st) = f(t) for all t 2 S:
In particular, if s acts injectively on the le ofA, then s  A = s~ A = sA.
Proof For all a; b 2 supp(f), sa = sb) a = b and therefore
(s~ f) (st) = sup
sx=st
f(x)
= sup
x2s-1fstg\supp(f)
f(x)
= f(t)
for all t 2 S. 
us~ is equivalent to  in cases where the action is injective.
Lemma 6.13 For any semigroup S:
(i) ~ is indeed a binary operator: if f; g 2 `1+ (S) then f ~ g 2 `1+ (S), with
kfk1 kgk1  kf~ gk1.
(ii) ~ is associative for `1+ (S), and distributes over_.
(iii) If   0 then multiplication by  over~ is bilinear, i.e. (f)~g = f~ (g) =
(f~ g).
Proof
(i) For all s; t 2 S, we have jf (s)g (t)j = jf (s)j jg (t)j  kfk1 kgk1. us
kfk1 kgk1 is a bound on f~g (not necessarily the best possible such bound),
and immediately, kfk1 kgk1  kf~ gk1.
(ii) Note that if k  0 then for any set of real numbers A, k supA = supkA. If
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f; g; h 2 `1+ (S), and u 2 S,
((f~ g)~ h) (u) = sup
st=u
(f~ g) (s)h (t)
= sup
st=u

sup
vw=s
f (v)g (w)

h (t)
= sup
vwt=u
f (v)g (w)h (t)
= sup
st=u
f (s)

sup
vw=t
g (v)h (w)

= sup
st=u
f (s) (g~ h) (t)
= (f~ (g~ h))(u);
thus, in particular,~ is associative on `1+ (S).
Also,
[f~ (g_ h)] (u) = sup
st=u
f (s) (g_ h) (t)
= sup
st=u
max ff (s)g (t) ; f (s)h (t)g
= max

sup
st=u
f (s)g (t) ; sup
st=u
f (s)h (t)

= [(f~ g)_ (f~ h)] (u)
and similarly on the right.
(iii) If   0 then
(  (f~ g)) (u) = sup
st=u
f (s)g (t)
= ((f)~ g) (u) = (f~ (g)) (u)
so~ is bilinear for non-negative scalars. 
Remark 6.14 e space (`1+ (S);_;~) is not only a complete semi-vector space but
also an idempotent semiring similar to the max-plus dioid (Gunawardena, 2001),
and so it might tentatively be called a Banach semi-algebra.
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Remark 6.15 Some reasons that we have to be restricted to non-negative functions
and scalars are as follows. Firstly, bilinearity with negative scalars does not work.
Suppose 0 2 S and the function f 2 `1(S) (not necessarily non-negative) has a
maximum ofM and a minimum ofm, withm 6=M. We want, for example,-(0~
f) = 0~(-f), but we don’t get it as a consequence of applying the deĕnition directly:
-(0~ f) = -
X
u2S

sup
0t=u
f (t)

fug = -

sup
t2S
f (t)

f0g = -Mf0g
whereas
0~ (-f) =

sup
t2S
-f (t)

f0g = -mf0g:
It would also be nice if ~ distributed over addition, even for only non-negative
functions. Alas, while
(f~ (g+ h)) (u) = sup
st=u
f (s) (g+ h) (t)
= sup
st=u
[f (s)g (t) + f (s)h (t)]
is straightforward, it is conceivable that
sup
st=u
[f (s)g (t) + f (s)h (t)] <

sup
st=u
f (s)g (t) + sup
st=u
f (s)h (t)

strictly. For example, suppose a; b and c; d are the only pairs for which ab = u =
cd, with f(a) = 1; f(c) = 2, g(b) = 2, g(d) = 0, and h = 1. It frequently
won’t work even for the ~-action of an element on the sum of two functions with
disjoint support: for example, suppose f and g are disjoint, but s-1 fug intersects
both supports for some u. So it seems that there’s no hope that~ could make `1(S)
into an algebra this way.
However, it is possible to carefully extend ~ so that the le semigroup action
remains well-deĕned on all `1(S).
Deĕnition 6.16 For all 2 `1(S), if is real-valued, then there are disjoint+; - 2
`1+ (S) such that  = + - -. Deĕne the le~-action of s on , s~ , by
s~  := (s~ +) - (s~ -) for all s 2 S:
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If  is complex-valued, there are real-valued R; I 2 `1(S) such that  = R +
iI, so, deĕne (reusing the above)
s~  := (s~ R) + i(s~ I) for all s 2 S:
Deĕne the right~-action of each s 2 S on,~ s, similarly. us the semigroup-
action part of~ is extended to all `1(S) in a way that is at least well-deĕned.
Finally, note that while the ordinary le dual and right dual actions on `1+(S)
don’t quite correspond under the ordinary duality to the ~ actions on `1+ (S), there
is this. Let h; isup denote the operation given by
hf; gisup = sup
t2S
f (t)g (t) ;
and is deĕned wherever the right-hand side is well-deĕned.
Lemma 6.17 For each  2 `1+ (S) let 2 `1+(S) be given by
(f) := sup
t2S
f (t) (t)
for all f 2 `1+(S). en the le ~ action on `1+ (S) is “sup-dual” to the right dual
action on `1+(S) in the sense that
(f  s) = (s~ )(f) ; or equivalently, h; f  sisup = hs~ ; fisup
for all f 2 `1+(S) and s 2 S. (Compare with Lemmas 2.9, 4.4, 7.17.)
Proof By deĕnition,
(s~ )(f) = sup
t2S
f (t) (s~ ) (t)
= sup
t2S
f (t)
 
sup
u2s-1ftg
 (u)
!
= sup
t2S
 
sup
u2s-1ftg
f (su) (u)
!
= sup
t2S
f (st) (t)
= (fs) ;
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for all ; f; s as appropriate. 
6.4 ~-invariant means
Using ~ the following deĕnitions are inspired by the fair amenability concept from
Chapter 5:
Deĕnition 6.18 Letm 2 `1(S).
(i) m is le sub-~-invariant if jm (f)j  jm (s~ f)j for all s 2 S and f 2 `1(S).
(ii) m is le fairly ~-invariant if, whenever s acts injectively on supp(f), we have
m (f) = m (s~ f).
epurpose of this section is to prove that a semigroupS is le [right] fairly amenable
if, and only if, there exists a le [right] fairly ~-invariant mean on `1(S). If s is in-
jective on the le of A, then s ~ A = sA, and so if a semigroup S supports a le
fairly ~-invariant mean, it is le fairly amenable. As before, showing the converse
involves integrating with respect to a le fairly invariant. Note that, to ĕnd variants
of this condition,~may be replaced by any other operator inducing an action of S.
Lemma 6.19 For a semigroup S, the measure  is le fairly invariant if, and only if,R
d is le fairly ~-invariant for the indicator functions.  is le sub-invariant if,
and only if,
R
d is le sub-~-invariant.
Proof If  is le sub-invariant, thenZ
Ad =  (A)
  (sA) * sub-invariance
=
Z
sAd
=
Z
(s~ A) d by Lemma 6.11.
If  is le fairly invariant and s acts injectively on A, then equality holds. e con-
verse is analogous. 
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Lemma 6.20 Suppose f 2 `1+ (S) is simple. If  is a le sub-invariant ĕnitely-
additive measure on S, then Z
fd 
Z
(s~ f) d:
If  is le fairly invariant and s acts injectively on the le of supp(f), then the in-
equality is saturated.
Proof By hypothesis, f is simple, so let f =
Pn
i=1 aiAi for the ĕnite pairwise
disjoint collection fAigni=1 as in Deĕnition 1.5.
1. s~ f =
Wn
i=1 aisAi:
P: See Lemma 6.13.
2.
R
fd =
Pn
i=1 ai (Ai) :
P: From linearity of integration,Z
fd =
Z  nX
i=1
aiAi
!
d
=
nX
i=1
ai
Z
Aid
=
nX
i=1
ai (Ai) :
3. If  is sub-invariant, then
R
fd  R (s~ f) d.
e subinvariant case can be provedwith induction. We can see that for anyn-step
simple function f, we have the partial sums
fk =
kX
i=1
aiAi ;
for k = 0; : : : ; n, with fk being a k-step function, and obviously f = fn.
3.1. Base case: For f = 0 (a 0-step function),
R
fd  R (s~ f) d, as both sides
take the value 0.
3.2. If, for a given (n+1)-step function f = fn+1, we have
R
fnd 
R
(s~ fn) d,
then
R
fd  R (s~ f) d.
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P: Either sAn+1 is disjoint from supp(s~ fn) or it is not. If it is disjoint,Z
(s~ fn+1) d =
Z
(s~ fn) d+ ai (sAn+1)

Z
fnd+ ai (An+1)
=
Z
fn+1d:
Otherwise, sAn+1 will intersect possibly all the other sets, and soZ
(s~ fn+1) d =
Z
(s~ fn) d+ ai (sAn+1) - ;
where   0 is some amount accounting for the overlap, and thus the desired
inequality holds again.
Hence, by induction, le sub-invariance of implies
R
fd  R (s~ f) d for any
non-negative simple f.
If s is injective on supp(f), then each sAi will necessarily be disjoint from the others.
us if  is le fairly invariant we can integrate simple functions directly to see thatZ
fd =
nX
i=1
ai (Ai) by deĕnition
=
nX
i=1
ai (sAi)
=
Z
(s~ f) d;
thus completing the lemma. 
Remark 6.21 Given a linear functional m 2 `1+ (S) deĕned on simple functions,
m is extended to all `1+ (S) by setting
m(f) := sup fm (g) : g  f and g 2 `1+ (S) is simpleg for all f 2 `1+ (S):
With the case of s  f for non-negative but not necessarily simple f, not every
simple h  s  f arises as some s  g, but it was enough that the s  g for simple
g  f could be used to integrate s  f. With s ~ f, there is a stronger result, shown
in the next lemma.
Lemma 6.22 If h 2 `1+ (S) is a simple function and h  s ~ f, then there exists a
simple g 2 `1+ (S) such that g  f and h = s~ g.
Proof
1. h is simple, so by deĕnition there existsa1; a2; : : : ; an 2 R+ and pairwise disjoint
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A1; A2; : : : ; An  S, such that
h =
nX
i=1
aiAi:
2. Since h  s~ f, supp(h)  supp(s~ f) = s  supp(f).
3. EachAi = sBi for some Bi  supp(f), also satisfying aiBi  f.
P:
3.1. For each i 2 I and x 2 Ai let Cx := ft : st = x; f (t)  aig.
3.2. Cx is nonempty.
P: If Cx is empty then either there is no t such that st = x, contradict-
ing x =2 Ai  s  supp(f), otherwise, f (t) < ai for every t, in which case
(s~ f) (x) < ai = h (x), contradicting h  s~ f.
3.3. For each i 2 I, construct the set Bi by include any or all elements of Cx for
all x 2 Ai.
4. us aer obtaining such a ĕnite collection of setsB1; B2; : : : Bn, we can construct
g as follows:
g =
nX
i=1
aiBi;
and thus h = s~ g and 0  g  f, as desired. 
Lemma 6.23 Given f 2 `1+ (S) (not necessarily simple), if  is a le sub-invariant
ĕnitely-additive measure on S, then
R
fd  R (s~ f) d. If  is le fairly invariant
and s acts injectively on the le of supp(f), then
R
fd =
R
(s~ f) d.
Proof By Lemma 6.22, ranging over all non-negative functions of the form s~ g
for simple g where g  f will suffice to include all non-negative simple functions
less than s ~ f. For le sub-invariant , we then have for each simple g  f that
m (g)  m (s~ g), and soZ
fd = sup
Z
gd : g  f; g is simple

 sup
Z
(s~ g) d : (s~ g)  (s~ f); (s~ g) is simple

= sup
Z
gd : g  (s~ f); g is simple

=
Z
(s~ f) d:
If s is injective on the le of supp(f), then it is injective on each supp(g) 
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supp(f), so for fairly invariant ,
R
gd =
R
(s~ g) d for all non-negative simple
g  f, and the inequality above is saturated, so that R fd = R (s~ f) d. 
eorem 6.24 A semigroup S is le fairly amenable if, and only if, there exists a le
fairly~-invariant mean in `1(S).
Proof Lemma 6.19 gives a suitable ĕnitely-additive measure given such a mean.
Conversely, for every real-valued f 2 `1(S), there exists f+; f- 2 `1+ (S) such
that f = f+ - f-. Deĕningm by
m (f) :=
Z
fd for all f 2 `1(S);
if s acts on the le of supp(f) injectively, then
m (s~ f) =
Z
(s~ f) d
=
Z
((s~ f+) - (s~ f-)) d * Deĕnition 6.16
=
Z
(s~ f+) d-
Z
(s~ f-) d * linearity
=
Z
f+d-
Z
f-d * Lemma 6.23
=
Z
fd = m (f)
as required. For complex-valued f, since there exists real-valued fR; fI 2 `1(S) such
that f = fR + ifI, and so similarly,
m (s~ f) =
Z
(s~ f) d
=
Z
((s~ fR) + i(s~ fI)) d * Deĕnition 6.16
=
Z
(s~ fR) d+ i
Z
(s~ fI) d
=
Z
fRd+ i
Z
fId * the above
=
Z
fd = m (f) ;
as required. 
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6.5 Generalised convolution
Perhaps there is some value in generalising the process in devising the operator ~.
Recall:
fs  fg (x) =
X
st=x
f (t) :
e pointwise sum of functions forms the basis of the convolution partial action.
But if functions are generalisations of sets, the sum is not a good generalisation of
set union—for example, almost no functions are idempotent under summation. Per-
haps in order to ĕnd a good action, we want a combining operation, similar to sum-
mation, perhaps corresponding to a semilattice homomorphism from P(S) to an
operation on `1(S), that will replace the summation. e combining operation sup
was such an example.
Recall the_ operator. It is dual to^, deĕned by
ff^ gg (t) := min ff (t) ; g (t)g for all t 2 S:
e operators _ and ^ extend naturally to bounded collections of non-negative
functions, by setting_
i2I
fi

(t) := sup
i2I
fi(t);
^
i2I
fi

(t) := inf
i2I
fi(t):
It is relatively easy to see that if ffigi2I is a ĕnite collection of bounded real-valued
functions, then so too are
W
i2I fi and
V
i2I fi—simply use the greatest bound. On
the other hand, we can show that this does not always produce a bounded function
for inĕnite collections by choosing an inĕnite collection of functions whose bounds
diverge, for instance, fnSg1n=0. is can be repaired by setting a common bound for
the whole collection, and hence bounded collection.
Now
A[B = A _ B; A\B = A ^ B
making  a lattice homomorphism from P(S) considered as a Boolean algebra.
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6.5.1 Generalised semigroup convolution
e basic idea with the convolution~ above is to use “sup” in place of “
P
”. is has
the advantage of maintaining boundedness and therefore closure in `1(S), but has
some drawbacks.
For each f; g 2 `1(S)we have a function Pfg whichmaps (s; t) 7! f(s)g(t). For
every u 2 S, we effectively are asking for a number related to the values of Pfg over
every s; t such that st = u: some “meanst=uf(s)g(t)” with nice enough properties.
Example 6.25 SupposeS has the property that for eachu there are atmost countably
many s; t such that st = u. If there are ĕnitely many, we can repeat them inĕnitely
to form a countable sequence. us for each u 2 S and f; g 2 `1(S) we can ĕx a
sequence of values faig1i=1 = ff(s)g(t)gst=u. en put
(f g) (u) = lim
n!1
1
n
nX
i=1
ai:
Perhaps there is a more general and elegant way of setting this up. Let (u) :=
fs : (9t)(st = u)g—the ledivisors ofu—and similarlyP(u) := ft : (9s)(st = u)g—the
right divisors of u. Consider
(fg) (u) =
X
st=u
f(s)g(t) =
X
s2(u)
f(s)
0@ X
t2s-1fug
g(t)
1A = X
t2P(u)
g(t)
0@ X
s2fugt-1
f(s)
1A
which demonstrates the similarity to usual convolution (of real functions using in-
tegrals). Perhaps we want to simultaneously replace both summations such that the
function remains bounded, but also has the desirable properties that would make
`1(S) similar to an algebra. Another way to think about this is that the problem is
in deciding how “f
 
s-1x

” should be interpreted.
6.5.2 Restricted means and functions
For real-valued functions f 2 `1(S), the map f 7! supx2S f (s) is similar to a mean.
It fails to be amean as it is not linear. So, some slight modiĕcation tomeansmight be
useful as a generalisation for sup. If means generalise integrals, then “means relative
to some set” would be a generalisation of integrals taken over some set. To ease
matters, I shall apply an idea from three-valued logic.
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For convenience, let N (for “null,” or “not deĕned,” or “unknown”) be a new
additive and multiplicative zero adjoined onto the ĕeld K = R or C, i.e. for any
x 2 K [ fNg,
x+N = N = N+ x; xN = N = Nx:
Additionally, for the convenience of setting up a norm, set
jNj = N and N  x:
Now deĕne a modiĕed indicator function ^A by setting for all t,
^A (t) =
8<: 1 if t 2 AN if t =2 A:
Using ^, we can reduce the domain d (f) of a function f algebraically. Let f : S! K
andA  S. e function f restricted toA, denoted fjA, is now the pointwise product
f  ^A. Since any function S ! K [ fNg arises as such a product, we will generally
write fjA to imply that f is unrestricted and (fjA) (t) = N only when t =2 A, i.e. so
that the following is true.
d (fjA) := fs : (fjA) (s) 6= Ng = A:
Note that as for ordinary indicator functions,
^A  ^B = ^A\B; and supp(^A) = A
for any subsetsA;B, and therefore
(fjA)jB = f  ^A  ^B = fj(A \ B) = (fjB)jA:
Finally, note that (fjA)j; = N constant, for any f andA.
Deĕnition 6.26 Let `1N (S) denote the space of bounded functions on S, including
N: that is, deĕne for all f : S! K; A  S the norm
kfjAk1 := sup
s2A
jf(s)j
and if A = ; (i.e. fjA = N), deĕne kfjAk1 = N. fjA 2 `1N (S) if, and only if,
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kfjAk1 <1 or kfjAk1 = N (in which case fjA = N).
Lemma 6.27 As extended to the N-inclusive space given above, kk1 is actually a
norm deserving of the notation, and `1N (S) is a Banach space. For any f 2 `1(S)
andA  S, fjA 2 `1N (S), and every g 2 `1N (S) arises this way.
Proof
1. We require k(fjA)k1 = jj kfjAk1. Cases to be concerned about are either
 = N or fjA = N. In either case the condition holds trivially.
2. We require kfjA+ gjBk1  kfjAk1 + kgjBk1. Again, if either fjA or gjB
is the constant N, the condition holds trivially. But if A \ B = ; then we
could have kfjA+ gjBk1 = N and kfjAk1 6= N 6= kgjBk1. Fortunately we
set N  x for all x previously. On the other hand there is no instance where
fjA+ gjB 6= N and fjA 6= N 6= gjB.
3. For a norm we usually require kfjAk1 = 0 if and only if fjA = 0. fjA = 0 if
and only if f = 0 andA = S. But in this case there are clearlymany setsA such
that k0jAk1 = 0. Instead, let’s require kfjAk1 = N if and only if fjA = N
(N is the new multiplicative zero element anyway). Restricting the constantN
yields N, and so there is only one fjA (i.e. N) for which kfjAk1 = N.
If f 2 `1(S) then f is bounded, so any restriction is bounded (with at most the
same bound as f), hence fjA 2 `1N (S). Finally, to obtain any given g 2 `1N (S) we
can set
f(t) =
8<: g(t) if g(t) 6= N0 if g(t) = N
for all t, so clearly f 2 `1(S), andA = d (g), so thus g = fjA. 
I shall now focus again on real-valued functions only.
Deĕnition 6.28 Let m : `1N (S) ! R [ fNg. m is a restrictable mean if, for any
fjA 2 `1N (S),
inf
s2A
f (s)  m (fjA)  sup
s2A
f (s) ;
withm (N) := N, and
1. m (fjA+ gjA) = m ((f+ g)jA) = m (fjA)+m (gjA) for each f; g 2 `1(S)
andA  S, and
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2. m (fjA) = m (fjA) for any  2 R [ fNg.
Remark 6.29 Since fjA refers to both a function f and its domain A, there is less
need to give each individual function some label such as f. To write a statement or
expression with less labelling, sometimes we will write a restricted function fjA in
the form (t 7! f (t)) jA. For example, if f is given by f (t) = t2 + 3, then fjA = 
t 7! t2 + 3 jA.
It follows from the above deĕnitions thatm (fjfxg) = f (x), and
min fm (fjA) ;m (fjB)g  m (fjA [ B)  max fm (fjA) ;m (fjB)g :
When operating on unrestricted bounded functions, such anm is therefore a mean
in the usual sense, so we will writem (fjS) = m (f).
Finally, we complete the connection between restricted means, restricted func-
tions, and indicator functions, by noting that
m (f  ^AjB) = m (f  ^BjA) = m (fjA \ B) = m (f  ^A\B) = m (f  ^A  ^B) ;
and with the constant function ^; = N,
m (N) = m (f  ^;) = m (fj;) = N;
and, similarly to the norm, this is the only way to obtain N from a mean. us, for
instance,
^A (t) = m (1jftg \A) = m
 
^ftg
A ;
and for f 2 `1N (S),
m (fjSnd (f)) = N:
Deĕnition 6.30 Letm be a restrictable mean on S  S (that ism : `1N (S  S) !
R [ fNg with the usual properties). Deĕne the convolution of f and g with respect to
m, written f m g, by setting for all u 2 S,
(f m g) (u) := m ((s; t) 7! f(s)g(t)jf(s; t) : st = ug) :
Lemma 6.31 For any f; g 2 `1N (S) and restrictable meanm on S  S, (f m g) 2
`1N (S).
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Proof For any point u 2 S, j(f m g) (u)j = jm (f(s)g(t)jst = u)j is, by deĕni-
tion ofm, less than supst=u jf(s)g(t)j  kfk1 kgk1. 
Now, let s m f := ^fsg m f, and similarly f m s := f m ^fsg. Since for any s 2
S;A  S,
A \ s-1 fug 6= ;, (9t)(st = u and t 2 A), u 2 sA
it—perhaps unsurprisingly—follows that
(s m ^A) (u) = m
 
^A
s-1 fug = ^sA (u) ;
and in particular, s m t  ^fsg^ftg = ^fstg  st, again making s 7! ^fsg a faithful
semigroup -m-homomorphism from S. is holds for any restrictable meanm.
* * *
So when do we get m (s n f) = m (f)? If we construct m out of some le-
invariant, does it matter what we choose forn? Sometimes, but not in an obviously
useful manner. Suppose s acts on A injectively, and consider s n A. If  (A) = 1
then we expect that m (A) = 1. Now, for certain u 2 S, n
 
A
s-1 fug 
supst=u A (t) = 1 by deĕnition, so even though s acts injectively on A, s n A 
s ~ A, and thusm (s n A)  m (A) = m (s~ A). In other words, while the
formulation for n provides a generalisation of convolution that always behaves sen-
sibly in `1(S), it takes us further from thinking about amenability and fair amenabil-
ity with means on `1(S).
Chapter 7
Making Other Conditions Fair
7.1 Preimage invariance
Consider the preimage of A under the action of s: s-1A := ft : st 2 Ag. Here s-1
denotes the preimage of the le regular map s, and does not necessarily correspond
to an inverse element of s. However, the notation is not problematic, because if S is a
group, then

s-1a : a 2 A	 = ft : st 2 Ag. When interpreting classical amenabil-
ity in terms of ĕnitely-additive measures, they are considered to be totally invariant
under the preimages. More precisely, a le-invariant mean gives rise to a ĕnitely-
additive measure  not satisfying  (A) =  (sA) but instead satisfying
 (A) = 
 
s-1A

for every A  S and s 2 S. is is equivalent to ordinary invariance when dealing
with groups. As discussed previously, this preimage invariance is a ĕckle condition
for semigroups with respect to the number of le zeroes. Can it be made to work?
We can talk about a number of sets that use preimages, for example, ss-1A =
fst : st 2 Ag (elements ofA divisible by s), and s-1sA = ft : st 2 sAg. It is easy to
see that
ss-1A  A  s-1sA:
Now, ss-1A = A when everything in A is divisible by s. An example of when
s-1sA = A is whenA = S.
Also,
ss-1sA = s ft : st 2 sAg = fst : st 2 sAg = sA
140
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.s-1A ss-1A sA
A
s-1sA
s s
Figure 7.1: e sets s-1A, A, and sA in relation to s-1sA and ss-1A when A is a
general subset of S (containing both s-divisible and non-s-divisible elements).
and
s-1ss-1A = ft : st 2 fsu : su 2 Agg = ft : st 2 Ag = s-1A;
and so ss-1A = A when A = sB for some B, which is another way of saying each
element inA is le-divisible by s.
Consider the entire semigroup S: s-1S = ft : st 2 Sg = S, so sS = ss-1S. us
we can think of the principal ideal sS as the set of all le s-divisible elements in S.
Perhaps there is an analogue of sub-invariance for preimages that looks like, for
s 2 S and A  S,   s-1A   (A). is seems reasonable because for a non-
injective s, eacha 2 A could bemapped to frommore than one x 2 S. e Ęaw here
is that there could be none! Take, for instance, some suitably large set A containing
no element divisible by s, so s-1A = ;. “ (;)   (A)” doesn’t seem so reasonable.
Fortunately we can ensure that
s-1 fag  1 for all a 2 A by supposing that
ss-1A = A, or alternatively, that A = sB  sS for some B. In this case, s-1A 
jAj and so we get the following condition.
Deĕnition 7.1 (Preimage sub-invariance) Let  be a ĕnitely-additive measure on
the semigroup S. If for every s 2 S andA  sS,

 
s-1A
   (A)
then  is le preimage sub-invariant.
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Alternatively, since ss-1A = A \ sS and over all A 2 P(S) this accesses every
subset of sS, we can use the condition

 
s-1A
    ss-1A
for allA. is proves that
Lemma 7.2 If  is le sub-invariant, then  is le preimage sub-invariant.
Proof As above. 
Now, we are interested in cases where jAj =
s-1A for ĕnite sets on either side,
since this could be used in a similar manner. Suppose s andA satisfy
8a 2 A : 9x 2 S : s-1 fag = fxg ;
the emphasis being on the right-hand side, which is precisely a one-element set. is
occurs when the “action” of s-1 is an (injective) function on A. It is easy to see that
if s-1 behaves as function then it cannot be non-injective, otherwise the action of
s is not a function. Each element of A is then uniquely le-divisible by s, and one
consequence is that
s-1A = jAj.
Deĕnition 7.3 (Fairly preimage invariant) Let  be a ĕnitely-additive measure on
the semigroup S. If for every s 2 S and A  sS with each element a 2 A uniquely
le-divisible by s we have

 
s-1A

=  (A)
then  is le fairly preimage invariant.
How does this relate to fair invariance?
Lemma 7.4 e element s acts injectively on the le of s-1A if, and only if, every
element of ss-1A is uniquely le-divisible by s.
Proof Suppose s acts injectively on s-1A, and assume that there is some a 2
ss-1A that is not uniquely le-divisible by s, i.e. that there exist distinct u; v 2
s-1 fag = ft : st = ag (we need not be concerned with s-1 fag being empty). us
su = a = sv. s-1 fag  s-1A, so by injectivity on s-1A, su = sv implies u = v,
contradicting the assumption, and hence the injective le action of s gives us unique
le-divisibility.
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Conversely, suppose every a 2 ss-1A is uniquely le-divisible. us if su =
a = sv then u; v 2 s-1 fag and therefore u = v. But u; v belong in s-1A so the
action of s is injective. 
Yet again, since ss-1A = A \ sS, we can replace in Deĕnition 7.3 subsets A of
sS with arbitraryA and the condition

 
s-1A

= 
 
ss-1A

and thus it follows that
Lemma 7.5 If  is a ĕnitely-additive fairly invariant measure on S, then it is also
preimage invariant.
Proof As described above. 
uswe have deĕned a reasonable-looking weakening of fair amenability. When
are the two equivalent? Perhaps if S is simple: in this case, every element divides
every other, so Deĕnition 7.3 applies to every set. But in order to reuse the same
, one must have every injective act arising from unique divisibility. Cancellativity
is not sufficient either, for the opposite reason: every injective act corresponds to
unique divisibility, but not every set is contained in the required ideal. It is easy to see
how everything coincides nicely when dealing with simple cancellative semigroups
(i.e. groups).
Recall that for any s andA, there exists somemaximalB  A such that sA = sB
and s B is injective. SupposeA does not have the uniquely le-s-divisible property.
ere is not necessarily a way of restricting A to some subset B such that s-1A =
s-1B and B does have the property.
However, we can restrict s-1A. What we mean is that any set A = sB  sS
is uniquely le-divisible by s with respect to some subset B 0 of B = s-1A, or else
uniqueness is lost, andwhenever s-1 fag fora 2 A is not a singleton set, we can apply
choice to obtain it. But as is evident from Figure 7.2, this is merely a restatement of
fair invariance, which we wanted to imitate in the ĕrst place.
Question 7.6 So which semigroups have ĕnitely-additive preimage-invariant prob-
ability measures, outside those that are fairly amenable?
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.
B = s-1A
B 0 A = sB = sB 0
Figure 7.2: A maximal subset B 0 of B such that A is uniquely le s-divisible with
respect to B…is merely the same as a subset B 0 of B such that s acts injectively on
the le of B 0.
7.2 Inner amenability
Deĕnition 7.7 A group G is inner amenable if it supports a mean m 2 L1(G)
satisfying
m (f) = m
 
g-1fg

for all g 2 G; f 2 L1(G):
Such a meanm is inner invariant. (Paterson, 1988)
For each g 2 G consider the map Ig : f 7! g-1fg for all f 2 `1(G). e map
g 7! Ig is the inner automorphism, which is the mapping under which inner invari-
ant means are invariant. is justiĕes the nomenclature. Inner amenability clearly
follows very easily from amenability, and is trivial for Abelian groups.
However, all discrete groups are inner amenable. is is easily seen by the fol-
lowing. If e 2 G is the identity element, and e 2 `1(G) is the trivial mean given
by e (f) = f (e) for all f 2 `1(G), then it is easy to see that
e
 
g-1fg

= f
 
g-1eg

= f (e) = e (f) ;
for all g 2 G. An obvious variation on inner amenability is to remove e from con-
sideration: a groupG is said to be trivially inner amenable if e is the only such inner
invariant mean, and interest lies in ĕnding inner, but not trivially inner, amenable
groups. e investigation into inner invariant means was initiated by Effros (1975),
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who showed that all Property   groups are inner amenable but notmerely trivially so.
ere are, however, non-discrete locally-compact groups which fail to be trivially in-
ner amenable, and so sometimes the original deĕnition is preferable. Another class
of groups that are inner amenable are the [IN]-groups (Lau and Paterson, 1991).
An analogue of the above deĕnition for semigroups is given below.
Deĕnition 7.8 A semigroup S is inner amenable if it supports a meanm 2 L1(S)
satisfying
m (sf) = m (fs) for all s 2 S; f 2 L1(S):
Such a meanm is inner invariant. (Ling, 1997)
Semigroup inner amenability is certainly aweaker condition than amenability, which
is itself quite weak already. If S is a monoid, then 1 is again a inner invariant mean:
1 (sf) = f (s1) = f (s) = f (1s) = 1 (fs) :
If S has a zero element, then 0 : f 7! f (0) is also inner invariant:
0 (sf) = f (s0) = f (0) = f (0s) = 0 (fs) :
Conceivably, many such “trivially” inner invariant means would need to be stamped
out to create a suitably interesting condition. By analogy with fair amenability, it may
be worthwhile starting with a condition that is too strong, and then weaken it. ere
may be inspiration in the following: if S is a semigroup with inner invariant mean
m, then the ĕnitely-additive measure  deĕned by  (A) = m (A) satisĕes

 
s-1A

= 
 
As-1

for all s 2 S;A  S:
7.2.1 Inner ~- and -invariance
Deĕnition 7.9 Let S be a semigroup,  2 [0; 1]P(S) a ĕnitely-additive measure.
(i)  is inner~-invariant if
 (sA) =  (As) for allA  S; s 2 S:
(ii)  is inner -invariant if  (sA) =  (As) merely for those s 2 S and A  S
such that s acts injectively on both the le and right ofA.
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Deĕnition 7.10 Let S be a semigroup,m 2 `1(S) a mean.
(i) m is inner -invariant if
m (s  f) = m (f  s)
for all s 2 S and f 2 `1(S) such that both s  f and f  s are in `1(S).
(ii) m is inner~-invariant if
m (s~ f) = m (f~ s)
for all s 2 S and f 2 `1(S) (both sides always exist in `1(S)).
e main result will be the equivalence of inner ~-invariant means with inner ~-
invariant measures, and similarly, inner -invariant means and measures. But ĕrst,
some observations.
Proposition 7.11 Inner~-amenability is trivial for Abelian semigroups and groups
(as sA = As for all s and A), and for semigroups and groups supporting a totally-
invariant ĕnitely-additive probabiliy measure, in particular, the amenable groups.
Additionally, adjoining an identity or a zero does not affect whether a semigroup is
inner -amenable, since 1A = A = A1 and 0A = f0g = A0 for all setsA  S.
Inner -amenability follows trivially from inner ~-amenablility, but also from
fair amenability.
In light of Proposition 7.11, the deĕnition of inner~-amenable seems to attain a
good compromise, with no further weakening (e.g. to inner -amenability) required.
eorem 7.12 A semigroup S supports an inner~-invariant ĕnitely-additive mea-
sure if, and only if, it supports an inner~-invariant mean.
Proof Let  be an inner ~-invariant ĕnitely-additive measure for S. en deĕne
m 2 `1(S) by setting
m (f) :=
Z
fd for all f 2 `1(S):
By similar working to Lemma 6.19 and successive results, it boils down to using
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 (sA) =  (As) on the basis sets of the simple functions, and therefore
m (s~ f) =
Z
(s~ f)d =
Z
(f~ s)d = m (f~ s)
for all f 2 `1(S) and s 2 S, as required.
Conversely, letm be an inner ~-invariant mean. Since s ~ A = sA for all A,
and similarly on the right, we can set  to be a measure given by
 (A) := m (A) for allA  S;
and therefore,
 (sA) = m (s~ A) = m (A ~ s) =  (As) ;
for all s 2 S andA  S, as required.
e next few results show the equivalence of the inner -invariant measures and
means.
Lemma 7.13 Let S be a semigroup with an inner -invariant measure . enZ
(s  A)d =
Z
(A  s)d
for all s 2 S andA  S such that s  A and A  s are both in `1(S).
Proof By Lemma 6.2, there exists two ĕnite partitions of A, fAigi2I and fBjgj2J,
such that s acts injectively on the le of each Ai and injectively on the right of each
Bj, and in particular, sAi = sAi andBjs = Bjs. LetCij := Ai\Bjfor each i 2
I; j 2 J:us fCijgi;j is a ĕnite partition (into jI Jj sets) ofA such that s acts injec-
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tively on the le and the right of each Cij. en, in a similar vein to Lemma 6.4,
Z
(s  A)d =
Z 0@s  X
(i;j)2IJ
Cij
1A d
=
X
(i;j)2IJ
Z
sCijd
=
X
(i;j)2IJ
 (sCij) =
X
(i;j)2IJ
 (Cijs)
=
X
(i;j)2IJ
Z
Cijsd
=
Z
(A  s)d;
as required. 
Remark 7.14 Lemma 7.13 extends, via similar working to Lemmas 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7,
to show that if both s  f and f  s 2 `1(S), then R(s  f)d = R(f  s)d.
us the integral with respect to  again suffices as an invariant mean. is ĕnal
result shows the converse.
Lemma 7.15 LetSbe a semigroup supporting an inner -invariantmeanm 2 `1(S).
en there is an inner -invariant ĕnitely-additive measure .
Proof Let  2 [0; 1]P(S) be given by  (A) := m (A) for all A  S. If s acts
injectively on the le and right ofA, then s  A = sA and A  s = As, and so
 (sA) = m (s  A) = m (A  s) =  (As) ;
as required. 
It would be interesting to see how much further this idea could be stretched.
7.3 Results yet to be shown
Some desirable results from classical amenability theory on semigroups are as fol-
lows.
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(i) If a semigroup has a le invariant mean and a right invariant mean, then it has
a bi-invariant mean (eorem 4.14);
(ii) For an amenable semigroup, there exists for every x 2 S;  > 0, an -invariant
ĕnite mean (eorems 2.11 and 4.13).
(iii) As a consequence of the existence of almost-invariant ĕnitemeans, someFølner-
type conditions (e.g. WFC) are necessary for amenable semigroups.
(iv) Every Abelian semigroup is amenable (eorem 4.17).
ese are important results, so it is worth asking what makes proving analogues of
these for fair amenability difficult.
7.3.1 Bi--invariant means?
e deĕnition of bi--invariant means is clear: a mean m is bi--invariant if it is
both le -invariant and right -invariant. If S is a monoid with identity element 1,
then this can be shortened to the requirement that
m () = m (s    t)
for all s; t 2 S and 2 `1(S) such that st 2 `1(S). (Clearly 1 =  = 1.)
If instead both s  ;  t 2 `1(S), by associativity, therefore, s    t 2
`1(S). is would suggest, perhaps, that combining le and right -invariant means
is possible.
us, suppose a semigroup S supports a le -invariant meanm and a right -
invariant mean n. Can we construct a bi--invariant mean out of them? eorem
4.14 relied on the Arens product  of the le and right-invariant means having the
desired property. Applying the same ideas to , from the bottom-up we “deĕne a
product”m} n for two meansm and n.
(i) e partial actions s   and   s are deĕned.
(ii) Deĕne a product} between  2 `1(S) and a mean n by setting
f} ng (s) := n (s  ) for s 2 S:
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(iii) Finally, for two meansm and n, deĕne
fm} ng () := m (} n) :
Step (ii) only really provides a partial function}n. is maps s 7! n (s  ), but
is partial since s   2 `1(S) only for some s and some . is is a problem: both
m andn are not necessarily deĕned on partial functions. is might be ĕxable using
ideas from § 6.5.2.
7.3.2 Almost fairly invariant finite means?
ere is the possibility of a version of eorem 2.11 for fair amenability. What does
the analogous condition look like?
Since the proof of eorem 2.11 was given via contradiction, let us recall the
proof in reverse. To obtain the contradiction to the assumption that is S le fairly
amenable, we must extract some r 2 `1(S) and x 2 S such that x  r 2 `1(S)
m (x  r) -m (r) 6= 0:
In the original proof this followed as a result of hx  r- r; ti  1 for all t 2 S, which
in turn was a specialisation of hx  r- r; i  1, for all ĕnite means  2 (S).
Obviously t 2 (S) for all t 2 S. at it is true for all ĕnite means is, from
this perspective, merely an artefact of requiring a convex set for the Hahn-Banach
theorem.
us a crucial part of the original proof of the theorem was showing that there
was some r 2 `1(S) such that
1  hx  - ; ri = h; x  r- ri for all  2 (S):
Now, however, the  action must apply to the r 2 `1(S), therefore  and its dual
action must be exchanged. us the proof requires demonstrating there is a r 2
`1(S) such that x  r 2 `1(S) and that
1  hx  - ; ri = h; x  r- ri for all  2 (S):
is has the following problems.
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Firstly, kx  k1 is not necessarily ĕnite, and therefore the dual “action” is really
a partial action when restricted to `1(S). is is less intuitively problematic than the
case of  and `1(S), since in every case, x  is well-deĕned, and x  2 `1(S). For
example, again suppose that S is inĕnite and contains a zero. en if  = f0g and
x = 0, then x   = S. us some characterisation of  as a partial action, within
`1(S) and(S), is required.
Lemma 7.16 Let  2 `1(S),   0, and x 2 S. en x   2 `1(S) if, and only if,x-1supp() < 1. In particular, for all  2 (S), x   2 (S) if, and only if, x
acts injectively on the le of supp().
Proof
kx  k1 =
X
t2S
 (xt)
=
X
u2supp()
x-1u (u)
which is ĕnite if, and only if,
x-1u is ĕnite for all u 2 supp(), if, and only if,x-1supp() is ĕnite. 
Lemma 7.17 Let s 2 S and  2 `1(S). s   2 `1(S) if, and only if, there exists a
ĕnite bound B such that
jh; s  ij  B for all  2 (sS):
Proof In either case, h; s  i = hs  ; i by the usual duality.
Suppose s   2 `1(S). As previously noted, supp(s  )  sS, so only ĕnite
means on sS need be considered. en
jh; s  ij = jhs  ; ij
 ks  k1 kk1
= ks  k1 * kk1 = 1:
us use B = ks  k1.
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Conversely, suppose there exists such a B. For all t 2 sS,
jfs  g (t)j = jhs  ; tij
= jh; s  ij specialising  = t
 B by hypothesis.
Hence ks  k1  B, and s   2 `1(S). 
7.3.3 Fairly amenable Abelian semigroups?
Recall that all Abelian semigroups are amenable, a fact which is an easy consequence
of the Markov-Kakutani ĕxed-point theorem. Results from Chapter 5 are almost
enough to show the same for fairly amenable semigroups. An Abelian semigroup
is le fairly amenable if, and only if, it is right fairly amenable (Lemma 5.43), so we
only have to worry about one side. Abelian semigroups are directed unions of their
ĕnitely-generated subsemigroups, sowe can useeorem5.47 to reduce the problem
to the ĕnitely-generated Abelian semigroups. Of those, all ĕnite semigroups and the
free Abelian semigroups on n generators are known examples, but these might not
be the only ĕnitely-generated Abelian semigroups. Some work remains to ĕll in the
gaps. erefore there is interest in applying the Markov-Kakutani theorem.
e ĕxed points are the meansm invariant under the action of s, which is given
by
fs mg (f) := m (s  f) for all f 2 `1(S); s 2 S:
Given a meanm, what should be s m? A reasonable suggestion is to set
fs mg (f) := m (s  f) for all f 2 `1(S); s 2 S:
is deĕnes s m only on `s(S), so s m 2 `s(S). (is is less problematic than
the  } n introduced earlier.) e next logical question: Is s, in some sense, an
affine map on the set of means? is follows from being affine, in some sense, on the
bounded functions.
Lemma 7.18 On `1(S) the partial map f 7! s  f is affine in the sense that for all
f1; f2 2 `1(S) such that s  f1; s  f2 2 `1(S),
s  (tf1 + (1- t)f2) = t(s  f1) + (1- t)(s  f2) for all t 2 [0; 1]:
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Proof Straightforward: if s  f 2 `1(S) then (s  f) = s  f 2 `1(S) for all
 2 C. Similarly, if s  f1; s  f2 2 `1(S) then a1(s  f1) + a2(s  f2) 2 `1(S) for
all a1; a2 2 C. en
t(s  f1) + (1- t)(s  f2) = s  tf1 + s  (1- t)f2
= s  (tf1 + (1- t)f2) ;
as required. 
Does theMarkov-Kakutani theorem apply directly to demonstrate an -invariant
mean? No. e assumption of the theorem is that the commuting affine maps form
an Abelian semigroup, and while the partial mapsm 7! s m are continuous and
affine as demonstrated above, they would instead form a semi-category. Proof of the
Markov-Kakutani theorem makes use of the fact that the repeatedly iterated appli-
cation of each particular affine map is deĕned, but there is no guarantee that sn m
is deĕned for all n. Nevertheless there may be some generalisation of the Markov-
Kakutani theorem that could be used.
7.3.4 Other outstanding questions
Some of the questions that were raised but not resolved, and a few extras, are sum-
marised here.
Interesting classes of semigroups where the fair amenability is not yet under-
stood, or not completely characterised, are:
(i) Abelian semigroups in general (c.f. Propositions 5.48, 5.49),
(ii) Inverse semigroups, in particular free inverse semigroups with more than one
generator (c.f. Example 5.60),
(iii) Semilattices,
(iv) Completely regular semigroups (c.f. §5.2.7), and
(v) Graph inverse semigroups, and the inverse semigroups of le cancellative Leech
categories (Remark 5.56).
Other questions include:
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(i) How exactly would the theory of fair amenability be extended to account for
topology (c.f. §2.7)?
(ii) In light of current research into partial actions on C*-algebras, what are the
properties of the -partial action, and how does it ĕt into the theory? A survey
of partial actions was given by Dokuchaev (2011).
(iii) Can the Mitsch partial order be used to generalise the le regular representa-
tion of an inverse semigroup on a Hilbert space to arbitrary semigroups, and
hence the weak containment property?
(iv) How exactly does fair amenability relate to growth rates and conditions, and
other geometric conditions?
(v) ere is an apparent divide between cases with one generator, which seem to be
quite easily shown to be fairly amenable, and cases with two ormore generators,
which tend not to be fairly amenable at all. Is it possible to reĕne the boundary
between the two? One possible avenue here may be to investigate the graph
inverse semigroups.
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Index of Symbols
jj Absolute value, or set cardinality.
[ Disjoint union.

 Tensor product (of points, spaces, etc).

 Injective tensor product.

^ Projective tensor product.
4 Set symmetric difference, i.e. A4B = (AnB) [ (BnA)
A A typical Banach algebra.
(AC) e Axiom of Choice is used in the proof.
B1(A; E) e inner derivations from A to E.
B(E; F) e space of bounded linear operators from E to F.
B(H) e C*-algebra of bounded linear operators on the Hilbert spaceH.
C(S) e subalgebra of `1(S) consisiting of ĕnitely-supported functions.
C(S) e C*-algebra of the -semigroup S.
Cr(S) e reduced C*-algebra of -semigroup S.
A e f0; 1g-valued indicator function for the setA: A (x) = jA \ fxgj for
all x.
^A e fN; 1g-valued indicator function for the setA.
d (f) e domain of f.
@A e boundary ofA.
E e dual of E, i.e. B(E;K).
Fn e free group of rank n / having n generators.
F e free group on the alphabet .
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FSn e free semigroup on n generators.
FMn e free monoid on n generators.
FISn e free inverse semigroup on n generators.
FIMn e free inverse monoid on n generators.
fjA Equal to the pointwise product f  ^A.
 (G; S) Cayley graph ofG with respect to generating set S.
H A typical Hilbert space.
H1(A; E) e ĕrst Hochschild cohomology group of A with coefficients in E.
K Either R or C, as appropriate.
`1(S) e Banach (-)algebra of absolutely-summable functions S! K (usu-
ally with convolution).
`2(S) eHilbert space of square-summable functions on S.
`1(S) e Banach space of bounded functions S! K.
`1+ (S) e Banach space of bounded non-negative functions S! R+.
`s(S) e linear space consisting of functions f satisfying s  f 2 `1(S).
`1N (S) A linear space of bounded partial functions S 7! K [ fNg.
s e le regular representation of s (as a self-map of the semigroup).
limU An ultralimit in some ĕxed free ultraĕlterU on N.
M(S) Subspace of `1(S) or L1(S) consisting only of means.
N A stand-in value interpreted as “not deĕned”; f (x) = N whenever x =2
d (f).
(S) e set of ĕnite means on S:  2 (S) iff kk1 = 1, supp() is ĕnite,
and   0.
Pn e polycyclic monoid on n generators.
P(S) Subspace of non-negative integrable functions from L1(S).
P(S)^ Embedding of P(S) into L1(S) via the canonical embedding of L1(S)
inside L1(S).
PI(H) e inverse semigroup of partial isometries ofH.
2(s) e le regular representation of s (as an `2(S) operator).
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P (S) e power set of S, i.e. the Boolean algebra of all subsets of S.
S0 e semigroup S with a zero element adjoined if necessary.
S1 e semigroup S with an identity element adjoined if necessary.
+ e string semigroup on the alphabet  (note that + = FSjj).
 e string monoid on the alphabet  ( = (+)1).
supp(f) e support of f, being the set fs : f (s) 6= 0g.
T e unit circle group

ei :  2 (-; ]	.
U(H) e unitary group of the Hilbert spaceH.
(UL) e Ultraĕlter Lemma is used in the proof.
YX e set of functions mapping X! Y.
Z1(A; E) e derivations from A to E.
